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BIOFUEL: REPLACING THE FOSSIL FUEL AS ENERGY SOURCE  

 

KaziFazilat Sultana Javed Waliulla, Head of the Department, of Zoology., Anjuman Islam, Degree 

College of Science, Murudjanjira, Raigad, Maharashtra 

Miss. Ahire Yayati, Student, Anjuman Islam, Degree College of Science, Murudjanjira, Raigad, 

Maharashtra 

 

1. Introduction: The major source of the energy being used in today‟s world comes mainly from the 

fossil fuels. All these fuels contain materials such as metal, sulfur, and nitrogen compounds in 

addition to carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. Different harmful pollutants are generated such as fly ash, 

sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, and other volatile compounds during the process of combustion. 

Moreover, fossil fuels have non-renewable energy sources which are derived from pre-historic fossils.  

These are primarily formed from the remains of the decayed plants and animals of the carboniferous 

era. The main types of fuel sources that are being used to meet the energy and electricity demands of 

today‟s world are coal, natural gas, and oil/petroleum help. The source of these fuels is limited and are 

depleting at a faster rate (1).  Particulate matter produced by the burning of fossil fuel can not only 

pollute the air, it also contaminates the water and soil leading to deterioration and degradation of the 

same. Wet and dry inorganic pollutant gets deposited leading to acidification of the environment. The 

obvious consequences are increased corrosion, deterioration of cultivated soil, forest etc. Besides, 

plant and wildlife is also susceptible such pollution. It is reported that wildlife has been extensively 

harmed in Europe and North America. Most of the food plants, crops, and other coniferous trees are 

not also resistant to oxides and thus leading to withered and falling leaves. Biofuels are energy-rich 

compounds alternative to conventional fossil fuels. Biofuels are produced from the biomass namely 

microalgae, plants, and bacteria. Other sources with a high value of the heat of combustion are also 

used as the source of biofuels such as biohydrogen, biodiesel, bioethanol, and biomethanol.  Biofuel 

poses several advantages over fossils fuels. The sources used in the production of biofuel are 

renewable and releases less toxic compounds in the environment during combustion. Moreover, there 

is no scope for emitting CO2 in the whole process saving the environment to some extent (2). 

2. Evolution of biofuel production: Depending on the type of biomass usage, biofuels can be divided 

into the primary and the secondary ones. The primary biofuels are the natural biofuels directly 

produced from firewood, plants, forest, animal waste, and crop residue. This is the main fuel used in 

the Third World countries for heating, cooking and agricultural needs. They are also called as 

traditional Biomass. The secondary biofuel is produced from biomass usually from the primary 

biofuel.  This particular category can be further classified into three more generations: first 

generation, second generation, and third generation biofuels depending on the various parameters 

such as:  

 Use of general feedstock for fuel production,  

 The processing methods, and  

 Historical sequence of the fuel's appearance on the world energy market. 

First generation biofuels are produced from biomass of food crops which are enriched with sugars, 

starch, and oils such as soybeans, sunflower seeds, and rapeseeds. Bioalcohols and biodiesel are two 

of the first generation biofuels that have been widely used. second generation biofuels are devised to 

overcome the setback of the first generations biofuels. They are produced from lignocellulosic 

biomass. The third generation of biofuel is produced from algal biomass and is a relatively new 

direction of bioenergetics production (3). 

https://www.conserve-energy-future.com/NonRenewableEnergySources.php
https://www.conserve-energy-future.com/coalasfossilfuel.php
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3. Sources of biofuel  

Biomass used in biofuel production 

 Wood: this is the commonly used biomass that has been used for cooking and heating. Even in the 

present day, this is the main source of energy in developing countries. 

Algae: main biomass used for the production of third generations of biofuels. Main sources of algae 

come from the stagnant ponds in the natural world, and more recently in algae farms. Recently algae 

have been used experimentally as a new form of green jet fuel designed for commercial travel (4).  

Carbohydrate (sugars) rich biomaterial: the main source for this biomaterial is derived from products 

like wheat, beets, corn, sugar cane, and other existing food crops (1). 

Oils rich biomaterial: this is used to produce the biodiesel for automobiles, and home heating, the 

Main source for this material is various food crops such as rapeseed, sunflower, corn, and others. The 

main advantage of this type of biomass is that it is not susceptible to microbial degradation, and can 

be re-used. It is being experimentally used in the production of green jet fuel (1).  

Biorefinery: The biorefinery is a  facility where the biomass is used to produce a spectrum of 

marketable products and energy. This biorefinery concept is somewhat similar to the petroleum 

refinery (5).  

4. Mechanism of biofuel production  

Thermochemical conversion: This method involves several processes such as gasification, 

liquefication, pyrolysis, and hydrogenation and proved to be an efficient method of biofuel production 

from algal biomass. (6) 

1. Gasification: in this process biomass is treated for temperatures above 1000 K and a gas 

mixture is formed including CO2, CO, H2, CH4, N2 and other such compounds. 

2. Liquefication: in this process catalytic thermal decomposition of biomass produces unstable 

small components, which are then combined to form bio-oils.  

3. Pyrolysis: this is an anaerobic decomposition of biomass (temperatures range from 650 to 800 

K). The substance proceeds in a vapor phase and then condenses into the mixture, called bio-

oil. 

4. Hydrogenation: This is a simple reduction process involving the addition of hydrogen to the 

unsaturated organic compound. Generally, algal hydrogenation is performed in presence of 

the solvent and a catalyst in an autoclave. 

(:10.1016/j.enconman.2009.03.001) 

Biochemical conversion 

1. Fermentation: The fermentation reactions are caused by microorganisms, which feed on 

sugar-enriched feedstock. The process of fermentation requires less consumption of energy. 

Moreover, CO2 produced as a by-product during this process can be used as carbon sources 

for microalgae in cultivation process and therefore reduce the emission of greenhouse gases 

(2). 

2. Transesterification: Transesterification of vegetable oils and animal fats with methanol or 

ethanol is used for biodiesel production (2).  

5. Economic and environmental impact: Biofuel has various advantages over fossil fuel. The main 

advantage is that it produces lesser amount of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions with no net increase 

in atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2). Another environmental benefit of biofuels is the fact that it is 

made from renewable resources (7). In addition to the environmental impact, biofuels tend to be 

cheapest when compared to the fossil fuels. One of the main reason behind the biofuel research was 

the high petroleum price. The cost of biofuel production can be further reduced by the use of inedible 

oils and used oils, instead of using edible vegetable oil (7). 
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6. Conclusion and future perspective: With the ever-increasing global energy demand, fossil energy 

has the continuing weaknesses with the significant risk to the environment. The amount of fossil fuel 

consumed globally is increasing with time and consequently depleting fast in an alarming manner. In 

addition, burning of fossil fuel creates several harmful impacts on the environment. Therefore, an 

increased use of biomass-derived fuels has the potential to meet the future demand for energy in an 

eco-friendly and cost-effective manner. 
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ejkBh ukVdkaps fp=iVkrhy :ikarj! 

 

M‚-Ák-'kf'kdkar p©/kjh] ^lqfe=k*] 630@1&,] ch o‚MZ] tokgjuxj] d¨Ygkiwj- 

 

egkjk"Vª ukVÓ osMk vkgs-  ejkBh ek.klkps ukVÓÁsep eqGkr vQykrwu vlY;keqGs 

ejkBh jax• wehpk gk pkyrk] c¨yrk olk vkf.k okjlk dkGkuq:i cnyr vkyk vkgs-  cny 

gs ifjorZukps ifgys y{k.k vkgs-  ex r¨ cny vkpkjkr vlsy] fopkjkr vlsy] dysryk 

vlsy ok lkfgR;kryk vlsy- i.k r¨ M¨Gli.ks letwu Äs.ks egŸokps vkgs-  fo".kqnkl •kos] 

v..kklkgsc fdy¨ZLdj] —-Á-[kkfMydj ;k eaMGÈuh ejkBh ukVÓl`"Vhpk ik;k cGdV dsyk-  

laxhr ukVdkP;k ek/;ekrwu ejkBh ek.klkps eu vkf.k dku r;kj dj.;kr gh eaMGh ;'kLoh 

Bjyh-  R;kaP;k ys[k.khus ejkBh ukVd xrheku >kys-  i.k rs xfreku dj.;kr ts dykoar 

iq<s vkys] R;kaps ;¨xnku [kwip e¨Bs vkgs-  fo'ks"kr cky xa/koZ ;kaP;k l©an;kZus] vf•u;kus] 

rRdkyhu ejkBh jfld Äk;kG rj >kysp] i.k QW'kuP;k {ks=krys bafM;u vk;M‚y Eg.kwup 

vktgh R;kaP;k os'k• q"kseqGs] ds'k • q"kseqGs] vf•u; vkf.k R;kaP;k nnZ•jh xk;ukdMs ikfgys 

tkrs- ukVdkP;k –"Vhd¨ukrwu T;kauh R;kauk toGwu ikfgys] rh ih<h rj •kX;oku g¨rhp i.k 

vkiyh fi<h R;k y©fdd bfrgklkdMs vktgh M¨Gli.kkus ikgrs vkgs] gs R;kaP;k O;fäeŸokps 

e¨Bsi.k vkgs- 

ukVd gk ykÃOg ijQ‚eZUl vkgs-  gtkj¨ Ás{kdkaP;k lk{khus rs ÄMrs-  vf•u;kps] 

xk;ukps ckjdkos vkiY;kyk ikgrk ;srkr-  i.k fp=iV ek/;ekps rls ukgh-  ejkBh 

jax• wehojP;k ukVdkps iq<ps :i] :ikarj Eg.kts fp=iV vkgs-  rls Eg.kky rj fp=iV gs 

iM|kojP;k ukVdkps iq<ps Lo:i vkgs vls EgVys rj okoxs Bj.kkj ukgh-  dkj.k Ákja•hps 

fp=iV gs rRdkyhu loZlkekU; Ás{kdkauk iM|kojps ukVdp okVr g¨rs- 

1912 rs 1931 gk ejkBh fp=iV l`"Vhry n¨u n'kdkapk dkG Eg.kts eqdiVkpk 

tekuk g¨rk-  ,dhdMs ejkBh ukVÓÁseh Ás{kd rUe;rsus ukVd ikg.;kr jaxyk g¨rk- rj 

nqljhdMs nknklkgsc QkGds lkj[kk ek.kwl ejkBh jax• wehojP;k Ás{kdkauk [kspwu ÄsÅu] R;kauk 

fp=iVkP;k ek/;ekdMs vkdf"kZr dj.;klkBh Á;Ru djhr g¨rk-  rls Eg.kky rj 

ikf'pekR;kaP;kdMwu Lohdkjysyh-  gh dyk] ejkBhr :tfo.;kpk ifgyk Á;Ru tj d¨.kh 

dsyk vlsy rj r¨ R;kauh-  gs vkotqZu lkaxkos ykxsy-  tla dkuMh ukVd ikgwu fo".kqnkl 

•kO¨ ;kauk gk Á;¨x ejkBh djrk ;sÃy-  ;kph tk.kho >kyh-  usedh rh vkf.k r'khp 

tk.kho nknklkgsc QkGds ;kaukgh >kyh g¨rh] gs vkotqZu ekU;p djkos ykxsy-  R;kauk 

gkr•kj] iq<s Á•krus vkf.k Ogh-'kkarkjke] •kyth isa<kjdj] ek-fouk;d] vuar ekus] fnudj n- 

ikVhy] v'kk vla[; fnXn'kZdkauh ykoyk vkgs- 

rls Eg.kky rj 'kCn gs dFkk] dknacjh] ukVdkps ek/;e vkgs-  'kCn gs dknacjh 

ok³~e;kr losZ lokZ vlrkr-  i.k gsp 'kCn ukVdkP;k ek/;ekr] laoknkP;k t¨Mhus m•k 

jkgrkr] rj fp=iV ek/;ekr –'kkaP;k • wfedsrwu gk cny letwu Äs.ks bFks egŸokps vkgs-  

dkj.k rRdkyhu Ás{kdkauk ukVdkus vkf.k eqdiVkus jax• wehoj vkf.k iM|koj ts ts fnlrs] rs rs 
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ikg.;kph vkf.k dkukoj ts ts iMrs rs ,sd.;kph lo; ykoyh gs ;k n¨Ugh ek/;ekrys lkE; 

vkgs- 

ukVd gs Ás{kdkaP;k le¨j ÄMrs- Eg.kts ykÃOg ijQ‚eZUlp vls Eg.krk ;sÃy-  frFks 

,[kknk laokn ok xk.ks oUle¨vj ÄsÅ 'kdrk-  jfldkaP;k VkG~;kaph nkn r¨ dykdkj olwygh 

djr¨- 

i.k fp=iV ek/;ekr rs 'kD; ukgh-  dkj.k fp=iV gk dWesÚ;kP;k ek/;ekrwu fp=hr 

dsyk tkr¨-  R;keqGs ukVdkryk ftoari.kk fp=iVkr ;sr ukgh-  dkj.k Áfrek] ÁfrdkaP;k 

ek/;ekrwu fp=iV c¨yr¨- l'kä Áfrek gs fp=iVkaps rj l'kä laokn gs ukVdkps ek/;e 

vkgs-  gs vH;kldkauh letwu Äs.ks egŸokps vkgs- 

ys[kdkps ys[kukps dke ftFks lairs-  frFks fnXn'kZdkps dke lq: g¨rs- dq'ky fnXn'kZd 

uVkauk l¨cr Äsowu] rkyerhP;k ek/;ekrwu] ikBkarjkrwu r¨ rs ukVd clowu Äsr¨-  R;keqGs 

fnXn'kZdkps dke ftFks lairs] frFks uVkps dke lq: g¨rs-  vkf.k ex uV Ás{kd ;kaP;kr t¨ 

[ksG lq: g¨r¨] rks vf•u;kP;k ek/;ekrwu g¨r¨-  dkj.k ukVdkryk vf•u; gk gtkj¨ 

Ás{kdkaP;k lk{khus ÄMr vlr¨-  uVkyk vkiY;k • wfedsyk U;k; nsrkuk Ás{kdkaP;k eukoj 

vf/kjkT; xktork ;srs-  • wfedk vkoMY;kph ikorh R;kyk R;kP;k utjsrwu igk;yk feGrs- 

ex rs ukVd 'k¨dkafrd vl¨ ok lq[kkafrd-  i.k ,dk {k.kkr R;kyk R;kph ikorh feGrs-  

vFkkZr ukVdkr gs 'kD; vkgs-  fp=iVkr ukgh-  dkj.k dWesÚ;kP;k ek/;ekrwu fViyk tk.kkjk 

vf•u; gk e;kZnhr eaMGÈP;k lk{khus Vhiyk tkr vlr¨-  frFks Vsd] fjVsd okjaokj g¨rkr-  

rqdMÓk] rqdMÓkauh r¨ fpf=r dsyk tkr¨-  R;keqGs R;kr okjaokj cny djrk ;srkr-  i.k gh 

[ksGh ukVd ;k ek/;ekr pkyr ukgh-  ukVd] fp=iV gh n¨Ugh ek/;es fnXn'kZdkphp vkgs-  

gs ek= fufoZokni.ks lkaxkos ykxsy-  fp=iV ek/;e gs okLrorsP;k toG vf/kd tkrs- ewfrZear 

okLro Ás{kdkale¨j m•k d: 'kdrs-  i.k ukVd gs ek/;e gs 'kD; g¨r ukgh-  uOgs 

ukfo.;iw.kZ ra=kph t¨M fnyh rjhgh gs lk/; djrk ;sr ukgh-  dkj.k ukVd ek/;ekyk bFks 

e;kZnk vlrkr-  i.k fp=iV ek/;e ek= d©'kY;iw.kZ Nk;kfp=.k] Ádk'k ;¨tuk] fnXn'kZd] 

Áfrek&Áfrekapk okij d:u ,[kknh futÊo oLrwns[khy iM|koj ltho d:u nk[ko.;kr 

;'kLoh g¨r¨-  ;kr ra=Kkukph t¨M vlrs-  gs y{kkr Äs.ks bFks egŸokps vkgs- 

ukVdko:u fp=iV fufeZrh dj.ks Çdok fp=iVko:u ukVd fuekZ.k dj.ks ;kr xSj dkagh 

ukgh-  ifj.kkedkjd vk'k; O;ä dj.;klkBh ÁkIr ek/;ekapk okij vki.k fdrh gqq'kkjhus 

djr¨] ;koj R;kps egŸo voyacwu vlrs-  fp=iV gs Áxr rkaf=drsrwu tUekyk vkysys 

ek/;e vkgs-  –dJkO;rsyk rs Ák/;kU; ns.kkjs ek/;e vkgs-  i.k ukVd ek/;e gs nhÄZ 

dkGkP;k ijaijsrwu] lkfgfR;dkaP;k ikyu&i¨"k.kkrwu fodflr >kysys ek/;e vkgs-  LFky] 

dkykps osGsps ca/ku gs ek/;e r¨Mw 'kdr ukgh-  dkj.k jaxeap gsp ;k ek/;ekps ÄVuk LFkG 

vkgs-  vkf.k n¨u&vMhp rkl gkp R;kryk ÄVuk dkG vkgs-  R;keqGs osG dkGkP;k 

ca/kukeqGs ukVddkj Ás{kdkaP;k dYiuk 'kähyk vkOgku nsr vlr¨-  gs vkOgku fp=iVkP;k 

ek/;ekrwu dq'ky fnXn'kZd] y¨ds'ku] Nk;kfp=.k] ;k ek/;ekrwu fp=hr djhr vlr¨-  

/ouh&Ádk'kkpk okij lgtrsus djhr vlr¨-  R;keqGs Vsd] fjVsdpk okij djhr gs ek/;e 

lyx fuekZ.k dsysyh] rqdMÓk rqdMÓkauh t¨Mysyh lyx ÇÁV Ás{kdkauk [ksGowu Bso.;kr 

;'kLoh g¨rs- rj ukVd ykÃOg ijQ‚eZUl ns.;kr ;'kLoh g¨rs-  n¨Ughgh ek/;ekar –dJkO;kpk 
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okij dsyk vlyk rjh Ás{kdkaP;k le¨j ÄM.kkjs ukVd vkf.k ukVdkps iM|kojps :i tk.kwu 

Äs.kkjs Ás{kd ;kr Qjd gk jkgr¨p-  dkj.k fp=iV gs iM|kojP;k ukVdkps iq<ps :i vkgs-  

Lo:i vkgs-  :ikarj vkgs-  ;k –"Vhus fopkj djrk] ,dk 'krdkP;k bfrgklkr ukVdko:u ts 

fp=iV fuekZ.k] :ikarjhr >kys] R;kaph ;knh eh l¨cr nsr vkgs-  R;koj uO;k la'k¨/kdkauh 

la'k¨/ku dj.ks xjtsps vkgs] gs vkotqZu lkaxkosls okVrs- 1912 rs 1931 gk eqdiVkapk tekuk 

g¨rk-  R;k dky[kaMkr 12 ejkBh ukVdkapk vk/kkj Äsowu fp=iV fufeZrh >kyh vkgs-  R;kr 

n¨u laL—r ukVdkapk lekos'k vkgs-  ,d baxzth ukVd vkgs-  vkf.k rhu ejkBh dknacjÈpk 

vkf.k n¨u [kaM dkO;kapk vk/kkj Äsowu fp=iV fufeZrh >kyh vkgs- R;keqGs ,dw.k ia/kjk ukVds] 

rhu dknacÚ;k] vkf.k n¨u [kaM dkO;kapk vk/kkj Äsowu fp=iV fufeZrh] eqdiVkP;k tekU;kr 

>kyh-  vFkkZr gk dky [kaM 21 o"kk±pk vkgs-  R;keqGs ukVd ek/;ekpk vk/kkj Äsowu fp=iV 

fufeZrh g¨.ks gsp ;k dky[kaMkps Qyhr g¨rs] vls EgVys rj okoxs B: u;s- 74 o"kk±P;k 

dky[kaMkr ejkBh fp=iVkr rkaf=d cny g¨r jkfgys-  gs tjh [kjs vlys rjh ;k dky[kaMkr 

gh ejkBh fp=iV fnXn'kZdkauh 23 ejkBh ukVdkapk] 'ksDlfi;jP;k 3 baxzth ukVdkapk] 2 laL—

r ukVdkapk] 1 caxkyh ukVdkpk vkf.k 1 jf'k;u dFkspk vk/kkj Äsowu fp=iV fufeZrh dsyh 

vkgs-  R;keqGs ,dw.k 29 ukVds vkf.k 1 jf'k;u dFkk ;kapk vk/kkj ejkBh fp=iV l`"Vhus 

Äsowu vkiyh fp=iV fufeZrh dsY;kps fnlwu ;srs-  rj ;kp dky[kaMkr 27 dknacÚ;k] 3 

vkRedFkk] vkf.k 3 pfj=kapk vk/kkj Äsowu pfj=kRed fp=iVkaph fufeZrh dsyh vkgs-  vFkkZr gk 

vk<kok ns.;k ikBhekxpk ek>k gsrw ÁkatG vkgs-  uO;k fi<hus ufou fo"k; Äsowu la'k¨/ku 

djkos-  gh ;k ekxph ek>h ÁkatG /kkj.kk vkgs-  fo"k;kP;k vuq"kaxkus fp=iVkaph ;knh eh fnyh 

vkgs-  R;kpk uO;k la'k¨/kdkauh t:j fopkj djkok-  vkf.k vkiys la'k¨/ku djkos-  vkf.k 

R;kauk ekxZn'kZu dj.kkÚ;k xkÃMuhgh vkiyh –"Vh O;kid Bsowu R;kauk lgdk;Z dsys rj uos 

la'k¨/kugh frrdsp l[k¨y vkf.k O;kid g¨Ãy] ;kph [kk=h okVrs- 

eqd iV & ukVd 

lu fp=iV fnXn'kZd ukVd&ys[kd 

1912 •ä iqaMyhd fn-nknkl¨k r¨j.ks iqaMyhd ys&jkejko ckG—

".k fdrÊdj 

1915 ukjk;.k is'kO;kapk o/k Jh-uk-ikV.kdj Jheku ukjk;.kjko is'kos 

ys&gfjiar iaMhr 

1919 dp nso;kuh Jh-uk-ikV.kdj la-fo|kgj.k dkdkl¨k 

[kkMhydj 

1920 flrk Lo;aoj Jh-uk-ikV.kdj flrk Lo;aoj fo".kwnkl •kos 

1922 æ©inh Lo;aoj fo".kqiar fnosdj Lo;aoj —-Á- [kkMhydj 

 egk'osrk Jh-uk-ikV.kdj dknacjh&ckG•Í & laL—r 

ukVd 

1923 'kkjnk vFkkZr dU;k 

foØ; 

ekek fujarj 'kkjnk  & x¨-c-nsoy 

1926 rkÃ rsyh.k ,sfrgkfld ukukl¨k lji¨rnkj rkÃ rsyh.k vP;wr cGoar 

d¨YgVdj 

 r¨r;kps caM ukukl¨k lji¨rnkj r¨r;kps caM &u-fp-dsGdj 

1928 txn~xq: Jhen 

'kadjkpk;Z 

ik'oZukFk vkGrsdj 'kadj fnXoht; v..kkl¨k 

fdy¨ZLdj 

1929 jkt laU;kl ikaMqjax rysfxjh jktlaU;kl& jk-x- xMdjh 

 olar lsuk nknklkgsc QkGds e`PN dVhd & 'kqæd & 
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laL—r 

1930 jäkpk eqdqV & 

[kquhrkt 

ikaMqjax rysfxjh eWDcsFk & 'ksDlfivj & 

baxzth 

 f'kola•o ds-ih-•kos  

    

1930 paælsuk Ogh-'kkarkjke paælsuk&iq-•k- M¨axjs 

1932 ek;k efPNaæ Ogh-'kkarkjke e.kh 'kadj xqtjkrh ukVdkpk 

fl/n lalkj] ejkBh :ikarj 

1934 'kddrkZ f'kokth ukxasæ eq>qenkj vkeps bekZu 

1935 paælsuk Ogh-'kkarkjke paælsuk&iq-•k- M¨axjs 

1937 lk/oh ehjkckÃ ckcqjko isaVj ve`r fl/nh & olar 

'kkarkjke nslkÃ 

1938 Tokyk ek-fouk;d eWdcsFk & 'ksDlfivj & 

baxzth 

1941 iSlk th-ih-iokj iSlkp iSlk ek/ko t¨'kh 

 E;qfuflikyhVh & 

LFkkfud LojkT; 

ckcwjko vkiVs E;qfuflikyhVh & ek/ko 

t¨'kh 

1942 olar lsuk xtkuu tkxhjnkj e`PN dVhd & 'kqæd & 

laL—r  

1948 e¨:ph eko'kh vkpk;Z v=s pkyÊt vk¡V& baxzth 

1949 czã Ä¨VkGk vkpk;Z v=s yXukph csMh & vk-v=s 

1964 ;k ekyd uanw [k¨Vs fuf'kdkarkph uojh & vkuar 

dk.ksdj 

1971 'kkarrk dkVZ pkyw vkgs la-lR;nso nqcs 'kkarrk dkVZ pkyw vkgs& 

fot; rsaMwydj 

1977 Äk'khjke d¨roky —".ku gfjgj.k brj rhu Äk'khjke d¨roky & fot; 

rsaMwydj 

1986 iq<pa ikÅy jktnŸk i;kZ;& t;oar nGoh 

 ek> Äj ekÖkk lalkj jktnŸk ek> Äj ekÖkk lalkj & 

jRukdj erdjh 

1990 Äkcjk;pa ukgh Ogh-ds-ukÃd Vk;eÈx vWkQ f'k: & 

'ksDlihvj & baxzth 

1991 p©dV jktk lat; lqjdj c‚ulk; 

1992 gkp lwuckÃpk •kÅ iq: "k¨Ÿke csMsZ ygku i.k nsxk nsok & ckG 

d¨YgVdj 

1993 othj lat; jkoy othj& mToyk BsaxMh 

2006 ekrhP;k pqyh lqjs'k ekatjsdj egs'kek tkosdjkP;k 

ukVdkoj vk/kkjhr 

2008 xk<okpa yXu jktw Qqydj xk<okpa yXu & gfj•kÅ 

oMxkaodj 

2013 Jhear nke¨nj iar dsnkj Ç'kns Jhear nke¨nj iar & dsnkj 

Ç'kns 

    

 dqekjh xaxqckÃ u‚u 

eWVªhd 

jkts'k ns'kikaMs dq-xaxqckÃ u‚u eWVªhd& 

jkts'k ns'kikaMs 

 ukjckph okMh vkfnR; lji¨rnkj eu¨t fe=kaP;k caxkyh 

ukVdkoj vk/kkjhr 

 dVÓkj dkGtkr Äqlyh lqgkl •kos dVÓkj dkGtkr Äqlyh& 

iq:"k¨Ÿke nkjOgsdj 

 uVlezkV egs'k ekatjsdj uVlezkV & fo- ok- 
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f'kjokMdj 

 

eqd iV & dknacjh 

lu fp=iV fnXn'kZd ukVd&ys[kd 

1923 ÇlgxM ckcwjko iasVj xM vkyk i.k Çlg xsyk & 

g-uk-vkiVs 

1924 jk.kk gehj ckcwjko iasVj yafNr paæek & g-uk-vkiVs 

1927 lkoG~;k rkaMsy ds-ih-•kos f'kokthps vkjekj mQZ 

lkoG~;k rkaMsy & ukFk 

ek/ko 

c¨y iV 

lu fp=iV fnXn'kZd ukVd&ys[kd 

1937 ºjn;kph Jhearh ckcwjko iasVj ºjn;kph Jhearh 

1938 nsork ek-fouk;d fjdkek nsOgkjk & fo-l-

[kkaMsdj 

1939 lq[kkpk 'k¨/k ik'oZukFk vkGrsdj lq[kkpk 'k¨/k & fo-l-

[kkaMsdj 

1942 lkoG~;k rkaMsy e/kqdj ckoMsdj f'kokthps vkjekj mQZ 

lkoG~;k rkaMsy & ukFk 

ek/ko 

1953 xkoxqaM olar dqyd.kÊ xkoxqaM & x-y- B¨dG 

1954 js'kekP;k xkBh jktk Bkdwj js'kekP;k xkBh& n-j-

doBsdj 

1962 oSt;ark && oSt;ark & v..kk •kÅ 

lkBs 

1963 Qfdjk dqekj paæ'ks[kj Qfdjk & v..kk •kÅ lkBs 

1969 fVGk ykors eh jäkpk olar iasVj v..kk •kÅ lkBs 

 M¨axjkph eSuk vuar ekus ekdMhpk ekG & v..kk 

•kÅ lkBs 

1970 okj.kspk okÄ olar iasVj okj.kspk okÄ & v..kk 

•kÅ lkBs 

 vkÃ vkgs 'ksrkr Á•kdj uk;d vkÃ vkgs 'ksrkr & v..kk 

•kÅ lkBs 

1974 dkfrZdh nŸkk ekus dkfrZdh& j-ok- fnÄs 

 ;'k¨nk •kÃ •xr ;'k¨nk& Jh-uk- isaMls 

 v'kh gh lkrkÚ;k rÚgk  vyxwtk & v..kk •kÅ 

lkBs 

1975 t¨frckpk uol deykdj r¨j.ks iùtk & ckck dne 

 Äj xaxsP;k dkBh ek/ko •¨ÃVs Äj xaxsP;k dkBh & t¨RLuk 

nso/kj 

1977 pkuh Ogh-'kkarkjke pkuh & fp-«;a- [kku¨ydj 

1979 Çlgklu tCckj iVsy eqacÃ fnukad Çlgklu & 

v:.k lk/kw 

1980 xkjachpk ckiw ckck ektxkaodj xkjachpk ckiw& Jh-uk- isaMls 

1981 macjBk tCckj iVsy csÄj& 'kkark fulG 

1986 [kjk okjlnkj fcihu oVÊ Lo;a fl/nk&caxkyh 

1989 dGr u dGr dkapu uk;d 'kqU;kph O;Fkk & 'kdqaryk 

x¨xVs 

1993 •jyk gk eGoV jäkus Ánhi gGn.kdj cGh& vuar frfcys 
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1994 lqo±rk jkenkl QqVk.ks dq.kkP;k [kka|koj& ck-x-

dsljdj 

 •Le iq:"k¨Ÿke csMsZ •Le& mŸke caMw rqis 

 okjlk y{ehpk e/kqdj ikBd y{ehckÃ •zrkj oklqnso & 

e/kqdj ikBd 

1995 cuxjokMh ve¨y ikysdj cuxjokMh & O;adVs'k 

ekMxwGdj 

 fyehVsM ek.kqldh ufpdsr iVo/kZu f'kr;q/n lnkuan  

2000 lŸkkf/k'k ;'koar •kydj Tokyk eq[kh & vuar 

frfcys 

2004 vk•kGkph lkoyh •kLdj tk/ko vk/kkj f'kyk&'k¨•k jkÅr 

2007 M¨g iq"djkt ijkatis dkGs'kkj ik.kh&g- e¨-ejkBs 

2008 okoVG f'kokth y¨Vu ikVhy ds-QkÃOg& vkuar lkear 

 t¨xok jktho ikVhy p©aMd] •aMkj •¨x] jktu 

xol] ^n'kZu* dFkk pk:rk 

lkxj 

 fu'kkuh Mkok vaxBk iq:"k¨Ÿke csMsZ fu'kkuh Mkok vaxBk& jes'k 

baxGs& mŸkjkndj 

2009 jhVk js.kqdk 'kgk.ks jhVk osyh.kdj& 'kkark 

x¨[kys 

 uVjax jfo tk/ko uVjax & vkuan ;kno 

2011 'kkGk lqgkl Mgkds 'kkGk& feyÈn c¨dhy 

2012 vkEgh dk frljs jes'k e¨js vkEgh dk frljs & ik: 

enu ukÃd 

2013 72 eSy ,d Áokl  jktho ikVhy 72 eSy& M‚-v'k¨d 

OgVdj 

 •jyk gk eGoV jäkus Ánhi gynGdj cGh& vuar frfcys 

2014 nqfu;knkjh && nqfu;knkjh & lqgkl 

f'kjoGdj 

vkRedFkk & pfj= 

lu fp=iV fnXn'kZd ukVd&ys[kd 

1982 vR;kpkj •kLdj pankojdj cyqr& n;k iokj 

2002 d¨YákVÓkpa i¨ja ,l-,e-jatu d¨YákVÓkpa i¨ja & M‚-

fd'k¨j 'kkarkckÃ dkGs 

2010 eh Çl/kqrkÃ lidkG vuar egknsou eh ouoklh& Çl/kqrkÃ 

lidkG 

2015 cky xa/koZ lqgkl •kos cky xa/koZ& vf•jkt 

•Mdedj&fVGdkaps 

2015 y¨dekU; xaxk/kj fVGd lqgkl •kos fVGdkaps pfj= 
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Abstract 

The water sample from Kharamboli dam of Murud Taluka was analyzed for their physicochemical 

characteristics. Laboratory tests were performed for the analysis of samples for Temperature, pH, Electrical 

conductivity, TDS, Alkalinity, Chloride, DO, BOD, Total hardness, Calcium hardness, Magnesium hardness and 

Salinity were analyzed in the month of November 2017. By observing the result it can be concluded that the 

parameters which were taken to study the water quality are below the pollution level for ground water which 

satisfies the requirement for the use of various purposes like domestic, agricultural, industrial etc. The 

usefulness of these parameters in predicting dam water quality characteristics were discussed 

Keywords: Kharamboli Dam water, water quality standard, Physico-chemical Parameter 

INTRODUCTION: Water is one of the most important and abundant compounds of the ecosystem. 

All living organisms on the earth need water for their survival and growth. As of now only earth is the 

planet having about 70 % of water. But due to increased human population, industrialization, the use 

of fertilizers in the agriculture and man-made activity, it is highly polluted with different harmful 

contaminants. Therefore, it is necessary that the quality of drinking water should be checked at regular 

time interval, because due to use of contaminated drinking water, human population suffers from 

varying of water borne diseases. It is difficult to understand the biological phenomenon fully because 

the chemistry of water revels much about the metabolism of the ecosystem and explain the general 

hydro – biological relationship [1]. Water pollution is a serious problem in India as almost 70 per cent 

of its surface water resources and a growing percentage of its groundwater reserves are contaminated 

by biological, toxic, organic, and inorganic pollutants. In many cases, these sources have been 

rendered unsafe for human consumption as well as for other activities, such as irrigation and industrial 

needs. This shows that degraded water quality can contribute to water scarcity as it limits its 

availability for both human use and for the ecosystem. 

Due to growth of population, agriculture, and industries, 

demand for domestic water has increased many times 

during the last few years. Improper waste disposal and 

over exploitation of resources has affected the quality, 

not only of tap water, but also of ground water [2].  

Prabhakar R. Pawar and Balasaheb G. Kulkarni [3] has 

studied assessment of water quality in the karanja creek 

(Raigad). Budharatna Bhavare, Miguel A. Rodriguez, 

Anil Kurthe [4] has studied different physic chemical 

parameter and nutrients in water of Bhatye estuary, Ratnagiri 

central, West coast of India. Francis Andrade, H.B. Arvinda, 

and E.T. Puttaiah [5] have studied Manglore coastal water 

Kharamboli Dam 

mailto:sajidoshaikh@gmail.com
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pollution by analysis of physical, chemical parameter. Ramalingam manikannan, Subramanian asokan 

and A.H.M.S. Ali [6] have studied Seasonal variation of physicochemical properties of the great 

vedaranyam swamp point calimere wildlife Sanctuary, South east coast of India. Sujata Sen, Dr. 

Minal Kanti Paul, and Madhab Borah [7] have studied the some physico chemical parameter of pond 

and river water with reference to correlation study. G.Velsamy, N. Manoharan, S.Ganesan [8] has 

studied analysis of physicochemical variations in sea water sample Uppanarestuary, Cuddalore, 

Tamilnadu (India). Amboli is a Village in Murud Taluka in Raigad District of Maharashtra State, 

India. It belongs to Konkan region. It belongs to Konkan Division. It is located 49 Km towards South 

from District head quarters Alibag. 11 Km from Murud. The dam is situated amidst lush greenery 

which makes it an amazing picturesque location. The sound of nature - water and birds - makes this 

location a more appealing one.  

The water sample was collected from the dam early in the morning between 8.00 am to 10.00 

am and was analyzed to compare the differences occurred in Physico-chemical parameters such as 

Temperature, pH, Electrical conductivity, TDS, Alkalinity, Chloride, DO, BOD, Total hardness, Ca-

hardness, Magnesium hardness and Salinity. 

The research work is carried out, keeping in mind the following objectives. 

 To study the chemical composition and water quality parameters of dam.  

 To investigate the possible sources and Cause of pollution in the dam if any. 

To study if these effects can be attributed to the change in the chemical composition of the dam water 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MATERIAL & METHOD:- Sample of water was collected in sterile plastic bottle of 2 litre capacity 

from the dam. At the same time the temperature & pH were noted. The physico-chemical analysis was 

carried out within 24 hours of collection in a laboratory as per APHA (1989), (1992), AWWA & 

WPFA, Trivedy & Goel (1986) [9-10]. The chemicals were used of A. R. grade and are standardized 

as per Inorganic quantitative analysis by Vogel (1964) & (2006) [11-12]. The result is statistically 

analyzed by calculating mean & standard deviation. 

RESULTS & DISCUSSION:- 

Parameters Garambi Dam 

Mean+S.D 

pH 8.10+ 0.02 

Temperature ( 
0
C) 21.7 + 0.3 

Conductivity (mS) 0.109 + 0.002 

Total Hardness (mg/L) 60 + 1.0 

Chlorides (mg/L) 39.05 + 0.18 
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Table-1:- Values of different parameters of water sample of Kharamboli dam. (Mean and 

Standard deviation is calculated) 

 

 
Graph showing concentration range of various parameters at Kharamboli dam. 

1. Temperature: Temperature is the most importance environment factor with effect on plants and 

animals. Water has several unique thermal properties which combine to minimize temperature 

change. The Water temperature depends on the depth of the water column, climatic and topographic 

changes [13]. A rise in temperature of water leads to the speeding up of chemical reactions in water, 

reduces the solubility of gases and amplifies the tastes and odour. At higher temperature with less 

dissolved gases the water becomes tasteless and even does not quench the thirst and decreases the 

solubility of oxygen. Temperature also determines various other factors such as pH, Conductivity, 

saturation level of gases and various forms of alkalinity. The temperature of Garambi dam water is 

21.7+0.3 
0
C. 

2. pH:  pH, one of the most common analyses in soil and water testing, is the standard measure of 

how acidic or alkaline a solution is. pH has no direct adverse effect on health. pH governs the 

distribution, transport and fate of heavy metals in aquatic ecosystem. It is measured a scale from 0 -

14. pH of 7 is neutral, pH is less than 7 is acidic and pH greater than 7 is basic. Aquatic organisms 

need the pH of their water body to be a certain range optimal growth and survival. pH of  water 

sample collected is 8.10+0.02. 

3. Electrical Conductance: Conductivity is the measure of a substance or solution to conduct electric 

current. Presence of salts and contamination with wastewater increases conductivity of water. It is a 

indication of pollution. Electrical conductivity used to quickly estimate the ionic or soluble salt 

concentration in soils, water supplies, fertilizer solution and chemical solution. It is highly depended 

upon temperature Conductivity however is an important criterion in determining the suitability of 
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Acidity (mg/L) 96 + 0.3 

Alkalinity (mg/L) 185 + 0.3 

Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L) 7.716 + 0.015 

BOD (mg/L) 1.281 + 0.03 

Total Dissolved Solids (mg/L) 300 + 1.0 

Calcium hardness (mg/L) 44+ 0.3 

Magnesium hardness (mg/L) 16+ 0.3 

Salinity (mg of NaCl) 1.172 + 0.003 
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water for irrigation. The conductance of water sample is 0.109+ 0.002 mS. The observed value of 

electrical conductance is quite low and less electrolyte 

4. Total Hardness: Total hardness is defined as the sum of calcium and magnesium hardness in mg/L 

as CaCO3.Total hardness of water an important factor that indicates toxic effect and poisonous 

elements [14]. There is no adverse effect of hardness on health. Hard water is also not suitable for 

domestic and irrigation purposes. Total hardness of water collected is 60+1.0 mg/L. The degree of 

hardness of drinking water has been classified in terms of the equivalent CaCO3 concentration as 

follows: Soft - 0-60mg/L, Medium - 60-120 mg/L, Hard - 120-180 mg/L, Very hard - >180 mg/L. The 

observed value was quiet less than the acceptable limit of 300 mg/L 

5. Chlorides: Chloride is mainly obtained from the dissolution of salts of hydrochloric acid as table 

salt (NaCl), NaCO2 and added through industrial waste, sewage, sea water etc. Surface water bodies 

often have low concentration of chlorides as compare to ground water. It has key importance for 

metabolism activity in human body and other main physiological processes. High chloride 

concentration damage metallic pipes and structure as well as harms growing plants. According to 

WHO standards concentration of chloride should not exceed 250 mg/L 

The chloride content of the water sample is found to be 39.05+0.18 mg/L 

6. Acidity: Acidity of water is its capacity to neutralize a strong base and is mostly due to the 

presence of strong mineral acids, weak acids and the salt of strong acids and weak bases. Addition of 

wastewater having acidity producing substances increases the acidity of water. The observed acidity 

of water sample is 96+ 0.3 mg/L of CaCO3. The value is much less than threshold value i. e. 200 

mg/L of CaCO3. This indicates that sample of water are in safe range 

7. Alkalinity:  Alkalinity is a chemical measurement of water‟s ability to neutralize acid. Alkalinity is 

also a measure of water buffering capacity or its ability to resist changes in pH upon the addition of 

acids or bases. Alkalinity of natural water is due to primarily to the presence of weak acid salts, 

although strong bases may also contribute (i.e. OH
-
) in the extreme environment. Bicarbonate 

represents the major form of alkalinity in natural water, so its source being the partitioning of CO2 

from the atmosphere and the weathering of carbonate minerals in rocks and soil. Other salts of weak 

acids, such as borate, silicates, ammonia, phosphate, and organic bases from natural organic matter 

may be present in small amounts The observed alkalinity of water sample is 185 + 0.3 mg/L of 

CaCO3. The observed value of alkalinity of sample is within the permissible range i.e. below 200 

mg/L. 

8. Dissolved Oxygen: The amount of oxygen dissolved in water, such as a lake, river or stream. 

Dissolved oxygen is the most important indicator of the health of water bodies and its capacity to 

support a balanced aquatic ecosystem of plants and animals. Warm water released from industrial 

outlets, flowages or storm sewers can also reduce dissolved oxygen levels. Dissolved oxygen may 

play a large role in the survival of aquatic life in temperature lakes and reservoirs during summer 

months. Dissolved oxygen of water sample collected is 7.716 + 0.015mg/L. It may be due to high 

temperature and inorganic reluctance such as hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, nitrites, ferrous ions and 

other oxidizable substances also tend to decrease dissolved oxygen in water 

9. Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD): Biochemical oxygen measures the amount of oxygen that 

microorganisms consume while decomposing organic matter, it also measures the chemical oxidation 

of inorganic matter. BOD is a measure of organic material contamination in water, specified in mg/L. 

BOD is the amount of dissolved oxygen required for the biochemical decomposition of organic 

compounds and the oxidation of certain inorganic materials (e.g., iron, sulphites). The observed value 

of BOD is 1.281 + 0.03 mg/L which is within the permissible range i. e. 0.75-1.5 mg/L. 
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10. Total Dissolved Solids (TDS):  Total dissolved solids are the total amount of mobile charged 

ions, including minerals, salts or metal dissolved in a given volume of water in mg/L. TDS is directly 

related to the purity of water and the quality of water purification system and affects everything that 

consumes, lives in, or uses water, whether organic or inorganic, whether for better or for worse. 

Common inorganic salts that can be found in water include calcium, magnesium, potassium and 

sodium, which are cations and carbonates, nitrates, bicarbonates, chlorides and sulphates which are 

anions. They give a particular taste to water at higher concentration and also reduce its palatability 

The total solid present in water sample collected is 300+1.0 mg/L which is lower than threshold value 

of total solid content i.e. 500 mg/L. 

11. Calcium hardness:  Calcium is naturally present in water. Calcium is a determinant of water 

hardness, because it can be found in water as Ca
2+

 ions. As per Indian Standards the calcium content 

of water should not be more than 75 mg/L. This has been specified in the IS 10500:- Drinking Water 

–Specifications.  In the study the calcium content in water sample has been found to be 44+ 0.3 mg/L 

which is within the limit as per Specification 

12. Magnesium hardness: Magnesium is naturally present in water. Magnesium is a determinant of 

water hardness, because it can be found in water as Mg
2+

 ions. As per ISI the magnesium content of 

water should not be more than 50 mg/L. In the study the magnesium content in water sample has been 

found to be 16+ 0.3 mg/L which is within the limit as per Specification 

13. Salinity:- Salinity which is defined as the total concentration of electrically charged ions in the 

water. These ions are the four major cations-calcium, magnesium, potassium and sodium, and the four 

common anions carbonates (CO3), sulphates (SO4), chlorides (Cl) and bicarbonates (HCO). Other 

components of salinity are charged nitrogenous compounds such as nitrates (NO3), ammonium ions 

(NH4) and phosphates (PO4) [15]. In general the salinity of surface waters depends on the drainage 

area, the nature of its rock, precipitation, human activity in the area and its proximity to marine water 

[16]. Waters with salinity below 1% are fresh and waters with salinity higher than 1% are 

brackish/marine [17]. The observed value of salinity for water sample is 1.172 + 0.003 mg of NaCl. 

CONCLUSION: The study assessed the evolution of water quality in dam water of Kharamboli, 

Murud taluka which was carried out by taking certain important parameters like Temperature, pH, 

Electrical conductivity, TDS, Alkalinity, Chloride, DO, BOD, Total hardness, Calcium hardness, 

Magnesium hardness and Salinity. The data of physico-chemical and biological parameters clearly 

shows that the water of Kharamboli dam is within the permissible range as per APHA (1989), (1992), 

Trivedi and Goel (1986).  Such water is suitable for drinking purpose and can be used for domestic as 

well as irrigation purpose. 
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Abstract 

Founder of The Maratha Empire is Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj and Maratha warrior group establishing 

Hindavi Swarajya.There were several coins in circulation like Vijaynagar, Nizamshahi, Adilshahi, Mughal, 

France, England etc. Maharaj Shivaji aware of the importance of currency. He minted coins during his 

coronation in 1674. He minted coins like Hon which is gold coin and today these coins are very rare with only 

few known specimens, another coin is Shivarai coins which are minted at various mints even post-humously and 

circulated till the middle of the eighteenth century.Hon as a gold coin and shivarai was copper coin.Was 

Maharaj shivaji casted silver coins or not ? we have different opinians for this question , but there were some 

silver coins presented in the auction that shows the relation with shivaji maharaj or the time of shivaji coinage.  

Maharaj samhaji and Maharaj rajaram continued these coins even after the death of shivaji maharaj and also 

both of them casted coins of their own names. These all coins shows power of Maratha Empire. 

Keywords : Hon , Shivrai, gujas, Phanams, lari. 

Introduction :The history of India is full of the stories of countless heroes and gallants.Their deeds of 

bravery,gallantry,and heroism have left indelible marks.Maharaj shvaji is one of those Indian heroes 

who have been acknowledged as the most worthy and remarkable personalities.He was the first king 

who establish hindavi swarajya in 17
th
 century . On 6 June,1674 coronation ceremony of shivaji 

Maharaj was performed.He assume the title of king and become fist chhatrapati of Maratha 

empire.After establishing his rule, Maharaj Shivaji implemented a competent and progressive 

administration with the help of a disciplined military and well-established administrative set-up. He 

was the first Maratha ruler to start the Raj Shaka (royal era). He aware of the importance of currency. 

He minted coins like hon and shivari during his coronation. Maharaj Shivaji did not allow the coins of 

british East India Company[1]. Hon as a gold coin and shivarai was copper coin. Was Maharaj shivaji 

casted silver coins or not ? we have different opinians for this question , but there were some silver 

coins presented in the auction that shows the relation with shivaji maharaj or the time of shivaji 

coinage.But some references  shows He did not strike silver coins[2].Coins of Maharaj Shivaji shows 

one of the most independent and well established kingdom. Hon which is gold coin and today these 

coins are very rare, and copper coin is Shivarai circulated till the middle of the eighteenth century. 

Coinage: At the time of shivaji maharaj land was cultivated by the farmers and farming was one of 

the main occupation,and money paid very little role in there economic life.Maharaj Shivaji aware of 

the importance of currency. He minted coins during his coronation in 1674.These coins improves the 

economic system with their correctiveness. The Metals used in these coins were equal to the price of 

the day plus the minting charges.At the raigad fort raje shivaji had their own mint.In addition to his 

own mints, Maharaj Shivaji allowed private mint-owners to run the mints in his Kingdom. It was a 

profitable business of the time to produce coins out of royal metals. There were free and open 

mints.This also entailed the danger of counterfeit private coins.  

1.Hon: Maharaj Shivaji used 'Hon' as a gold coin.According to Sabhassd there were twenty six  gold 

coins (hons) in circulation (3) .Hon is also known as Hon Varahi or Varah.According to Sabhasad the 

hons were Gutti-hon, Adoni Hon, Dharwad Hon, Vellor Hon, Tanjor Hon and Ramnathpuri Hon 

(4).Maharaj Shivaji's hons bear only the Devnagari legend giving his name and titles. He never 

acknowledged the supremacy of any other power (5). Shivrai Hon was round, weighing two mashas 

and seven Gunjas(Gunja seeds – Abrus precatorius is a poisonous herb used in Ayurvedic medicines 
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after detoxifying process) i.e. 42.12 grains or 2.7.128 Grams in diameter, 1/32 C. meter and touch 

32.45(6). The rate of Gold was approximately sixteen rupees per Tola. It means, Shivrai  Hons were 

of Rupees three and thirteen annas .This coin was in circulation for more than one hundred and fifty 

years. At the time of Maharaj Shivaji's death, in the State treasury, there were 79 lakhs gold coins 

including Shivrai Hons, and in his personal treasury, there were four lakhs 'Shivrai Hons', Gambar 

Mohars, Putlis, Patshahi Hons and  Sangrai Hons etc. Phanams like Aphraji, Venkatrai,Ulaphkari, 

Devanhalli,Trishuli etc. were also in his treasury, in which Patshahi hons were more than 13 lakhs 

.Maharaj Sambhaji and Maharaj Rajaram followed his father's policy but he also minted some new 

coins. 

 
(Fig:1) 

Hon (Fig:1)  in collection of chhatrapati shivaji maharaj vastu sangrahalaya. 

This coin bear the title „Chhatrapati‟ on the obverse and the legend „Shri Raja Shiva‟ on the reverse of 

the coin. 

The text is in Nagari script. 

Material: Gold . 

Dimensions: Size: 1.1 cms. 

Weight: 2.9 gms. 

Shivarai:  Shivrai is a copper coin of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj . Shivarai ( approx 10 to 13 gms.). 

This coin bear the title „Chhatrapati‟ on the obverse and the legend „Shri Raja Shiv‟ or „Shri Raja Siv‟ 

on the reverse of the coin and having dotted border on it.There were 150 and above type of copper 

Shivarai coin.Rev Abat found in his research there were 8 types of specimens.According to Die 

Studies Model there was approximately 4,50,000 shivarai coin produced at that time.Abat wrote in his 

Bombay gaziyeter “old copper coins called chhatraptis also called shivarais,as the coin of Raja 

Shivaji,worth about a quarter of an anna are also current.The Chhatrapati contains 136 grains troy 

(three forth tola) of pure copper,or 45 grains troy (one forth tola) more than the current quarter anna 

piece.Peshwa‟s were casted same type of copper coin known as Dudandi but the main difference 

between Dudandi coins and Shivarai coins is Peshwa‟s  removed dotted border which was printed at 

the edge of coin. (Fig:2) and (Fig:3) shows copper shivari coin in collection of coin collector. 

 
                (Fig:2)                            (Fig:3) 

Material: Copper. 

Weight: 10-13 gms 
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SHIVARAI SILVER COINS: At the time of maharaj shivaji was he casted silver coins or not? for this 

question we have different opinians from different scholars . At that time Adilshahi and Nijamshahi 

saltanat had their  own silver coin named as Lari. Amiteshwar jha mentioned in his bharatiy sikke 

book that there were some silver coins casted by Mahara j Shivaji  and  on which Raja Shiv 

Chhatrapati‟ inscribed on one side and other side Jagdamb prasanna inscribed. Mahadev govinda 

ranade mentioned in his Currencies and Mints under Maharashtra Rule‟ article ,As regards the silver 

rupee coined at Raigad,it is impossible to say what inscription it bore ,as no specimens of Shivaji‟s 

rupee coin are now available. according to numismatics circle, there are less than 10 coins minted in 

celebration of  Mahraj shivaji‟s  coronation. From these one of the silver coin  selled for 15lakhrupees 

in 2016 (TOI) and in the same year but in another auction this coin was selled for 10.5 lakh rupees( 

the hindu newspaper)   the coin was undated with „jagdamba prasanna‟ inscribed on one side and 

„Raja Shiv Chhatrapati‟ on other side.Jagdamba is one of the goddess and avatar of goddess 

bhavani.And bhavani devi is family deity of Maharaj Shivji .These coins are extremely rare coin. 

(Fig:4) and (Fig:5)  shows silver shivari coin in collection of coin collector. 

 
(Fig:4)                    (Fig:5) 

Material: silver. 

SHAMBHU CHHATRAPATI’S SHIVARAI : Maharaj Sambhaji (May 14, 1657 – March 11, 

1689) was the second ruler of the Maratha kingdom. He was the eldest son of Maharaj Shivaji, and his 

first wife Saibai. He was successor of the realm after his father's death, and ruled it for nine years. 

Sambhaji's rule was largely shaped by the ongoing wars between the Maratha kingdom and Mughal 

Empire as well as other neighbouring powers such as the Siddis, Mysore and the Portuguese 

in Goa. His coronation was held on 20 july 1680 at the fort panhala and on 16 january 1681 at the fort 

raigad after the death of shivaji maharaj and sambhaji maharajfollowed his father's policy but he also 

minted some new coins.sambhaji maharaj continued the shivarai coin in his  currency.  he also minted 

the new copper coin and now collectors or scholars  called it as shambhurai.It was also copper 

coin .This coin is approx 12 gms. This coin bear the title „Chhatrapati‟ on the obverse and the legend 

„Shri Raja Shambhu‟ or „Shri Raja Sambhu‟ on the reverse of the coin and having dotted border on 

it.The text is in Nagari script. These coins are very rare. (Fig:6) and (Fig:7) shows copper shivari coin 

of Maharaj Sambhaji in collection of coin collector. 

 
 

(Fig:6)                                                             (Fig:7) 

Material: Copper. 

Weight:  Approx 10-12 gms. 
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MAHARAJ RAJARAM’S SHIVARAI: Rajaram Raje Bhosale (24 February 1670 – 3 March 1700.) 

was the younger son of Maratha ruler Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj, and half-brother of Maharaj 

Sambhaji. He took over the Maratha Empire as its third Chhatrapati after Sambhaji Maharaj‟s death in 

1689.Rajaram followed his father's policy but he also minted some new coins.This coin known as 

Maharaj Rajaram‟s Shivarai. This coin bear the title „Chhatrapati‟ on the obverse and the legend „Shri 

Raja Ram‟ on the reverse of the coin and having dotted border on it.The text is in Nagari script. This 

coin is having weight approx 9 gms.Mostly we get these coins in square shape,but some coins also 

found in rounded shape.These coins are also very rare. (Fig:8), (Fig:9), (Fig:10) and (Fig:11) shows 

copper shivarai coin of Maharaj Rajaram in collection of coin collector. 

 
(Fig:8)                                                    (Fig:9) 

 
(Fig:10)                                                (Fig:11) 

Material: Copper. 

Weight:  Approx 9-10 gms. 

CONCLUSION: Ancient coins are the mediators , which tells us the history of todays currency . 

these coins throws light on the life , culture and economic conditions of any empire. in the whole 

history of maharashtra maratha empire was one and the only  empire which was established by 

maharashtrian man,  and maharashtra was ruled by maharashrian person maharaja shivaji.not only the 

maharashtra but he aquired some parts of gujarat and karnatak also . after the coronation shivaji 

maharaj casted his own coins because he was aware about the power of currency . a normal shivaji 

became a great king due to his deeds and that‟s why the name of shivaji maharaj has written by 

golden words in the history of Maharashtra . shivarai was one of the important part of his currency . 

this coin was used by common people and rich people also . to aquaire more knowledge about the 

economic development, cultural development of maratha empire it is important to do study of these 

coins.It is important to conserve these archaeological coins,  but at the same time analytical study of 

these coins  is also important to reveal the more correct and pure history . Because future is always 

reflection of past. 
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Abstract 

Quality of water is an important criterion for determining the suitability of water for human consumption. 

Keeping in view the significance of good quality water for a healthy society, the physic-chemical analysis of the 

water sources of the Usroli village was carried out to evaluate their suitability for drinking purpose. The 

present study focused an acute awareness among the people about the quality of drinking water by taking water 

samples from different sources for analysis. The experiment analyses its various Physico-chemical and 

biological parameters such as Temperature, pH, Electrical conductivity, TDS, Alkalinity, Chloride, DO, BOD, 

Total hardness, Calcium hardness, Magnesium hardness and Salinity were analyzed in the month of December 

2017. The results are compared with standards of WHO. From the obtained result it can be predicted that the 

parameters which were taken to study the water quality are below the pollution level for water which satisfies 

the requirement for the use of various purposes like domestic, agricultural etc. 

Keywords: Drinking water resources, water quality standard, Physico-chemical Parameter. 

INTRODUCTION: Rural India depends mainly on groundwater for drinking and agriculture. 

Villages once depend on sources like wells, lakes, ponds and streams for their water needs. 

Contamination of most surface water sources has rendered them unfit for consumption. And also 

increase in water demand by an increasing population has necessitated resource to tapping 

groundwater. Unsustainable withdrawal of groundwater has led to the spectra of depleting the 

problem of water scarcity. Every human society, be it rural or urban, industrially or technologically 

advanced, disposal of waste exceeds the limit of natural scavenging or removal process, they are 

bound to effect the normal functioning of the ecosystems and consequently they bear an adverse effect 

on the biota [1]. Water is one of the most important parameter to the ecosystem. The sustainable 

development will not be possible without adequate quantity and quality of fresh water [2]. Fresh water 

resource are becoming deteriorate day-by-day at the very faster rate. Now water quality is a global 

problem [2]. The healthy aquatic ecosystem is depended on the biological diversity and Physico-

chemical characteristics [3]. Better quality of water is described by its physical, chemical and 

biological characteristics. But some correlation was possible among these parameters and the 

significant one would be useful to indicate quality of water. Water supply systems are important, but 

at the same time wastewater treatment systems are also equally important. Approximately 80% of 

water turns to waste water after its utilization. Water quality provides current information about the 

concentration of various solutes at a given place and time. Its quality parameters provide the basis for 

judging the suitability of water for its designated uses and to improve existing conditions [4].There is 

no single or simple measure for water quality. Water may be tested for a few characteristics or 

numerous natural substances and contaminants depending on their needs. The nature and extent of 

water pollution is characterized by several physical, chemical and biological parameters. The 
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increased anthropogenic activities due to industrialization have contributed to decline in water quality 

including climate and precipitation, soil type, vegetation, groundwater and flow conditions. The water 

quality of rivers and lakes changes with the seasons and geographic areas, even when there is no 

pollution presents [5].  The deterioration of water quality has led to the destruction of ecosystem 

balance, contamination and pollution of ground and surface water resources. Water quality 

degradation world-wide is due to many anthropogenic activities which release pollutants into the 

environment thereby having an adverse effect upon aquatic ecosystems. Quality of water can be 

regarded as a network of variables such as pH, oxygen concentration, temperature, etc. and any 

changes in these physical and chemical variables can affect aquatic biota in a variety of ways [6]. 

Since the quality water is directly related to health and is important for determination of water utility, 

it is very essential and important to test the quality of the water before it is used for drinking, 

domestic, agricultural or industrial purposes. The utility of river water for various purposes is 

governed by physicochemical and biological quality of the water [7]. It is well known that no straight 

forward reasons can be advanced for the deterioration of water quality, as it is dependent on several 

water quality parameters [8]. Ground water quality in the industrial areas is determined by measuring 

the concentration of some physico-chemical parameters and comparing them with drinking water 

standards [9]. Chandanshive Navnath Eknath [10] studied “The Seasonal Fluctuation of Physico-

Chemical parameters of River Mula- Mutha at Pune, India and their Impact on Fish Biodiversity”. 

MVS Vaishnavi et al [11] studied “Study of levels of heavy metals in the river waters of regions in 

and around Pune City, Maharashtra, India”. Pali Sahu et al [12] studied “Physicochemical Analysis of 

Mula Mutha River Pune”. Nidhi Jain et al [13] studied “Comparative Review of Physicochemical 

Assessment of Pavana River”. Patil. P.N et al [14] studied “Physico-chemical parameters for testing 

of water”. According to Census 2011 information the location code or village code of Usroli village is 

554241. Usroli village is located in Murud Tehsil of Raigarh district in Maharashtra, India. It is 

situated 10km away from sub-district headquarter Murud and 42km away from district headquarter 

Alibag. As per 2009 stats, Usroli village is also a gram panchayat. The total geographical area of 

village is 653.11 hectares. Usroli has a total population of 1,099 peoples. There are about 239 houses 

in Usroli village. Murud is nearest town to Usroli which is approximately 10km away.The water 

sample such as Pipe water, bore well water and well water was collected early in the morning between 

8.00 am to 10.00 am and was analyzed to compare the differences occurred in Physico-chemical 

parameters such as Temperature, pH, Electrical conductivity, TDS, Alkalinity, Chloride, DO, BOD, 

Total hardness, Ca-hardness, Magnesium hardness and Salinity. 

The research work is carried out, keeping in mind the following objectives. 

• To study the chemical composition and water quality parameters of different sources.  

• To investigate the possible sources and Cause of pollution in the water if any. 

• To study if these effects can be attributed to the change in the chemical composition of 

the different water sources. 

MATERIAL & METHOD:- Sample of water was collected in sterile plastic bottle of 2 litre capacity 

from the dam. At the same time the temperature & pH were noted. The physico-chemical analysis was 

carried out within 24 hours of collection in a laboratory as per APHA (1989), (1992), AWWA & 

WPFA, Trivedy & Goel (1986) [15-16]. The chemicals were used of A. R. grade and are standardized 

as per Inorganic quantitative analysis by Vogel (1964) & (2006) [17-18]. The result is statistically 

analyzed by calculating mean & standard deviation. 
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION:- 

Parameters Tap water 

Mean+S.D 

Bore well water 

Mean+S.D 

Well water 

Mean+S.D 

pH 6.78 + 0.02 6.53 + 0.02 6.75 + 0.02 

Temperature ( 
0
C) 24.3 + 0.3 22.8 + 0.3 24.7 + 0.3 

Conductivity (mS) 0.245 + 0.002 1.344 + 0.002 0.302 + 0.002 

Total Hardness (mg/L) 140 + 1.0 164 + 1.0 140 + 1.0 

Chlorides (mg/L) 14.05 + 0.18 46.15 + 0.18 27.13 + 0.18 

Acidity (mg/L) 40.6 + 0.3 73.9 + 0.3 46.3 + 0.3 

Alkalinity (mg/L) 122 + 0.3 344 + 0.3 140 + 0.3 

Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L) 7.126 + 0.015 6.896 + 0.015 7.266 + 0.015 

BOD (mg/L) 1.231 + 0.03 0.993 + 0.03 1.127 + 0.03 

Total Dissolved Solids (mg/L) 108 + 1.0 118 + 1.0 235 + 1.0 

Calcium hardness (mg/L) 60 + 0.3 40 + 0.3 68 + 0.3 

Magnesium hardness (mg/L) 80 + 0.3 124 + 0.3 72 + 0.3 

Salinity (mg of NaCl) 1.172 + 0.003 1.758 + 0.003 1.172 + 0.003 

Table-1:- Values of different parameters of water sample of different drinking sources in Usroli 

village area. (Mean and Standard deviation is calculated) 

 
a. Graph showing concentration range of various parameters of Tap water. 

 
b. Graph showing concentration range of various parameters of bore well water. 
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c. Graph showing concentration range of various parameters of well water. 

1. Temperature: Temperature is the most importance environment factor with effect on plants and 

animals. Water has several unique thermal properties which combine to minimize temperature 

change. The Water temperature depends on the depth of the water column, climatic and topographic 

changes [19]. A rise in temperature of water leads to the speeding up of chemical reactions in water, 

reduces the solubility of gases and amplifies the tastes and odour. At higher temperature with less 

dissolved gases the water becomes tasteless and even does not quench the thirst and decreases the 

solubility of oxygen. Temperature also determines various other factors such as pH, Conductivity, 

saturation level of gases and various forms of alkalinity. The temperature of Tap water is 24.3+0.3 
0
C, 

bore well water temperature is 22.8+0.3 
0
C and temperature of well water is found to be 24.7+0.3 

0
C. 

2. pH: pH, one of the most common analyses in soil and water testing, is the standard measure of how 

acidic or alkaline a solution is. pH has no direct adverse effect on health. pH governs the distribution, 

transport and fate of heavy metals in aquatic ecosystem. It is measured a scale from 0 -14. pH of 7 is 

neutral, pH is less than 7 is acidic and pH greater than 7 is basic. Aquatic organisms need the pH of 

their water body to be a certain range optimal growth and survival. The pH of Tap water is 6.78 + 

0.02, bore well water pH is 6.53 + 0.02 and pH of well water is found to be 6.75 + 0.02. Amongst 

these three samples, water is comparatively acidic in nature. 

3. Electrical Conductance: Conductivity is the measure of a substance or solution to conduct electric 

current. Presence of salts and contamination with wastewater increases conductivity of water. It is a 

indication of pollution. Electrical conductivity used to quickly estimate the ionic or soluble salt 

concentration in soils, water supplies, fertilizer solution and chemical solution. It is highly depended 

upon temperature. Conductivity however is an important criterion in determining the suitability of 

water for irrigation. The conductance of Tap water is 0.245 + 0.002 mS, bore well water conductance 

is 1.344 + 0.002 mS and conductance of well water is found to be 0.302 + 0.002 mS.  Amongst these 

three samples, bore well water is comparatively high electrical conductance. The observed values of 

electrical conductance for others are quite low and less electrolyte. 

4. Total Hardness: Total hardness is defined as the sum of calcium and magnesium hardness in mg/L 

as CaCO3.Total hardness of water an important factor that indicates toxic effect and poisonous 

elements [20]. There is no adverse effect of hardness on health. Hard water is also not suitable for 

domestic and irrigation purposes. Total hardness of Tap water is 140 +1.0 mg/L, bore well water is 

164 +1.0 mg/L and the well water is 140 +1.0 mg/L. he degree of hardness of drinking water has been 

classified in terms of the equivalent CaCO3 concentration as follows: Soft - 0-60mg/L, Medium - 60-

120 mg/L, Hard - 120-180 mg/L, Very hard - >180 mg/L. The observed values were quiet less than 

the acceptable limit of 300 mg/L for all water samples. It shows that water is hard. 

5. Chlorides:  Chloride is mainly obtained from the dissolution of salts of hydrochloric acid as table 

salt (NaCl), NaCO2 and added through industrial waste, sewage, sea water etc. Surface water bodies 
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often have low concentration of chlorides as compare to ground water. It has key importance for 

metabolism activity in human body and other main physiological processes. High chloride 

concentration damage metallic pipes and structure as well as harms growing plants. According to 

WHO standards concentration of chloride should not exceed 250 mg/L. The chloride content of the 

tap water sample is 14.05 +0.02 mg/L, bore well water is 46.15+0.18 mg/L and Chlorides in well 

water sample is 27.13 +0.05 mg/L. 

6. Acidity: Acidity of water is its capacity to neutralize a strong base and is mostly due to the 

presence of strong mineral acids, weak acids and the salt of strong acids and weak bases. Addition of 

wastewater having acidity producing substances increases the acidity of water. The observed acidity 

of tap water sample is 40.6+ 0.015 mg/L of CaCO3, bore well water sample is 73.9 + 0.3 mg/L. of 

CaCO3. While acidity of well water samples is 46.3+ 0.3 mg/L of CaCO3. The value is much less than 

threshold value i. e. 200 mg/L of CaCO3. This indicates that sample of water are in safe range. 

7. Alkalinity:  Alkalinity is a chemical measurement of water‟s ability to neutralize acid. Alkalinity is 

also a measure of water buffering capacity or its ability to resist changes in pH upon the addition of 

acids or bases. Alkalinity of natural water is due to primarily to the presence of weak acid salts, 

although strong bases may also contribute (i.e. OH
-
) in the extreme environment. Bicarbonate 

represents the major form of alkalinity in natural water, so its source being the partitioning of CO2 

from the atmosphere and the weathering of carbonate minerals in rocks and soil. Other salts of weak 

acids, such as borate, silicates, ammonia, phosphate, and organic bases from natural organic matter 

may be present in small amounts. The observed alkalinity of tap water sample is 122 +0.3 mg/L of 

CaCO3, bore well water sample is 344 + 0.3 mg/L. of CaCO3 while alkalinity of well water sample is 

140 + 0.3 mg/L of CaCO3. The observed values of alkalinity of tap water and well water are within 

permissible range i. e. below 200 mg/L of CaCO3. The bore well water is not in safe range i.e. higher 

than permissible range of 200 mg/L of CaCO3. 

8. Dissolved Oxygen: The amount of oxygen dissolved in water, such as a lake, river or stream. 

Dissolved oxygen is the most important indicator of the health of water bodies and its capacity to 

support a balanced aquatic ecosystem of plants and animals. Warm water released from industrial 

outlets, flowages or storm sewers can also reduce dissolved oxygen levels. Dissolved oxygen may 

play a large role in the survival of aquatic life in temperature lakes and reservoirs during summer 

months. Dissolved oxygen of tap water sample collected is 7.126 + 0.015mg/L, bore well water 

sample is 6.896 + 0.015mg/L, whereas well water sample is 7.266 + 0.015mg/L . It may be due to 

high temperature and inorganic reluctance such as hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, nitrites, ferrous ions 

and other oxidizable substances also tend to decrease dissolved oxygen in water.  

9. Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD): Biochemical oxygen measures the amount of oxygen that 

microorganisms consume while decomposing organic matter, it also measures the chemical oxidation 

of inorganic matter. BOD is a measure of organic material contamination in water, specified in mg/L. 

BOD is the amount of dissolved oxygen required for the biochemical decomposition of organic 

compounds and the oxidation of certain inorganic materials (e.g., iron, sulphites). The observed value 

of BOD for tap water is 1.231 + 0.03 mg/L, for bore well water is 0.993 + 0.03 mg/L and for well 

water sample is 1.127 + 0.03 mg/L which is within the permissible range i. e. 0.75-1.5 mg/L. 

10. Total Dissolved Solids (TDS): Total dissolved solids are the total amount of mobile charged ions, 

including minerals, salts or metal dissolved in a given volume of water in mg/L. TDS is directly 

related to the purity of water and the quality of water purification system and affects everything that 

consumes, lives in, or uses water, whether organic or inorganic, whether for better or for worse. 

Common inorganic salts that can be found in water include calcium, magnesium, potassium and 

sodium, which are cations and carbonates, nitrates, bicarbonates, chlorides and sulphates which are 
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anions. They give a particular taste to water at higher concentration and also reduce its palatability.  

The total solid present in tap water sample collected is 108 + 1.0 mg/L, for bore well water is 118 + 

1.0 mg/L, while that of for well water sample is 235 + 1.0 mg/L which is lower than threshold value 

of total solid content i.e. 500 mg/L. 

11. Calcium hardness: Calcium is naturally present in water. Calcium is a determinant of water 

hardness, because it can be found in water as Ca
2+

 ions. As per Indian Standards the calcium content 

of water should not be more than 75 mg/L. This has been specified in the IS 10500:- Drinking Water 

–Specifications. In the study the calcium content in water sample has been found to be for tap water 

sample is 60 + 0.3 mg/L, for bore well water is 40 + 0.3 mg/L and for well water is 68+0.3 mg/L. Tap 

water, bore well water and well water possess values calcium hardness which is within the limit as per 

Specification. The observed values for all water samples are within permissible range of concentration 

of calcium. 

12. Magnesium hardness: Magnesium is naturally present in water. Magnesium is a determinant of 

water hardness, because it can be found in water as Mg
2+

 ions. As per ISI the magnesium content of 

water should not be more than 50 mg/L.  In the study the magnesium content in water sample has 

been found to be for tap water sample is 80 + 0.3 mg/L, for bore well water is 124 + 0.3 mg/L and for 

well water is 72 + 0.3 mg/L. The observed values for tap water, bore well water and well water shows 

higher concentration of magnesium as per Specification. 

13. Salinity:- Salinity which is defined as the total concentration of electrically charged ions in the 

water. These ions are the four major cations-calcium, magnesium, potassium and sodium, and the four 

common anions carbonates (CO3), sulphates (SO4), chlorides (Cl) and bicarbonates (HCO). Other 

components of salinity are charged nitrogenous compounds such as nitrates (NO3), ammonium ions 

(NH4) and phosphates (PO4) [21]. In general the salinity of surface waters depends on the drainage 

area, the nature of its rock, precipitation, human activity in the area and its proximity to marine water 

[22]. Waters with salinity below 1% are fresh and waters with salinity higher than 1% are 

brackish/marine [23]. The observed value of salinity for tap water sample is 1.172 + 0.003 mg of 

NaCl, for bore well water sample is 1.758 + 0.003 mg of NaCl  and for well water sample is 1.172 + 

0.003 mg of NaCl . 

CONCLUSION: The present paper deals with analysis of water quality in different drinking water 

resources available in Usroli village region which was carried out by taking certain important 

parameters like Temperature, pH, Electrical conductivity, TDS, Alkalinity, Chloride, DO, BOD, Total 

hardness, Calcium hardness, Magnesium hardness and Salinity. The data of physico-chemical and 

biological parameters clearly shows that the drinking water of Usroli village region is within the 

permissible range as per APHA (1989), (1992), Trivedi and Goel (1986) except few limitations in one 

or two parameters.  Such water is suitable for drinking purpose and can be used for domestic as well 

as irrigation purpose.  
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN EXTRACTIVE SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC METHOD FOR  

DETERMINATION OF TI (IV) USING 2, 4-DIMETHYL -3H- 1, 5 BENZODIAZEPINE 

Sonali S. Patil, Department of Chemistry, J.S.M. College, Alibag, Raigad, Maharashtra, India, 

402201., Email: sonali_suhas@rediffmail.com 

Abstract 

A new analytical reagent 2, 4-dimethyl -3H- 1, 5 benzodiazepine (DBA) is proposed for the extraction and 

spectrophotometric determination of Ti (IV). The Reagent was synthesized and characterized by IR, NMR, 

elemental analysis as well as Mass spectrometry. DBA reacts with Titanium to give red colored complex which 

can be quantitatively extracted into n-butanol at pH 8.6. The organic extract shows maximum absorption at 

435nm where absorption due to similarly prepared reagent blank is negligible. The beer‘s law is followed in the 

concentration range 1-10 μg/ml of Ti (IV). The molar absorptivity and sandell‘s sensitivity of Ti (IV) -DBA 

complex is 7320 Lit mol
-1

cm
-2 

and 0.012427 mg/cm
2
 respectively. The proposed method is rapid, sensitive, 

reproducible, and accurate and has been satisfactory applied for determination and separation of Titanium (IV) 

in commercial mixtures, pharmaceutical samples and alloys.  

Keywords: Titanium (IV), Spectrophotometric determination, DBA reagent  

 1. Introduction: The symbol of Titanium is Ti and atomic number 22. Metallic titanium is well 

known for its excellent corrosion resistance, having ability to withstand attack by dilute Sulphuric 

acid and hydrochloric acid or even moist chlorine. Titanium is highly resistant to the usual kinds of 

metal fatigue. Approximately 95% of titanium production is consumed in the form of titanium 

dioxide. Titanium alloys are principally used for aircrafts and missiles, where light weight strength 

and ability to withstand extremes of temperature are important. Its capacity for joining with bone and 

other tissue-Osseo integration makes it suitable for medical applications, such as total replacement of 

arthritis hips, knee joints, facial treatment and dental implants. Titanium exists in nature in its most 

stable and common oxidation state as titanium (IV). Titanium dioxide is extensively used as a white 

pigment in printing ink, ceramics and cosmetics. Ferro titanium is used as scavenger to remove 

oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen in steel industry. The pure titanium resembles stainless steel. Many 

organic compounds of titanium such as phthalates, oxalates, tetraethylate and butyltitanate are widely 

synthesized and used extensively. A thorough literary survey has revealed that a few number of 

hydrazones are available for the spectrophotometric and extractive spectrophotometric determination 

of titanium (IV)
1-6 

For the determination of titanium(IV) in micro levels, there are several frequently 

adopted methods using analytical techniques, such as AAS, ICP-AES, ICP-MS, x-ray fluorescence 

spectroscop 
7-15

 spectrophotometry and such other techniques. Among these, spectrophotometric 

methods are preferred because they are cheaper and easier to handle, with comparable sensitivity. 

2. Experimental 

2.1 Instruments: A Shimadzu 2450 UV-Visible spectrophotometer with 1.0 cm quartz cell was used 

for absorbance studies. An Elico LI-120 digital pH-meter was used for pH adjustments. The 

experimental conditions are maintained as presented in Table 1. 

                   Condition                     Results 

Absorption Maxima  435 nm 

Solvent n- butanol 

pH range 8.6 

Equilibration time 1.0 min 

Stability of Chromium- reagent  72 hours 

Beer‟s range 1 to 10 mg/cm3 

Molar absortivity 7320 Lit mol
-1

cm
-2

 

Sandell‟s sensitivity 0.01427 mg/ cm
2
 

Mole ratio of Cr :reagent  1:1 

Table 1 Experimental conditions 
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2.2 Synthesis of Reagent: The reagent was synthesized by mixing 1 mole of O phenylenediamine and 

2 moles of Acetyl acetone in Ethanol. The above mixture is refluxed for 2 Hours in round bottom 

flask. The solution thus obtained is poured in ice. Solid is formed, which is purified with ethanol. It is 

then characterized and used for extractive spectrophotometric determination of Ti (IV). A stock 

solution of reagent with concentration 0.05% was prepared in methanol. The scheme of reaction is as 

shown in Fig.1. 

Reaction 

 
Fig.1 Synthesis of Reagent 2, 4-DIMETHYL -3H- 1,5 BENZODIAZEPINE (DBA) 

2.3 Preparation of stock solution: A weighed quantity titanium tetrachloride was dissolved in 

double distilled water then diluted to desired volume by double distilled water.  

2.4 Extraction as a function of pH: The extraction of Titanium was carried out at various pH 

conditions ranging from the pH 1to pH11 using various buffer solutions. The ratio of organic phase to 

aqueous phase was kept 1:1. The present extraction was observed to be quantitave at pH 7.2. 

Therefore pH 7.2 was selected for further studies and presented in Fig.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2. Extraction as a function of pH. 

2.5 Effect of solvent: The suitability of extraction was studied using various organic solvents such as 

n-butanol, toluene, cyclohexanone, cyclohexanol, chloroform, ethyl acetate, carbon tetrachloride, 

xylene, diethyl ether and hexane. The extraction of chromium was observed to be quantitave in the 

organic solvent n-butanol. Therefore n-butanol is used for extraction of Titanium.Fig.3. indicate that  

n-butanol is observed to be an appropriate solvent. 
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Fig.3. Effect of solvent 

2.5 Absorption spectrum: Fig.4 depicted that the absorption spectrum in n-butanol observed to be 

maximum absorption at 445nm and the absorption due to reagent was found to be negligible at this 

wavelength. Hence 445nm was selected as wavelength for the absorbance measure in the 

spectrophotometric determination of Titanium against reagent blank. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4. Wavelength of absorption 

3. Recommended procedure: Mix 1 cm
3
 aqueous solution containing 1-100mg of Titanium  and 

1cm
3
 of 0.05% methanolic solution of reagent in 25 cm

3
 beaker. Adjust the pH of the solution to 

required value with buffer solution Make the final volume 10 cm
3
. Transfer the solution into 125 cm

3
 

separating funnel and equilibrate for 1min with 10 cm
3
 n- butanol. Allow the two phases to separate 

and measure the absorbance of organic phase containing the complex at 445 nm against reagent blank. 
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3.1 Preparation of calibration plot: The calibration curve was prepared by taking known amount of 

Titanium which was treated as described in the procedure. A graph of absorbance against 

concentration was prepared (Fig.2). The concentration of the unknown Titanium  solutions is 

determined from the calibration plot as presented in Fig.5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5. Calibration Plot of Ti (IV) in mg/ml against Absorbance 

3.2 Composition of the extracted species: The composition of the extracted species was determined 

by using the Job‟s continuous variation method and verified by mole ratio method and slope ratio 

method. These methods show that the composition of Ti (IV): DBA regent is 1: 1 and above results 

are confirmed from Fig.6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6. Slope Ratio method 

3.3 Effect of foreign ions: The effect of diverse ions on the Titanium (IV) determination was studied, 

in presence of a definite amount of a foreign ion. Various cations and anions were investigated in 

order to find the tolerance limit of these foreign ions in the extraction of Titanium (IV) as presented in 

Table 2. The tolerance limit of the foreign ion was taken as the amount required causing an error of 

not more than 2% in recovery of Titanium (IV). The ions which interfere in the spectrophotometric 

determination of Titanium were masked by using appropriate masking agents as presented in Table 3.  
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S. No.  Interfering ions  Tolerance limit 

1 Acetate, Oxlate, CN-, I-, Br-, NO3-,  BrO-3, 

ClO3-, IO3-, NO2-, SO4-,SO3- 

18 

2 Tartarate 16 

3 phosphate 14 

4 Mg(II),  Zn(II),  Mo(VI), Ce(IV), Bi(III), 

Ca(II), As(III), Pb(II), Al(III),  

14 

5 V((V), Cd(II) 10 

6 Na+, Ag+ 18 

7 Fe(II), Ni(II), Mn(II), Zr(II), Co(II), 

Fe(II),Cu(II), EDTA 

Interfere strongly 

Table 2 Effect of foreign ions 

Interfering Ion Masking agent 

added 

Interfering Ion Masking agent 

added 

Cd (II) Potassium Iodide EDTA Boiled with 

concentrated HNO3 

Fe (II) Sodium flouride  CN- Boiled with 

concentrated HNO3 

Ce (IV) Sodium flouride Ni (II) Thiourea 

Cr (VI) Ammonium acetate Zr (IV) Sodium flouride 

Mn (II) Sodium flouride Tartate Sodium molybdate 

Ag + Potassium Iodide V (V) Thiourea 

Table 3 Masking agents 

3.4 Comparison between reagents: Various reagents were investigated by the earlier researchers for 

removal of Titanium (IV). The proposed reagent 2, 4-dimethyl -3H- 1, 5benzodiazepine (DBA) is 

found more superior as that of reported regents and are presented in Table 4. 

Name of the Reagent Limitations 

 Pyridoxal salicylal hydrazone Low Molar absorbtivity 

 2,4-dihydroxyacetophenone More ions interfere 

 Diphenylglyoxalbis Unstable complex 

 Salicylhydroxamic acid Unstable complex 

2-hydroxy-1-acetonapthoneoxime Low Molar absorbtivity 

Table 4 Comparison between regents 

4. Applications: The present method was applied for determination of amount of Titanium (IV) in 

various samples of alloys, commercial mixtures; water samples etc. are in well agreement with 

standard methods as shown in Table 5. Every result is average of independent determinations. 

S. No. Sample Amount of Ti(IV) in 

standard method 

Amount of Ti(IV) 

in present method 

1 Ferro-titanium 55% 55.05% 

2 Titanium oxide 30% 30.5% 

3 Ti (IV) + V(VI) 4.97 ppm 4.96 ppm 

Table 5 Applications 

5. Conclusion: The results obtained show that the newly developed method in which the reagent 2,4-

DIMETHYL -3H- 1,5 BENZODIAZEPINE (DBA) was synthesized, can be used for quantitative 

estimation of Ti(IV). The proposed novel reagent is found to be more effective over reported reagent 

from earlier investigators. The proposed method is simple, rapid and requires less volume of organic 
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solvent. The method is also precise, less time consuming and easily employed anywhere as does not 

require sophisticated instruments.  
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Abstract 

Automation of libraries leads to the increasing speed of all library operations. We can easily handle all the data 

of the library. It maintains all the statistics and records of library in a proper way and we can retrieve it easily 

with high speed. Cataloguing of library material is very easy as compared to manually cataloguing and we can 

easily search the holdings of the library with the help OPAC in a short period. This article states that historical 

background of library automation, growth of library automation, library automation meaning and definition, 

need, objectives and advantages of library.  

Keywords: Library automation, needs and objectives 

Introduction: Libraries are known for using Information and Communication Technology (ICT) both 

for automation of its routine activities as well as for providing search services to the users. Computers 

are increasing used in libraries both for internal operations as well as for accessing information that is 

available four walls of the library. The application of computers avoid repetitive jobs and save labor 

and time both for users as well as outside the library staff. Computers are not only used as a data 

processing tool, but also for information storage, access and retrieval. The use of computers for 

information storage and retrieval began with the production of computer-generated and printed 

indices for scientific and technical literature in 1960s. Subsequently, several organizations started 

using computers not only for generation and printing of indices but also for creation of computer 

readable databases, By early 1970s, several published indexing and abstracting journals, such as 

Biological Abstracts, Chemical Abstracts, Index Medicus, etc. were not only produced by computer, 

they were also made available as computer-readable databases on magnetic tapes and several 

organizations started subscribing to them on magnetic media to organize local information storage and 

retrieval services. 

Historical Background of Library Automation: A process of great change has been taking place 

today in libraries due the impact of information technology and application of computers in library 

work. We hear a lot about library automation in libraries and library automation is nothing but 

application of machines viz. computers to the routine library housekeeping operations such as 

acquisition, serial control cataloguing and circulation. Before proceeding into the depth of library 

automation, it is necessary to know the historical background of automation. Automation of library 

has passed through several of development, which can be divided into 3 phases: 

1 Experimental Phase (1930-1960) 

2 Local systems Phase (1960-1970) 

3 Co-operative Systems Phase (1970) 

1. EXPERIMENTAL PHASE (1930-1960) 

The first application of automatic data processing equipments in libraries can be traced back to 1936 

when the University of Texas adapted a mechanical system for its circulation function. In the first half 

of the 20th century, i.e. in the early 1960s library automation began especially in the U.S.A. after the 

World War II. During this period, many libraries in North America and in the U.K began to 

experiment processing of information by using computers. Many techniques were introduced in the 

universities and national libraries. Several of these systems were like tabulators, sorters; punched 

cards were used for circulation i.e. for providing books on loan, 

serial control, acquisition, cataloguing etc. (Laxminarayan, 1986). 
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In the U.K. the Public Libraries of Camden and West Sussex and the University libraries of Newcastle 

and Southampton were involved in the Experimental phase. Many systems such as edge-notched 

cards, optical coincidence, punched cards, and early computers developed during this phase failed due 

to the following reasons: 

1 Computer technology at that time was inadequate. 

2 Librarians were not sufficiently definitive in their requirements of the computer based system. 

3 Computer people thought that they knew the librarians‟ requirements of the computer based system. 

4 It was thought that all the individual systems in a library should be simultaneously converted to 

computer based. (Tedd, 1977). 

2. LOCAL SYSTEMS PHASE (1960-1970) 

This period applied general purpose digital computer for retrieval of information. In this era, the 

computers were applied offline. During this period, many librarians made use of the computer as a 

tool in the organization of many of the library‟s procedures. Most of these systems were developed 

locally, either in an academic library, special library or public library. In this phase focus was mostly 

on acquisition, cataloguing and circulation process. During this phase, OPAC i.e. Online Public 

Access Catalogue was in an experimental stage in the U.S.A. During this phase, Machine Readable 

Catalogue i.e. MARC came into existence in year 1963 at the Library of Congress, U.S.A for 

providing standardization in automation. In 1967, the Ohio College Library Centre (OCLC) was set 

up which is an online system which marked the beginning of cooperative systems and union 

catalogue. In 1969, the Library of Congress started distribution of records in the new MARC II 

format. 

(Tedd, 1977). 

3. COOPERATIVE SYSTEMS PHASE (1970- ) 

In the 1970s there has been an increase in library cooperation and resource sharing by libraries 

developing computer based systems. In this phase, designing of online systems and conversion of 

batch systems into online mode was done and also the growth of library network and databases were 

seen in these Phase. Here magnetic tapes and floppy disks were used for storing information. In the 

1980s there was in intensive use of online systems networks, optical disks, CD-ROMs etc. In this 

period, microcomputers came to be used in libraries. Late on through Internet and library networks, 

all processes of libraries were integrated. (Rajagopalan, 1986). 

Kaul (1999) has given the growth of library automation can be better understood from the following 

table: 

GROWTH OF LIBRARY AUTOMATION 

Year Developments 

1940-1949 

 

Semi-mechanical applications including edge-notched cards, optical 

coincidence, peek-a-boo cards. 

1950-1959 

 

Use of punched cards, data processing equipments, early computers and 

micro image searching systems. 

1960-1969 

 

Application of general purpose digital computers, feasibility studies of 

online interactive and advance micro image systems, experiments in 

library networking. 

1970-1979 

 

Design of online systems and conversion of batch systems into online 

mode, growth of library network and databases. 

1980-1989 

 

Intensive use of online systems, networks, mini and microcomputers, 

optical disks, CD-ROMs, FAX etc. 

1990s 

 

Use of internet and library networks aims towards higher levels of 

computer application such as recording through electronic media, 

artificial intelligence etc 
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Library Automation: The word “automation” has been derived from Greek word “automose” means 

something, which has power of spontaneous motion or self-movement. The term “automation” was 

first introduced by D.S. Harder in 1936, who was then with General Motor Company in the U.S. He 

used the term automation to mean automatic handling of parts between progressive production 

processes. 

Definition: According to Encyclopedia of Library and Information Science, “automation is the 

technology concerned with the design and development of process and system that minimize the 

necessity of human intervention in operation” (Kent, 1977). According to McGraw Hill Encyclopedia 

of Science and Technology automation as “a coined word having no precise generally accepted 

technical meaning but widely used to imply the concept, development, or use of highly automatic 

machinery or control systems” (McGraw, 1982). Webster‟s Third new International Dictionary of 

English Language Automation is defined as “automatically controlled operation of an apparatus, 

process or system by mechanical or electronic device that takes place of human organs of observation, 

effort and decision”. (Gove, 1966) According to the Oxford English Dictionary automation as 

“application of automatic control to any branch of industry or science by extension, the use of 

electronic or mechanical devices to replace human labor”. (Simpson & Weiner, 1989). Library 

automation, stated in single term, is the application of computers and utilization of computer based 

product and services in the performance of different library operations and functions in provision of 

various services and production of output products. Library automation may be defined as the 

application of automatic and semiautomatic data processing machines (computers) to perform 

traditional library housekeeping activities such as acquisition, circulation, cataloguing and reference 

and serials control. Today “Library Automation” is by far the most commonly used terms to describe 

the mechanization of library activities using the computer. (Uddin, 2009). 

Following are the images to describe concept of Library Automation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Need And Objectives Of Library Automation: Information explosion has resulted in the production 

of a large amount of literatures in every field of knowledge. Accordingly the print documents are 

coming to the library in huge numbers which is not possible for a library to manage the collection 
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manually. Now a day no user has time to search the required and relevant information from the dense 

heap of information collection .They have no time to go shelve by shelve to pick up a book . So it 

necessitated for library automation. In most of libraries are yet to be automated.  

Objectives of Library automation 

 To improve over the library collection. 

 To have an effective control over the entire operations. 

 To share effectively the resources among various libraries at a local, regional, national and 

international level. 

 To avoid duplication and repetitive work/tasks. 

 To obtain various services of the existing staff effectively. 

Need and Importance of Library Automation 

 Information explosion. 

 Availability of information in various formats (print, non-print, graphical, audio-visual etc.) 

 Different approaches and needs of the user. 

 Limitation of library (time, space and human power) 

 Increasing no of users. 

 Speedup of searching for users. 

 Better access to the collection. 

 Allows easy sharing of resources with other libraries. 

 More interface with the library users with other information resources. 

 Better facilities for the users as other libraries are also automated. 

 Enhances consistency in the collection, streamlines circulation. 

 Time saving of clerical and repetitive tasks. 

 Ease of maintenances of statistics and overdues. 

 Immediate report to the management. 

Basic Requirements for Library Automation 

 Adequate collection 

 Financial assistance 

 Hardware 

 Software 

 Trained staff 

 User training 

 Maintenance & development 

Advantages of Library Automation 

 Provides users with timely access to various library materials. 

 Eliminates routine and repetitive tasks or performs them more quickly and effectively. 

 Reduces the amount of time spent on material acquisition, serials, etc. 

 Management, budget administration and record keeping. 

 Supports new means of information retrieval system. 

 Allows library users to use search strategies that exceed those that can be used with card 

catalogue. 

 Also allows library users to search library‟s collection from anywhere locating beyond the 

boundaries. 

 It motivates users equip them with problem solving and information retrieval skills and provides 

them with the lifelong learning experience. 

 It increases productivity in terms of both work as well as in service. 
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 Professional staff need not spend much time to the routine work. 

 Eliminates human errors while performing routine library work. 

 Cataloguing is faster. 

 Excellent control over circulation.   

Conclusion: Automation of libraries leads to the increasing speed of all library operations. We can 

easily handle all the data of the library. It maintains all the statistics and records of library in a proper 

way and we can retrieve it easily with high speed. Cataloguing of library material is very easy as 

compared to manually cataloguing and we can easily search the holdings of the library with the help 

OPAC in a short period. It serves the fourth law of library science “Save the time of the user”. 

Because Library Automation saves the time of the user as well as library staff.  
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Abstract 

The present study deals with the Phytochemical and Pharmacognostic studies of leaves and stem of Plectranthus 

canninus Roth (Synonym Plectranthus spicatus ). It is a perennial herb belonging to family Lamiaceae . As the 

essential oil present in the leaves of this plant it possess a strong odour. This plant is used as natural cat 

repellent due to its strong odour. Pharmacognostic study of this plant leaf drug is carried out and it contains the 

dermal character like stomata, trichomes and anatomical features etc.  The preliminary Phytochemical  studies 

indicate the presence of volatile oils, alkaloid, fixed oils and glycosides and tannins. The present study is helpful 

or standardization for evaluation of drugs.  

Figure:                                    References: 16                                       Tables:02 

Keywords – Plectranthus canninus, Pharmacognostic studies, volatile oils, tannin  

Introduction - Lamiaecae is an important medicinal plant family popular as mint family due to the 

aromatic fragrance emitted by the herbs and shrubs of its members. Popular plants in this family  are 

Coleus, Ocimum ,mint,lavendula etc.  The family Lamiaceae consists of of approximatly 300 species. 

Plectranthus are aromatic plants of this family are perennial but most of them are annual herbs with 

approximately 1meter in height. Plectranthus canninus Roth  is belonging to family Lamiaceae is an 

important plant in Indian system of medicine. It is a perennial fleshy herb, in arid places on rocky 

ground among bushes found in Coimbator district of Tamil Nadu India and in Pune, Maharashtra. It 

grows upto 1meter in height with branchlets hispid in nature. Traditionally this plant is used as a 

stimulant treatment of cough, diuretic,and cytotoxic. Literature reveals that Plectranthus canninus is 

used in the treatment of teeth and gum disorders. Plectranthus canninus is one of the plant species 

which are presently being tasted for their suitability to be grown as Green Roof plants in the Durban 

region that have initially shown good results. They also occur naturally within a radius of 50km of the 

Durban city centre.  

Plectranthus canninus (Roth) 

Genus –Plectranthus 

Species-canninus 

Nomenclature Authority: Roth 

Vernacular name’s 

English : Scary cat plant, Piss-off plant, Dog gone 

This plant has been fabled to e scaring the canina fauna especially cats hence the name caninus(Eggli 

and Newton, 2004). The scary cat plant, or Plectrnthus cannina does have a distinctive skunk smell 

which is worse when someone brushes up against the plant or bruises it. They are native to Southern 

Asia and eastern Africa and they attract butterflies and bees. These plants root easily from cuttings or 

just touching the ground. Both the leaves and flowers of the plant are sticky to the touch, and have a 

mild odour not unlike a marijuana.    

Material and Methods 

1. Plant Material - Plant was collected from the different study areas  near Pashan lake Pune and 

hilly regions of Coimbator district Tamilnadu. The collected plant was  identified with the help of 

floras and expert opinions. Herbarium were made and authenticated in the Botanical Survey of 

India, Western region, Pune. The voucher specimen was deposited in the Herbarium, BSI, Pune 

(BSI/WRC/2016/509) and BSI, Coimbator . 

2.  Pharmacognostic studies-  

mailto:nishagodse123@yahoo.co.in
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i) Macroscopic study: The macroscopy and microscopy of the plant were studied according to the 

method developed by Esau. The transverse sections were prepared and stained for the microscopical 

study as per the standard procedure described.   

ii) Powder analysis: The powder was characterized by its morphological characters like green colour 

of powder, presence of specific aromatic odour and bitter taste.  

Table : 1 Preliminary test of Plectranthus canninus 

Sr. No. Test Observation Inference 

1 Colour Green Leaves of Plectranthus 

2 Odour Specific Aromatic crude drug 

3 Taste Bitter Drug contain tannin 

3.Preparation of Extract –  The  plant material were brought to the laboratory washed in the tap 

water and shed dried for a week then made into powdered and stored in clean plastic container till 

further use. Powdered material extracted in 5 different solvents like Water ,Ethanol, Acetone, 

Chloroform and Petroleum ether by soxhlet apparatus and dried material stored and use for further 

experiment. 

4. Preliminary Phytochemical screening - The Preliminary Phytchemical screening of crude extract 

were subjected using different solvents of Petroleum Ether, Chloroform, Acetone,Ethanol and Water 

for different test for identification of phytochemicals as alkaloid,  

carbohydrates,tannins,resins,flavonoids protein, amino acids,saponins and coumarin. 

Observations 

1) T.S. OF STEM – The transverse section of the is circular in shape. The epidermis is outermost 

protective layer of stem. It is single layered and present in both upper and lower surface. The outer 

cell wall is greatly thickened and heavily cutinized. Epidermis is followed by hypodermis. Periderm, 

cortex, vascular cylinder and pith are seen from periphery to center. Periderm is superficial and 

uniform in thickness all throught the stem. The phloem cells are thin wall and tabular in shape and 

suberized. The covering and glandular trichomes found in periderm  

2) T.S. OF LEAF – It is dicotyledonous leaf. The epidermis is outermost protective layer and upper 

epidermis is single layered and rectangular cells. The outer cell surface of the epidermis is covered 

with cuticle.   Leaves have upper and lower epidermis with numerous stomata flanked by guard cells. 

Stomata are present on both the  upper and lower epidermis. The mesophyll  tissues are differentiated 

into Palisade cells and spongy tissues.Palisade cells are double layered,compact with radially 

elongated cells. Spongy parenchyma is 4- 6 layered. Lower epidermis is similar to upper epidermis 

and has many stomata and many trichome. Covering trichomes are uniseriate and multicellular ( 3-5 

celled), mostly not straight and warty with blunt tips. Upper epidermal trichomes are less in number 

as compared to lower epidermis. Each vascular bundle is conjoint, collateral and closed. Xylem is 

present towards upper epidermis and phloem is towards lower epidermis    

3) TRICHOME – The trichomes are present on both the upper and lower leaf surface. The trichomes 

of upper surface are uniseriate, multicelluar . The foot is embedded in the epidermal cell and tip of 

trichome is slightly bent. The trichomes of lower surface are more in number as compared to upper 

surface and uniseriate and multicellular. The foot is embedded in the epidermal cell and tip is pointed 

and slightly bent.   

4) STOMATA– Leaf is simple and succulent type. The leaf surface is smooth. Stomata are present on 

the both upper and lower surface of leaf. on upper surface of leaf number  of stomata are more in 

number as compared to lower surface.  

Phytochemical constituent – The Preliminary Phytochemical analysis of leaf powder shows the 

presence of Alkaloid, Tannins, Flavonoids, Glycosides and Saponins while quinone is absent. (Table 

no.2) 
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Table 2 - Preliminary Phytochemical screening of leaf powder 

Phytochemical Test WE EE AE C

E 

Alkaloid Dragendroff‟s reagent ++ ++ - - 

Phenol Ferric Chloride test  ++ ++ - - 

Tannin Ferric chloride test ++ + - - 

Sterols 

 

Salkowski test 

 

++ - - - 

 

Flavonoid 

 

Lead acetate 

 

++ ++ + - 

Glycosides 

 

Keller killani test + + - - 

Carbohydrate  

 

Fehling‟s test + + - - 

Quinone Quinone -- -- - - 

Saponin Frothing test ++ ++ + - 

Resin Turbidity ++ - - - 

Coumarin Coumarin ++ _ - - 

         WE- water extract, EE-Ethanol extract AE –Acetone extract,  

         CE – Chloroform extract 

         ++ indicates strongly present, + indicates and – indicates absent 

Table 3  - Preliminary Phytochemical screening of stem powder 

Phytochemicals Test WE EE AE C

E 

Alkaloid Dragendorff‟s reagent ++ ++ - - 

Phenol Ferric Chloride test  ++ ++ - - 

Tannin Ferric chloride test ++ + - - 

Sterols Salkowski test ++ - - - 

 

Flavonoid 

 

Lead acetate 

 

++ ++ + - 

Glycosoides 

 

Keller killani test + + - - 

Carbohydrate  

 

Fehling‟s test + + - - 

Quinone Quinone -- -- - - 

Saponin Frothing test ++ ++ + - 

Resin Turbidity ++ - - - 

Coumarin Coumarin ++ _ - - 

Result and Discussion: Macroscopic characteristics: The herb grows upto 1meter in height. The 

branchlets are hispid by nature. The leaves are ovate in shape and they are succulent, pubescent with 

cordate –truncate base and crenate margin.Floral bracts are closely imbricate, ovate and acute. Calyx  

resemble like tube villows within and tomentose. The 5 unequal lobes are present whereas upper lip is 

ovate,flat and lower lip is obtuse and 4-toothed while mid lobe is shorter. In India, Plectranthus is a 

popular traditional plant and found in all the habitats. Various Phytochemicals have been known to 

possess medicinal properties and hence widely used to Indian systems of traditional medicine. This 

plant is rich in phenolic compounds. In the present study various Phytochemical constituents like 

alkaloid, tannins, Saponins, phenols, flavonoids,Glycosides etc. were present. All phytoconstituents 

are present in water extract whereas only quinone, sterol,coumarin and resin is absent in ethanolic 
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extract. Flavonoid and saponins only present in acetone extract and all Phytochemical are absent in 

chloroform extract. Microscopic characteristics: Leaf: The leaf is thick fleshy and soft. It is 

isobilateral and apparently less differentiated into midrib and lamina. The lamina of the leaf shows 

three distinct regions viz., upper epidermis, lower epidermis and mesophyll. Abundant covering and 

glandular trichomes emerged from the both epidermal layer. The trachoma‟s are multi-cellular, 

uniseriate and unbranched (2-7 cell) mostly straight and sometime warty with acute tips. Stomata are 

occasionally present which is more in numbers in upper epidermis and less in number in lower 

epidermis.    

Conclusion: The Phytochemical qualitative analysis of Plectranthus canninus plant showed a positive 

reaction towards an aqueous extract as most of the phytochemicals was present in it. It is a good 

source of tannin and phenol, carbohydrates,alkaloid. The plant used for ethno-botanical uses like 

wound healing and itches. Thus all these properties can be observed due to various types of 

Phytochemical present in it. The Phytochemical characterization of the extract and identification of 

bioactive compounds and quality standards are necessary for future study.  
Acknowledgment: Author is thankful to the Principal and Vice Principal and Head , , Department of Botany, 

Ahmednagar College ,Ahmednagar for providing required facilities to carry out present research work and 

Principal of Dapoli Urban Bank Senior Science College for their encouragement and motivation.   
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Abstract 

As per the fastest growing technologies and developing countries like India,renewable energy sources is 

needed.Energy is considered a prime agent in the generation of wealth and a significant factor in economic 

development. Energy is also essential for improving the quality of life. Renewable energy sources and 

technologies have potential to provide solutions to the longstanding energy problems being faced by the 

developing countries like India.Solar energy is the most important alternative resource of the world and has a 

large potential of green energy. Solar energy can be an important part of India‘s plan not only to add new 

capacity but also to increase energy security, address environmental concerns, and lead the massive market for 

renewable energy.This report examines various ways in which solar power is precisely such an opportunity. 

Introduction: Energy is considered a prime agent in the generation of wealth and a significant factor 

in economic development. The increase in energy consumption, particularly in the past several 

decades has raised fears of exhausting the globes reserves of petroleum andother resources in the 

future. The huge consumption of fossil fuels has caused visible damage to the environment in various 

forms. The most challenging thing in front of the world is how fulfill the requirement of energy. Due 

to the limitation of the conventional resources, the world has to think about the alternate source of 

energy. To fulfill the requirement of energy resources that cannot be hazardous to environment, most 

of the countries are emphasizing on the development of renewable energy resources.In the renewable 

energy resources, solar energy plays important role.Solar power is a clean, environmental friendly 

source of energy [2]. There are no toxic byproducts or emissions. Solar power is the generation of 

electricity from sunlight. This can be direct as with photovoltaic‟s (PV), or indirect as with 

concentrating solar power (CSP), where the sun‟s energy is focused to boil water which is then used 

to provide power. The solar photovoltaic is a very important power source for meeting rural electricity 

demand in this region of the country. Thermal energy is required to fulfill several purposes in the 

domestic,agricultural, industrial, and commercial sectors of the economy.India is growing towards 

huge solar energy day by day. 

Thermal Power Plant: Concentrated solar power (also called concentrating solar 

power, concentrated solar thermal, and CSP) systems generate solar power by using mirrors or 

lenses to concentrate a large area of sunlight, or solar thermal energy, onto a small area. Electricity is 

generated when the concentrated light is converted to heat, which drives a heat engine (usually 

a steam turbine) connected to an electrical power generator [3][4][5]or powers 

a thermochemical reaction (experimental as of 2013[6][7][8].CSP technology utilizes focused 

sunlight. The plants consist of two parts: one that collects solar energy and converts it to heat, and 

another that converts the heat energy to electricity. Within the United States, CSP plants have been 

operating reliably for more than 15 years. All CSP technological approaches require large areas for 

solar radiation collection when used to produce electricity at commercial scale [9]. Solar thermal 

power plant can be distinguished according to the arrangement of their concentrated mirror.The best 

known technologies  are the parabolic trough, the compact linear Fresnel reflector, the Stirling 

dish and the solar power tower. A parabolic trough consists of a linear parabolic reflector that 

concentrates light onto a receiver positioned along the reflector's focal line. The receiver is a tube 

positioned along the focal points of the linear parabolic mirror and is filled with a working fluid. The 

reflector is made to follow the sun during daylight hours by tracking along a single axis. Parabolic 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_thermal_energy
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_generator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermochemical
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parabolic_trough
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compact_linear_Fresnel_reflector
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_thermal_energy#Dish_designs
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trough systems provide the best land-use factor of any solar technology[16]. Compact Linear Fresnel 

Reflectors are CSP-plants which use many thin mirror strips instead of parabolic mirrors to 

concentrate sunlight onto two tubes with working fluid. This has the advantage that flat mirrors can be 

used which are much cheaper than parabolic mirrors[17][18]. The Stirling solar dish combines a 

parabolic concentrating dish with a Stirling engine which normally drives an electric generator. The 

advantages of Stirling solar over photovoltaic cells are higher efficiency of converting sunlight into 

electricity and longer lifetime. Parabolic dish systems give the highest efficiency among CSP 

technologies[19]The 50 kW Big Dish in Canberra, Australia is an example of this technology[20] 

A solar power tower uses an array of tracking reflectors (heliostats) to concentrate light on a central 

receiver atop a tower. Power towers can achieve higher (thermal-to-electricity conversion) efficiency 

than linear tracking CSP schemes and better energy storage capability than dish stirling 

technologies[20].The PS10 Solar Power Plant and PS20 solar power plant are examples of this 

technology. STE plants are considered to have a minimum life of 20 years. According to some 

estimates, India can have a STE installed base of 4–5 GW by 2020. A large amount of Indian STE 

outputis consumed in Delhi, Haryana, and Punjab, drawing upon supply sites in both Rajasthan and 

Jammu and Kashmir. Population centers in Gujarat are also well positioned to extract power from 

Rajasthan [10]. 

Concentrating Photovoltaic system: Concentrator photovoltaics (CPV) (also known as 

Concentration Photovoltaics) is a photovoltaic technology that generates electricity from sunlight. it 

uses lenses and curved mirrors to focus sunlight onto small, but highly efficient, multi-

junction (MJ) solar cells. In addition, CPV systems often use solar trackers and sometimes a cooling 

system to further increase their efficiency[11]. 

 
Concentrator photovoltaics (CPV) modules on dua 

l axis solar trackers in Golmud, China. 

Concentrator Photovoltaic (CPV) technology has entered the market as a utility scale option for the 

generation of solar electricity with 370 MWp in cumulative installations, including several sites with 

more 30 MWp. This report explores the current status of the CPV market, industry, research, and 

technology. CPV is of most interest for power generation in sun-rich regions with Direct Normal 

Irradiance (DNI) values of more than 2000 kWh/(m²a). The systems are differentiated according to 

the concentration factor of the technology configuration (see Table 1). More than 90 % of the CPV 

capacity that has been publicly documented to be installed through the end of 2016 is in the form of 

high concentration PV (HCPV) with two-axis tracking. Concentrating the sunlight by a factor of 

between 300x to 1000x onto a small cell area enables the use of highly efficient but comparatively 

expensive multi-junction solar cells based on III-V semiconductors (e.g. triple-junction solar cells 

made of GaInP/GaInAs/Ge). Low concentration designs – those with concentration ratios below 100x 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stirling_engine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Big_Dish_(solar_thermal)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canberra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heliostat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PS10_Solar_Power_Plant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PS20_solar_power_plant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photovoltaic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lens_(optics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curved_mirror
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multi-junction
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_tracker
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– are also being deployed. These systems primarily use crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar cells and single-

axis tracking, although dual axis tracking can also be used[12][13][14]. 

Concentratedphotovoltaic technology willpave the way tomeet the goals of the Indian Government‟s 

Solar Mission that promotes sustainable growth while addressing India‟s energy security. It is an 

integral part of the initiative to respond to the global challenge of climate change. The first phase of 

the Mission aims to commission 1000 MW of grid-connected solar power projects by 2013. In 

addition to helping meetthese targets in the most efficient manner, concentrated photovoltaic solar 

power will introduce a new solar technology to India [15]. 

Solar Power in India: power projects in Tamil Nadu, Rajasthan,Gujarat and Maharashtra. These states 

are also the top five states in India with highest wind electricity generation[21] The country's solar 

installed capacity reached 20 GW in February 2018[22]. India expanded its solar-generation capacity 

8 times from 2,650 MW on 26 May 2014 to over 20 GW as on 31 January 2018[23][24]. The 20 GW 

capacity was initially targeted for 2022 but the government achieved the target four years ahead of 

schedule[23][24] The country added 3 GW of solar capacity in 2015-2016 and over 5 GW in 2016-

2017, the highest of any year, with the average current price of solar electricity dropping to 18% 

below the average price of its coal-fired counterpart[25][26][27]. In January 2015 the Indian 

government expanded its solar plans, targeting US$100 billion in investment and 100 GW of solar 

capacity (including 40 GW from rooftop solar) by 2022[30][31][31][32][33][34]. India's initiative of 

100 GW of solar energy by 2022 is an ambitious target, since the world's installed solar-power 

capacity in 2017 is expected to be 303 GW[35][36]. The improvements in solar thermal storage 

power technology in recent years has made this task achievable as the cheaper solar power need not 

depend on costly and polluting coal/gas/nuclear based power generation for ensuring stable grid 

operation[37][38][39]. 

Advantages of solar power: 

 Renewable Energy Source 

Among all the benefits of solar panels, the most important thing is that solar energy is a truly 

renewable energy source. It can be harnessed in all areas of the world and is available every day.  

Reduces Electricity Bills: Since you will be meeting some of your energy needs with the electricity 

your solar system has generated, your energy bills will drop. How much you save on your bill will be 

dependent on the size of the solar system and your electricity or heat usage. Moreover, not only will 

you be saving on the electricity bill, but if you generate more electricity than you use, the surplus will 

be exported back to the grid and you will receive bonus payments for that amount (considering that 

your solar panel system is connected to the grid). Savings can further grow if you sell excess 

electricity at high rates during the day and then buy electricity from the grid during the evening when 

the rates are lower.  Low Maintenance Costs: Solar energy systems generally don‟t require a lot of 

maintenance. You only need to keep them relatively clean, so cleaning them a couple of times per 

year will do the job.   Technology Development: Technology in the solar power industry is constantly 

advancing and improvements will intensify in the future. Innovations in quantum physics and 

nanotechnology can potentially increase the effectiveness of solar panels and double, or even triple, 

the electrical input of the solar power systems [28] It‟s eco-friendly: Solar energy is an alternative 

for fossil fuels as it is non-polluting, clean, reliable and renewable source of energy. It does 

not pollute the air by releasing harmful gases like carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxide or sulphur oxide. So, 

the risk of damage to the environment is reduced. Solar energy also does not require any fuel to 

produce electricity and thus avoids the problem of transportation of fuel or storage of radioactive 

waste [29]. 

http://www.walkthroughindia.com/walkthroughs/top-12-largest-wind-power-production-states-of-india/
http://www.walkthroughindia.com/walkthroughs/top-5-largest-wind-farm-and-windmill-parks-in-india/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concentrated_solar_power
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concentrated_solar_power
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concentrated_solar_power
https://www.greenmatch.co.uk/solar-energy
https://www.greenmatch.co.uk/solar-energy
https://www.greenmatch.co.uk/solar-energy/solar-system
https://inhabitat.com/new-photovoltaic-solar-technology-boosts-efficiency-to-50/
https://www.conserve-energy-future.com/various-fossil-fuels-facts.php
https://www.conserve-energy-future.com/causes-effects-solutions-of-air-pollution.php
https://www.conserve-energy-future.com/ways-reduce-office-electricity-bills.php
https://www.conserve-energy-future.com/ways-reduce-office-electricity-bills.php
https://www.conserve-energy-future.com/ways-reduce-office-electricity-bills.php
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Conclusion: In this paper, we have discussed how solar power work and also how India is taking the 

benefits of such system to fulfill the growing need of energy.Solar energy development in India can 

also be an important tool for spurring regional economic development, particularly for many 

underdeveloped states, which have the greatest potential for developing solar power systems which is 

unlimited and clean source of energy. It can provide secure electricity supply to foster domestic 

industrial development. So it can be concluded that photovoltaic power systems will have an 

important share in the electricity of the future not only in India, but all over world.The step of Indian 

government to increases the target is a very good to become India as one of the most solar powered 

countries in the world. Such types of steps will be required in the future 
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vkarjSkkL=h; laSkks/kukr tSofofo/krk 

MkW- lqfuynÙk ,l- xojs, fSkoGs egkfo|ky;] fSkoGs- 

 

izLrkouk % tSofofo/krk Eg.kts lthokae/khy ,[kk|k tkfr] ifjlaLFkk] ck;kse fdaok iw.kZ i`Fohojhy 

fofo/krk- ifjlaLFkse/khy fofo/krk gs ifjlaLFksP;k fudksi i.kkps ,dd vkgs- tSofofo/krk cÚ;kp 

izek.kkr HkwHkkxkP;k gokekukoj voyacwu vlrs- mnk- m’.kizns”kh; Hkkxke/;s tSofofo/krk vf/kd rj 

/kzqoh; Hkkxke/;s fofo/krk deh vlrs- >kikVÓkus gks.kkÚ;k ifjljkrhy cnykaeqGs ltho lkewfgdfjR;k 

yqIr gksrkr- ,dk vanktkuqlkj i`Fohoj vlysY;k ,dw.k lthokaiSdh ,d VDdk ltho yqIr >kys 

vkgsr- lthokaph i`Fohoj fufeZrh >kY;kiklwu vkti;Zar ikp osGk eksBÓk izek.kkr vkf.k vusd osGk 

ygku izek.kkr tSofofo/krspk uk”k >kyk vkgs- Qsusjks>ksbd egkdYike/;s ¼54 dskVh o’kkZiwohZ½ 

tSofofo/krspk egkfodkl ^dWfEc;udYike/khy fofo/krspk LQksV* ;k ukokus vksG[kyk tkrks- cgqis”kh; 

lthokae/khy loZ la?kkaph fufeZrh >kysyh gksrh- R;kiq<hy 40 dksVh o’kkZe/;s tSofofo/krspk iqUgk iqUgk 

uk”k >kysyk gksrk- ^dkcksZfuQsjl* ;qxke/;s lnkjfgr oukae/khy ouLirh o izk.;kapk uk”k >kyk- 

^ifeZ;u Vªk;kfld* ;qxke/;s 25 dksVh o’kkZiwohZ >kysyk tSofofo/krspk uk”k lokZr eksBk gksrk- rhu 

dksVh o’kkZiwohZ i`’Boa”kh lthokauh iqUgk ,dnk vkiyk te cloyk- lkMslgk dksVh o’kkZiwohZ >kysyk 

^fØVsf”k;l & V”kZjh fouk”k* gk uthdP;k dkGkrhy tSofofo/krspk uk”k gks;- ;kp dkGkr 

Mk;uklkWj uk”k >kys- tSofoforse/;s ek.klkpk izos”k >kY;kuarj tSofofo.krk tuqdh; fofo/krk 

gGwgGw ukgh”kh gksr vkgs- ;kl ^gkWyksflu fouk”k* EgVys tkrs- ekuoh gLr{ksikeqGs vf/kokl u’V 

>kY;kus tSofofo/krspk gk uk”k gksr vkgs- la;qDr jk’Vª la?kkus tSo fofo/krsP;k uk”kkdMs y{k 

ns.;klkBh bloh lukps 2011&2020 gs n”kd tSofofo/krk n”kd Eg.kwu tkghj dsys vkgs- iwohZ 

?kjkP;k vktwcktwyk osxosxGh QGkaph o Qqykaph >kMs ykoyh tk;ph ts.ksd:u R;koj i{kh 

Qqyik[kj ckxMkohr i.k vkrkP;k l/;kP;k fLrFkhr ikfgy rj lxGhdMs dksUØhVhdj.k ok<ysys 

vkgs- R;keqGs vktwcktwyk tkLr ifjljp ukgh;s o tso<k vkhs rsOg<Ókr osxosxGh “kks ph >kMs 

ykoyh tkr vkgsr- 

O;k[;k %  tSod fofo/krk fdaok tSofofo/krk O;k[;kps vusd vFkZ fu?krkr- lkekU; O;k[;kizek.ks 

tSofofof/krk Eg.kts tkfr fofo/krk vkf.k tkfre/khy lai™krk ¼tho”kkL=h;½- tho”kkL=KkaP;k 

O;k[;kkizek.ks ^^tSofofo/krk Eg.kts tuqdkaph O;Drrk] tkrhe/khy fofo/krk vkf.k ifjlaLFkse/khy 

fofo/krk**- 2004 e/;s dkfMZQ fo|kihBkus vkf.k isacqd”kk;j e/khy MkfoZu lsaVjP;k izk/;kid vWUFkuh 

d¡icsy ;kauh ;k O;k[;krs js.oh; fofo/krsph Hkj ?kkryh- 

tSofofo/krk le`) {ks= % tSofofo/krk lè) {ks= v”kk vusd fBdk.kkauk gkWV LIkkWV Eg.kkos gh dYiuk 

MkW- lfcuk fodZ ;kauh 1988e/;s ekaMyh vkgs- Eg.kts T;k fBdk.kh eksBÓk la[;sus LFkkfud tkrhaps 

olfrLFkku vkgs R;kl tSofofo/krk le`) {ks= Eg.krk ;srs- cgqrsd le`)h {ks=s gh ekuoh oLR;katoG 

vkgsr- le`){ks=s txHkj fo[kqjysyh vlyh rjh m’.k dfVca/kkrhy oukar vkf.k lnkgfjr taxykr 

R;kaph la[;k lokZf/kd vkgs- czk>hye/khy vVykafVdk itZU;ou gs R;kiSdh ,d vkgs- ;k ouke/;s 

20]000 izdkjP;k ouLifr] 1350 ì’Boa”kh vkf.k y{kko/kh dhVd vkgsr- ;krhy fuE;kgwu vf/kd vls 

vkgsr dh dh] rs brj= dksBsgh vk<Gr ukghr- eknkxkLdj csVkoj ,deso vj.;] eknkxkLdj “kq’d 

ou vkf.k likBVhojhy itZU;ou vkgs- eknkxkLdj ewG vkfÝdu Hkwehiklwu lkMslgk dksVh o’kkZiwohZ 

osxGs >kY;kus ;k oukrhy lthokae/;s izns”kfu’Bk fnlrs- eknkxkLdjP;k Hkwehoj vusd tkrh vkf.k 

ifjlaLFkk Lora=i.ks fodlhr >kysY;k vkgsr- baMksusf”k;ke/khy 17000 csVkauh 19]04]560 pkSjl 
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fdyksehVj {ks= O;kiysys vkgs- ;k izns”kke/;s txkrhy 10 VDds liq’i ouLifr] 12 VDds i`’Boa”kh 

izk.kh] 17 VDds ljiV.kkjs izk.kh] i{kh vkf.k mHk;pj izk.kh vls 24 dksVh ek.klkaP;k oLR;kaP;k 

lgoklkr vkgsr- le`) tSofofo/krk vlysys dkgh Hkkx oSf”k’VÓiw.kZ izns”kfu’B Hkkxkiklwu mxe 

ikoysys vlY;kus R;kaP;ke/;s usgehP;k cnykgwu osxGs cny ?kMwu vkysys vkgsr- 

tSofofo/krk mRØkafr ¼fodkl½ % vkt vfLrRokr vlysY;k tSofofo/krsekxs 350 dksVh o’kkZpk bfrgkl 

vkgs- lthokaph uDdh fufeZrh dsOgk >kyh gs tjh oSKkfudkauk lkaxrk vkys ukgh rjh i`FohP;k 

mRiÙkhuarj ohl rs rhl dksVh o’kkZuarj izkFkfed jpuk vlysys ltho vfLrRokr vkys ;koj 

oSKkfud Bke vkgsr- pksi™k dksVh o’kkZiwohZ QWujks>ksd dYike/;s >kysY;k d¡fcz;u ;qxke/;s 

tSofo/krse/;s izpaM ok< >kyh- d¡fcz;u ;qxke/;s cgqis”kh; lthokaph fufeZrh >kyh- iq<hy 40 dksVh 

o’kkZe/;s fofo/krse/;s cgqrka”kh vi`’Boa”kh ltho vf/kd la[;sus gksrs- ;k ok<hcjkscj vusd i;kZoj.kh; 

dkj.kkus tSofofof/krspk uk”k gksr gksrk- lewg foyksiu fØ;seqGs tSofofo/krse/;s ?kV vkf.k o`)h gs 

izdkj lthokaP;k fufeZrhiklwu pkyysys vkgsr- dkcZfuQsjl ;qxke/;s >kysY;k foyksiuke/;s itZU;ous 

Hkwi`’Bk[kkyh xkMyh xsyh- ;k dkGkr xkMY;k xsysY;k thok”ekaoj mPp nkc vkf.k dkcZu osxGk 

gks.;kP;k izfØ;srwu fuekZ.k >kysys nxMh dksGlk vkf.k ØwM vkWby vktP;k vkiY;k ba/kukph 90 

VDds xjt Hkxor vkgs- xsY;k nksu rhu dksVh o’kkZP;k thok”ekaP;k vH;klko:u vls vk<Gwu vkys 

vkgs dh] vktP;k ,o<h tSofofo/krk d/khgh vfLrRokr uOgrh- loZ oSKkfudkauk gs eg.k.ks iw.kZi.ks 

ekU; ukgh- thok”ehdj.k loZ lthokaps d/khgh izfrfuf/kRo d: “kdr ukgh gk R;kapk vk{ksi- dkgh 

oSKkfudkaP;k Eg.k.;kuqlkj rhl dksVh o’kkZiwohZ vkf.k vktP;k tSofofo/krse/;s Qkjlk Qjd ulkok- 

l/;kP;k ltho tkrhaph la[;k 2 n”ky{k rs 100 n”ky{k ,o<h vlkoh- loZ i;kZ;kapk fopkj d:u 

lthokaph la[;k 130 rs 140 yk[kkai;Zr iksgksprs- ;kae/khylaf/kikn izk.;kaph la[;k lokZf/kd vkgs- T;k 

fBdk.kh lthokae/;s la?k’kZ deh vkgs Eg.kts fulxZ fuoMhyk lkeksjs tkos ykxr ukgh v”kk fBdk.kh 

tSofofo/krk òf)axr gksrs- 

tSofofo/krspk ekuokl mi;ksx % tSofofo/krk ifjlaLFkk fVdowu Bso.;kl enr djrs- R;keqGs dkcZu 

Mk; vkWDlkbM pØ lqjGhr jkgrs- gosps ?kVd larqfyr jkgrkr- typo lqjGhri.ks lq: jkgrs- 

typØkeqGs ik.kh “kq) gksrs- tfeuhph /kwi Fkkacrs- v”e;qxkiklwu ekuoh gLr{ksikeqGs ltho tkrhapk 

fouk”k Ogk;yk izkjaHk >kyk vkgs- ;kvk/kh uSlfxZd vkifÙk gsp QDr tkfrfouk”kkps ,deso dkj.k 

gksrs- thok”ekaP;k vH;klko:u v”e;qxkiklwu tkfrfouk”kkpk osx “kaHkj rs ngk gtkj iVhuh 

ok<Y;kps fl) >kys vkgs- 

v½ Ñf’k % fidkae/khy fofo/krseqGs usgehps ihd jksx fdaok fdMheqGs u’V >kY;kl fidke/;s gos rs 

cny ?kMowu vk.k.;klkBh oU; tkrhadMwu buxzhfMax djrk ;srs- “ksrhe/;s vf/kd mRiknu feGkos 

;klkBh mdp ihd foLrr̀ {ks=koj ?ks.;kph i)r vkgs- Ñf’k O;olk;krhy cgqrsd vfj’Vs ,dkp 

ok.kph fuit foLrr̀ {ks=koj dsY;kus >kysys vkgsr- ;krhy izeq[k Eg.kts ;qjksie/;s 19O;k “krdkr 

e| m|ksxkojhy ladV vkf.k vesfjdsrhy eD;kojhy jksxkeqGs iMysyk nq’dkG- ekuoh okijklkBh 

vlysys 80 VDds v™k QDr ohl izdkjP;k ouLirhiklwu feGfo.;kr ;srs- R;kP;k 40 gtkj tkrh 

izR;{k ekuoh okijkr vkgsr- ;ke/;s fuokjk] v™k] QGs] vkS’k/ks vkf.k oL=izkoj.ks ;kapk lekos”k gksrks- 

i`Fohojhy tSofofo/krk ok<R;k yksdla[;sph xjt vtwu Hkkxor vkgs ;kr “kadk ukgh i.k ekuoh 

okijkP;k tkrhe/khy fofo/krk >ikVÓkus deh gksr vkgs- ;kpk fopkj dj.;kph osG vkyh vkgs- 

c½ ekuoh vkjksX; % tSofofo/krk vkf.k rkuoh vkjksX; gs l/;k vkarjjk’Vªh; jktdkj.kkps dkj.k gksr 

vkgs- tSofofo/krsP;k uk”kkeqGs i`FohP;k vkjksX;koj ifj.kke gksr vkgs] ;koj “kkL=h; la”kks/ku >kys 

vkgs- tkxfrd gokeu cnykps dkj.k gs ekuoh vkjksX;koj ifj.kke dj.kkÚ;k vusd dkj.kkiSdh ,d 
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jksxkps okgd vkf.k dkjd vl.kkÚ;k lthokapk izlkj] xksMÓk ik.;kph derjrk] Ñf’k mRiknukrhy 

?kV] Ñf’k mRiknuke/khy rksp rksp i.kk bR;knh- ,[kknh tkrh u’V >kY;kuarj fulxZr% R;kl i;kZ; 

miyC/k vlk;pk- vkrk vls i;kZ; deh miyC/k vkgsr- T;k tkrh fVdwu jgkr vkgsr R;k uohu 

iksf’krke/;s loafer gksr vkgsr- tqusp vktkj uO;k nkn u ns.kkÚ;k vktkjkr cnyys tkr vkgsr- cMZ 

¶yw] Lokbu ¶yw vkf.k bu~¶yq,a>k gs ,dkp fo’kk.kwps cnyysys Lo:i vkgs- osLV ukby Ogk;jl] 

ykbe vktkj] gkaVkOgk;jl vls uohu fo’kk.kw ek.klke/;s ;s.;ke/;s R;kaP;k ewG iksf’krke/;s >kysys 

ifjorZu dkj.khHkwr vkgs- ik.;kph ok<rh ekx.kh vkf.k fi.;k;ksX; ik.kh miyC/k ul.ks gk ekuoh 

vkjksX;k”kh fuxMhr iz”u cuysyk vkgs- LoPN ik.;kps forj.k ok<ys vlys rjh vusd ns”kkr ik.;kps 

L=ksr ukghls gksr vkgsr- 2008P;k tkxfrd yksdla[;spk vH;klko:u fu?kkysY;k ekfgrhuqlkj 

vfodlhr jk’Vªke/khy QDr 62 VDds O;Drhauk LoPN fi.;k;ksX; ik.kh miyC/k vkgs- tSofofo/krs”kh 

lacaf/kr vk.k[kh dkgh iz”u Eg.kts v™k lqj{kk vkf.k ldl v™kkph miyC/krk] lalxZtU; vktkj] 

vjksX; foKku] vkS’k/kkaph miyC/krk] lkekftd vkf.k ekufld vkjksX;] tSofofo/krse/kwu vkS’k/k fufeZrh 

vkf.k uO;k vkS’k/kkapk L=ksr bR;knh- txkrhy 80 VDds yksdla[;k izkFkfed vkjksX;lsoslkBh uSlfxZd 

mipkji)fr fdaok uSlfxZd vkS’k/kkaoj voyacwu vkgs- vkti;Zar FkksMÓk tkrhapk R;kaP;k vkS’k/kh 

xq.k/kekZapk vH;kl >kyk vkgs- tSofofo/krsP;k uO;k bysDVªWfuDl vkf.k ck;kykWth ;kaP;kiklwu 

fu?kkysyh la;qDr “kk[kk ^ck;kWfuDl* e/;s >ikVÓkus okij lq: vkgs- 1980 uarj vkS’k/k m|ksxke/; s 

uO;k vkS’k/kkaph fufeZrh deh >kY;klkj[ks okVr vkgs- tuqdh; “kkL= vkf.k ekuoh tuqd izdYi iw.kZ 

>kY;kuarj uO;k jklk;fud vkS’k/kkaP;k fufeZrhoj Hkj iMr vkgs- lkxjh tSofofo/krsoj vk/kkfjr vkS’k/k 

fufeZrh uO;kus riklwu ikgk.;kph xjt mRi™k>kyh vkgs- 

d½ vkS|ksfxd okij % vusd m|ksxkae/;s lthokiklwu eksBÓk izek.kkr feGoysY;k oLrwaok okij gksrks- 

?kjs] diMk] jax] jcj vkf.k ba/ku loZLoh lthokaiklwu feGoys tkrkr- tSofofo/krk ik.kh] bekjrh] 

ykdwM] dkxn] rarw vkf.k v™k ;kaP;k iqu% iqu% fufeZrhlkBh vR;ar egÙokph vkgs- tSofofo/krspk Úgkl 

Eg.kts vkfFkZd uqdlku gks;- 

M½ Nan] laLÑrh vkf.k lkSan;Znq’Vh % tSofofo/krseqGs vusd laxhrdkj] fp=dkj] f”kYih] ys[kd vkf.k 

dykoarke/;s lkSan;Zn’̀Vh vkysyh vkgs- vusd laLÑrhe/;s tSofofo/krk fVdowu jkg.ks Eg.ktsp laLÑfr 

vlk n`f’Vdksu mRi™k >kyk vkgs- egkjk’Vª] xksok] dukZVd vkf.k dsjGe/khy vusd nsoLFkkukaP;k 

vkJ;kus ok<ysY;k nsojk;ke/;s >kMkps ikulq)k rksMk;ps ukgh v”kk vfyf[kr fu;ekeqGs vusd 

iztkfr fVdwu jkfgysY;k vkgsr- ckxke/;s “kksHksP;k ouLifr yko.ks] ok<o.ks] vkS’k/kh ouLifr m|ku] 

?kjxqrh eRL;ikyu] izkf.klaxzgky;s] eRl;ky;s v”kk vusd O;olk;kapk mxe tSofofo/krse/;s vkgs- 

loZlkekU; O;Drh v”kk Nankuk eukiklwu izfrlkn nsrs- O;kolkf;di.ks nqehZG izk.kh tksikl.ks] R;kauk 

ok<o.k] nqehZG i{kh lkaHkkG.ks R;kauk ijr fulxkZe/;s lksM.ks] R;kaps lao/kZu v”kk Nankaps useds 

ewY;ekiu dj.ks gs dBh.k dke vkgs- i.k dsoG fulxkZP;k izsekiksVh dkgh laLFkk gs dke injeksM 

d:u djr vkgsr- jktdh; n’̀VÓk xzhu ikVhZ ukokpk i{k 1970 iklwu teZuh] csfYt;e] LohMu 

;kae/;s i;kZoj.kj{k.k ;k vtsaMÓkoj dke djrks vkgs- vkt gh ykV ;qjksi vkf.k mÙkj vesfjdke/;s 

,d izHkkoh i{k cuyh vkgs- 

ltho tkrhaph la[;k %  tkxfrd ltho oxhZdj.k foHkkxkus vkf.k ;qjksfi;u fMfLVªC;wVsM bafLVV~;wV 

vkWQ vWDlkWukWeh ;k laLFkkuh lthokaP;k izR;sd oxkZrhy ,dw.k tkrhapk 2010 e/khy dsysY;k vankt 

izR;{kkr vlysY;k tkrhgwu fdrhrjh deh vlkok vls EgVys vkgs- 

  1- 1 rs 1 dksVh dhVd   2- v/kkZ rs 1 dksVh ftok.kw 

 3- 15 yk[k dods   4- 10 yk[k v’Vikn 
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 5- lw{e thokaph la[;k fdrh ;kpk vtwu vankt vkyk ukgh- 

tSofofo/krk Úgklkph dkj.ks % vf/kokl ukghlk gks.ks] vfrf”kdkj] uO;k vf/koklkr uO;k tkrhapk izos”k 

vkf.k foyksiu ;keqGs tSofofo/krsl /kksdk mRi™k gksrks vls tsvmZ Mk;eaM ;k fulxZrKkus lkafxrys 

vkgs- 

1- ,[kknh tkr gGwgGw u’V gks.ks gs uSlfxZd vlys rjh xsY;k dkgh n”kdrk tkrh u’V 

gks.;kP;k izek.kkr fparktud ok< >kyh vkgs- xsY;k 25 o’kkZr txkrhy tSofofo/krsps 15 

vDds uqdlku >kys vkgs o v”kk tkrh u’Vizk; gks.;kP;k ekxkZoj vkgsr- 

2- Tkrh u’V gks.;kekxhy egÙokps dkj.k Eg.kts tkrhaP;k uSlfxZd vf/koklkr >kysyh ?kV- 

fo”ks’kr% if”pe ?kkVkr “kgjhdj.kkeqGs taxykps izek.k 50 VDD;kis{kk tkLr u’V >kys vkgs- 

R;keqGsp ek.kls vkf.k oU;izk.kh ;krhy la?k’kZ ok<hyk ykxyk vkgs- tq™kjtoG fccVÓk] 

Hkhek”kadj toG jkuMqdjs] fl/kwnqxkZr gÙkh euq’;oLrhr] ckxk;rhr /kqMxwl ?kkyhr vkgsr- 

3- Ekuokus vkiY;k izxrhlkBh bekjrh] jLrs] /kj.ks] [kfutlaiÙkhlkBh i;kZoj.kkpk ve;kZn okij 

dsyk vkgs- R;keqGs R;k R;k Hkkxkr vl.kkÚ;k ouLirh] dhVd] i”kw] i{kh ;kapk vf/kokl 

mn~/oLr >kyk vkgs-  

4- tSofofo/krsP;k Úgklkps egÙokps dkj.k Eg.kts vkfFkZd Qk;nk uqdlkuhaP;k fg”kksxk”kh vl.kkjs 

ljG ukrs nk[kfo.;kr vkysys vi;”k- 

5- ekuokph mnklhurk o fulxkZrhy izR;sd ?kVdkdMs ikg.;kpk cnyr pkysyk n`f’Vdksu 

;kyk dkj.khHkwr vkgs- R;klg iznw’k.k] xksaxkV] cnyrs fulxZpØ gs ?kVdgh tSofofo/krk u’V 

gks.;kl dkj.khHkwr vkgsr-  

6- eksBÓk izek.kkoj o{̀krksM >kY;kuarj iquoSuhdj.kke/;s vfLrRokr vlysY;k loZ uoLifr ijr 

d/khp ykork ;s.kkj ukghr- ,dkp izdkjP;k o{̀kkaps iV~Vs yko.;kus R;k ifjljke/;s vlysyh 

fofo/krk u’V gksrs- 

dnkfpr Eg.kwup dh dk;] ;krwu /kMk ?ksÅu dukZVdkrY;k ^v/kukf”kuh* unhP;k Hkksorkyh olysY;k 

LFkkfud yksdkauh o ePNhekjkauh tho”kkL=kP;k f”k{kdkauk unhrhy dkyos] frljs] f”kaiys] ekls] f>axs 

bR;knhaP;k vH;klk enr dsyh- R;krwu vls y{kkr vkys dh] ;kaP;k foØhrwu gks.kkjh vkfFkZd myk<ky 

o’kkZdkBh lqekjs ikp dksVh :i;s brdh vkgs- R;keqGs unh ifjljkrhy tSolainsps uqlrsp laj{k.k o 

lao/kZup lk/; >kys ukgh rj iznw’k.kdkjh dkj[kkus rsFkwu gVokos ykxys- Hkkjrkrhy loZ tholaink 

dkgh FkksMÓk jk’Vªh; m|kus o vHk;kj.;krp QDr lqjf{kr Bsork ;s.kkj ukgh- R;klkBh lajf{kr 

dsanzkaps fodsanzhdj.k dj.ks vko”;d vkgs- nsojk;k] “ksrh] u|krhy Mksg] ik.koBs ,so<sp uOgs rj 

“kgjkae/kwugh tholaink vkgs vkf.k R;kP;kgh laj{k.kkph vko”;drk vkgs- [kktxh fgrlaca/kkph 

tio.kwd] yksdkai;Zar pGoG us.ks ;kalkj[;k xks’Vhae/kwu tholainsps j{k.k gks.kkj vkgs- tSofofo/krk 

ti.ks gs izR;sd ukxfjdkps drZO; vkgs vkf.k ;kr QDr lqf”kf{kr ykspd ;ksxnku nsÅ “kdrkr vls 

ukgh rj MksaxjkG Hkkxkrhy vMk.kh O;Drhlq)k Qkj eksBs dke d: “kdrs- ijarq R;kauk vkiY;k 

vklikl ts vkgs R;kcíy ekfgrh ukgh- R;keqGs ifgY;kank tSofofo/krsps egÙo iVowu |kos ykx.kkj 

vkgs- ex rks vktÚ;kpk ?kulkG vlks ok vU; fc;k.ks R;kap egÙo yksdkauk lkaxkos ykxsy- R;klg 

vkiY;k vklikl vl.kkjs izk.kh] dhVd gs fulxZpØklkBh Qkj egÙoiw.kZ vkgsr- ex R;kr minzoh 

dhVdkapsgh egÙo R;kauk letkowu |kos ykx.kkj vkgs- R;klkBh LFkkfud ikrGhoj lferhekWZr izcks/ku 

dj.;kr ;s.kkj vkgs- xzkeiapk;r ikrGhoj R;klkBh jk[kho fu/kh Bsokok ykx.kkj vkgs- l/;kP;k 

r:.kkbZdMs ra=Kku vkgs- R;kpk okij d:u rh yodj izcks/ku d: “kdrs- ,[kk|k osGsl taxykr 

o.kok isVY;kl fe=] vksG[khP;kauk ,d= d:u rks fo>fo.;kl enr d: “kdsy- R;keqGs gtkjks 
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,djkae/khy tSofofo/krk vkxhiklwu okpw “kdsy- i;kZVuLFkGh frFkY;k tSofofo/krspa egÙo iVowu 

r:.kkbZP;k fopkjkauk fn”kk fnY;kl rs ;ke/;s uDdhp ;ksxnku nsÅ “kdrhy] ;klkBh iz;Ru djk;yk 

gosr- R;klg “ksrdÚ;kauhgh feJ”ksrhpk voyac dsY;kl o “ksrkP;k cka/kkoj macj] oM] fiaiG] vkack] 

dMwfuac v”kh fofo/k o`{kykxoM dsY;kl izR;sd _rwr frFks tSofofo/krsyk iks’kd okrkoj.k fuekZ.k 

gksÅu vuko”;d dhVduk”kdkaoj dsyk tk.kkj [kpZgh okpw “kdsy- tSofofo/krsps j{k.k o lao/kZu gs 

izR;sd ukxfjdkps drZO; vkgs- mUgkGÓkP;k fnolkr ?kjkckgsj i{;kalkBh ik.kh o /kkU; Bso.ks gs 

ns[khy tSofofo/krk lao/kZukrhy eksBs ikÅyp vl.kkj vkgs- 

lanHkZ % 

i;kZoj.kh; vFkZ”kkL= fl)kar vkf.k mi;kstuk % dVkj flag] f”k”kksfn;k- 

http://www.lokmat.com/kolhapur 

https://mr.wikipedia.org/wiki 

https://www.google.co.in/search tSofofof/krk 

https://www.google.co.in/search tSo] fofof/krk] lao/kZu o mik; 

https://www.google.co.in/search tSofofof/krsps izdkj 

https://www.google.co.in/search tSofofof/krsps egÙo 
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Abstract  

To study the influence of Boric acid as a chemical mutagen on seeds of Vigna unguiculata are treated with 

0.01%, 0.1%, 1% and 2% concentration w/v solution of Boric acid. The seed viability, germination percentage, 

plumule length, radicle length, number of rootlets per radicle, fresh weight of seeding and dry weight of seeding 

are parameters to study the influence of Boric acid. It is observed that –  

1) There is adverse effect of Boric acid treatment on seed viability, germination percentage plumule length, 

radicle length, number of rootlets per radicle, fresh weight of seeding.  

2)  There is insignificant, negative influence of Boric acid treatment on seed viability, germination percentage, 

plumule length, radicle length, number of rootlets per radicle, fresh weight of seeding in general. 

3) The adverse, insignificant, negative effect is directly proportional to the concentration of Boric acid 

solution. More the concentrated Boric acid treatment, more the adverse effect on seed viability, 

germination percentage plumule length, radicle length, number of rootlets per radicle, fresh weight of 

seeding in Vigna unguiculata. 

4) It means the Boric acid influence as chemical mutagen, it creates mutants however in adverse, insignificant, 

negative form. 

INTRODUCTION –  There are chemical mutagens such as Diethyl Sulphates, Colchicine, EMS, 

NMU, ENU etc, (Medrano et al 1986; Szarejko and Forster, 2007). These are proven chemical 

mutagens to induce the mutation. Variability is raw material for plant breeding. More the variability, 

greater is the chance of plant breeding. For better variety/ varieties to develop, variability is to create. 

Mutation is one of the means to develop the variability for plant breeding. Szarejko and Forster in 

2007 stated that mutation induction is an effective tool to enhance the genetic variation available to 

plant breeders, particularly for traits with a very low level of genetic variation. Much of our 

knowledge of genetics of higher organisms in based upon works utilizing induced mutations for 

analyzing gene function (Mc Callum et at. 2000). There are several examples of successful 

applications of mutation breeding to crops have been reported in literature, such as, Ahmad et. al. 

(1991); Bacells, (2001); Bhatia et al. 1999; Ferrie et al. 2008; Flower and Stefansson, 1972; Parry, et 

al. 2008. Mutation techniques have been applied to improve to characters like disease resistance, high 

yielding, better quality, drought resistance etc, especially by Parry, et al. 2009; Schnurbush et al. 

2000. FAO/ IAEA, 2011 states that there are over 4000 mutant varieties have been develop by 

induced mutation.  

 Vigna unguiculata commonly known as cowpea, black eye pea, southern pea, yardlong bean, 

catjang and crowder pea (Timko et. al 2007). Unguiculata is Latin word, its meaning is „with small 

claw‟, which reflects the small stalks on the flower petal, as per Small (2009).  

 Vigna unguiculata are grown mostly as edible food, especially for beans, although the leaves, 

green peas and green pods can also be consumed. Usually by boiling, the Vigna unguiculata are made 

edible (Hamid, et. al. 2016). These beans can be prepared in stews, soups, purees and caseroles- as per 

Cowpeas Recipe, 2017. They can also be processed into paste or flour (Gonkalves, et al. 2016). They 

further added that seeds of Vigna. unguiculata provide rich source of proteins and calories, as well as 

minerals and vitamins. As per Rangel et al 2003, a seed of Vigna unguiculata consists of 25% protein 
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and has very low fat contenet. Hamid. et. al, 2016, said that Vigna unguiculata seeds are often referred 

as „ poor man‟s meat due to the high levels of protein found in the seeds and leaves. It arrives 

conclusion that Vigna unguiculata is important food yielding plant having great importance as food 

plant, medicinal valued plant and complete diet plant. 

 The objective of present study is to screen the mutants of Vigna unguiculata by treatment of 

Boric acid as chemical mutagen. Boric acid is not a proven chemical mutagen. In present experiment 

an attempts is made to find the mutagenic property of Boric acid at various concentration. To study 

the influence of Boric acid as chemical mutagen, the germination, viability, and seeding dimensions 

are used as the parameters.  

MATERIAL AND METHODS -   Control treatment is of distilled water. The Boric acid solution is 

prepared of 0.1%,1 %  and 2%  by using distilled water. Ten dried seeds are sown in garden soil 

containing pot. Such five pots were prepared. Each pot is sown with 10 seeds of Boric acid. Control 

treated pot is watered with adequate amount of distilled water. The remaining pots with ten seeds of 

Boric acid were daily treated individually with 0.01%, 0.1%, 1.0% and 2.0% (W/v) Boric acid 

solution in required quantity respectively. The seeds of control pot and Boric acid treated pots were 

kept in dark for next ten days. The observations were recorded daily. The parameters considered to 

note the effect of Boric acid during sprouting phase upto the first ten days. The observations under 

study were recorded as, germination, percentage of sprouting, plumule length, radicle length number 

of rootlets per radicle and fresh weight of seedlings on tenth day of experiment. The same experiment 

is repeated simultaneously so as finding mean of observations. It helps to minimize the experimental 

errors. The results shown are the arithmetic mean of two replicas of experiments. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION – 

  Table I. Influence of Boric acid chemical as mutagen on seed viability in Vigna unguiculata.  

Observation Treatment of Boric acid ( w/v) solution 

Control 0.01% 0.1% 1% 2% 

Viability at 3
rd

  

day of sowing 

10 10 05 04 04 

Viability of 6
th

 day 

of sowing 

10 10 07 03 04 

Viability at 10
th

 

day of sowing 

10 10 07 05 04 

Table I shows that all seeds are viable since the third day of germination. Boric acid treated 

seeds shows less viability as compared to control. The viability is least in 2% Boric acid treated seeds. 

It means there is adverse influence of Boric acid solution on the viability of seeds of Vigna 

unguiculata the adverse effect intensifies as the concentration of Boric acid chemical goes on 

increasing.  

Table II- Influence of Boric acid chemical as mutagen on seed germination percentage in Vigna 

unguiculata. 

Observation Treatment of Boric acid (w/v) solution 

Control 0.01% 0.1% 1% 2% 

Germination 

Percentage on 3
rd

 day 

of sowing 

100% 100% 50% 40% 40% 

Germination 

percentage in 6
th

 day of 

sowing 

100% 100% 70% 50% 40% 

Germination 

percentage on 10
th

 day 

of sowing 

100% 100% 70% 50% 40% 
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From the Table II, it is clear that 100% seed germination shown by control condition in Vigna 

unguiculata since the 3
rd

 day of germination. Same vigour, same germination percentage also observe 

in 0.01% Boric acid treated seeds. However as the concentration of Boric acid solution goes on 

increasing, then the germination percentage of seeds of Vigna unguiculata goes on decreasing. The 

minimum germination percentage of seeds is observed at highest concentration of Boric acid (2%). 

Thus, it can be concluded that the negative influence of Boric acid is there on germination percentage 

of seeds of Vigna unguiculata.  

Table III- Influence of Boric acid as  a chemical mutagen on average length of plumule on 10
th

 

day of treatment in Vigna unguiculata. 

Observation Treatment of Boric acid (w/v) solution 

Control 0.01% 0.1% 1% 2% 

Plumule length on 10
th

  

day of treatment  

8.8cm 7.0cm 502cm 4.5cm 4.1cm 

 Table III depicts that the plumule length of seedlings of vigna unguiculata. On the 10
th 

day of 

sowing. There is maximum growth of plumule length. The intensity of adversity goes on increasing as 

the concentration of Boric acid solution increases in treatment. 

Table IV- influence of Boric acid as a chemical mutagen on average length of radical and 

number rootlets / radical on 10
th

 day of treatment in Vigna unguiculata. 

Observation Treatment of Boric acid (w/v) solution 

Control 0.01% 0.1% 1% 2% 

Radicle length 8.3 cm 6.5cm 4.8cm 5.0 cm 3.9 cm 

 Rootlets / radicle 24 13 10 07 04 

  To find out effectivity of Boric acid solution as an chemical mutagen, its effect was observed 

on length of radical and number of rootlets per radical were stadied. Table IV shows the influence of 

Boric acid as chemical mutagen on average radical length. The observations were taken on 10thdy of 

treatment. It is seen from Table. IV that the root length as well as rootlets per radicle is decreasing due 

to Boric acid treatment. The decrease in radicle length and rootlets per radical goes on decreasing as 

the concentration of Boric acid treatment goes on increasing. 

Table V- Influence of Boric acid as a chemical mutagen on average fresh weight and dry weight 

of seedlings on 10
th

 day of treatment in Vigna uguiculata. 

 

 Table V shows the observations of fresh weight (in gm) and dry weight (gm) of seedlings of 

Vigna unguiculata after treatment of Boric acid as a chemical mutagen at various concentrations. On 

the 10
th
 day, the control as well as treated seedlings were uprooted and average fresh weight as well as 

dry weight maximum in control condition, When the Boric acid treatment is provided then the fresh 

weight and dry weight get affects. It effects directly proportional to the concentration of Boric acid 

chemical solution. 

Concentrations exceeding 1.5% Fe and 1% B in the priming solutions affected germination 

negatively. Ajouri et al. (2004), similarly studying the effect of seed priming on germination, showed 

that concentrations exceeding 0.04 M boric acid significantly reduced the germination rate in barley. 

A reduced germination percentage was also registered for treatment of sweet pepper (Capsicum 

annum L.) when higher dosages of micronutrients were used for seed priming (Diniz et al. 2009). 

Observation Treatment of Boric acid (w/v) solution 

Control 0.01% 0.1% 1% 2% 

 Fresh Weight 13.32 gm 10.42 gm 9.88 gm 9.52 gm  7.04 gm 

 Dry weight 4.15 gm 3.11 gm 3.25 gm 2.8 gm 2.35 gm 
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The importance of seedling vigor on the rapid stand establishment and early growth of 

medicinal plants to compete for water, light, and nutrients has been stressed by Tabrizian and Osareh 

(2007). 

The results of the laboratory experiments carried by Mirshekari, 2012 indicated that the effect 

of the chemical (Boron) treatments on the final germination percentage was significant. The seedling 

vigor index of dill was restricted when the Fe and B concentrations increased beyond 1.5% and 1%, 

respectively. The highest seed yield was recorded for the concentration of 1.5% Fe + 1% B in 

solution, which produced nearly 20% greater yield than the control. The essential oil concentration of 

the seeds ranged from 2.60% for 0.5% Fe to 2.81% for 1.5% B for the priming solutions. There was a 

positive response to seed priming with Fe and B regarding the essential oil yield. Priming dill seeds in 

the 1.5% Fe + 1% B solution resulted in a further increase in dill yield. 

Emrani et al. )2011) carried out the experiment to study the effect of chemical mutagens on 

seed viability, seed germination and seedling growth of Brassica napus. Their result revealed the 

significant effects of chemical dosages and treatment periods on seed viability and seed germination 

as well as on seedling characteristics for all the Chemical mutagens tested. Additionally, it was found 

that increased dosage and period of in each treatment led to significant reductions in seed viability for 

the tested mutagens. 

 Inverse relations were found between chemical mutagen concentration and both rate and 

percentage of seed germination in various plants as recorded by Afsar, et al.1980: Ahmed etal, 1991; 

Flower and Stefansson,1972: Padavai and Dhanavel, 2004; Singh and Kole 2005. Flower and 

Stefansson (1972) reported that increasing of EMS chemical concentration from 0 to 1% adversely 

affected germination percentage. 

Carton et.al.1968 Das and Haque, 1997; Gustafson, 1989; Hu and Rutger, 1992: Snusted and 

Simmons, 2006; Jabeen and Mirza 2004; Padma and Reddy. 1977 are some of researchers who 

carried out effect of chemical mutagens on the seed germination. According to Emrani et. al.(2011) 

the average germination percentage from 92.7% in the control to 7.9% in the treatment with 1.6% 

EMS chemical. Seedling height and radical length also decreased with increasing chemical EMS 

concentration and treatment period. 

CONCLUSION: To study the influence of Boric acid as a chemical mutagen on seeds of Vigna 

unguiculata are treated with 0.01%, 0.1%, 1% and 2% concentration w/v solution of Boric acid. The 

seed viability, germination percentage, plumule length, radicle length, number of rootlets per radicle, 

fresh weight of seedling and dry weight of seedling are parameters to study the influence of Boric 

acid. It is observed that –  

1) There is adverse effect of Boric acid treatment on seed viability, germination percentage plumule 

length, radicle length, number of rootlets per radicle, fresh weight of seeding.  

2) There is insignificant, negative influence of Boric acid treatment in seed seed viability, 

germination percentage, plumule length, radicle length, number of rootlets per radicle, fresh weight 

of seeding in general. 

3) The adverse, insignificant, negative effect is directly proportional to the concentration of Boric 

acid solution. More the concentrated Boric acid treatment more the adverse effect on seed viability, 

germination percentage, plumule length, radicle length, number of rootlets per radicle, fresh weight 

of seeding in Vigna unguiculata. 

4) It means the Boric acid influence as mutagen, it creates mutants however, in adverse, insignificant, 

negative form. 
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Abstract 

The Ladybird bettles are best known as predators of family Coccinellidae, superfamily Cucujoidea and suborder 

Polyphaga. Order Coleoptera is largest order confining beetles. The ladybird beetles are characterized by 

round to elliptical, dome-shaped body and elytron morphology. The lady bird beetles having important 

biocontrol agent against hemipteran species and some are pests. During January 2015 to December 2017 

surveyed thoroughly diversity of coccinellids (Coleoptera: Coccinellidae) from Malshiras tehsil and enlisted 7 

different species belonging to 7 different genera and 2 subfamilies viz. Coccinellatrans versalis (Fabricius), 

Menochelus sexmaculata (Fabricius), Propylea japonica (Thunberg), Micraspis discolor (Fabricius), Illeis 

cincta (Fabricius),  Brumoid saturalis (Fabricius) and Epilachna viginitoctopunctata (Fabricius) are reported 

in present study. 

Keywards: Lady bird beetle, Malshiras, Coccinellidae, Biocontrol agent, Diversity. 

Introduction: Ladybird beetles also known as Ladybugs. The lady bugs belonging to the class 

Insecta, order Coleoptera, superfamily Cucujoidea and family Coccinellidae (Gordon 1985; Majerus, 

1996). The worldwide known distribution of Coccinelidae is about 6000 species (Vandenberg, 2000) 

which comprises under seven subfamilies worldwide viz. Coocidulinae, Coccinellinae, 

Scymninae,Chilochorinae,Ortalinae, Sticholotidinae and Epilachninae. 

All coccinellids except mycophagous Coccinellinae (Hylyziini and Tythaspis) and herbivorus 

Epilachnianae, feeds voraciously on hemipteran insect species(scales, psyllids, white fly and aphids), 

Mites and sometimes on other insect larvae (Dixon, 2000). Due to predatory characteristics of these 

beetles, they known by biocontrol agent and beneficial insects but some species were phytophagus, 

act as pest. Their size varies (1 mm to 15 mm) species to species and depending upon the species their 

pray species should be different, therefore exploration of these biocontrol agents also give an idea 

about pest composition of given area(Obrycki and Kring 1998; Hodek and Honek 2009; Ali and 

Agrawal, 2014).  

     Present study is carried out within the Malshiras tehsil of Solapur district from southeast 

Maharashtra. Study area is selected for the present study based on diverse and unique habitat. At the 

northern boundary made by Nira river basin, this region was well irrigated and provides habitat and 

shelter to the diverse insect species including ladybird beetles. Entire area comes under rain shadow 

and always draught condition but irrigation made some green patches. Most of the area dry and 

available irrigated area covers by mostly Sugarcane along with other vegetable crops, fruit crops and 

in hilly region some plantation of various native as well as exotic species by government departments. 

The study area situated between 17° 86' N latitude and 74° 90' E longitude which covers 1522.2 

sq/km area under 112 villages. Average rainfall is 422.8mm. Soil type is black, coarse gray and 

reddish and it is derived from Deccan trap.  

Material and Methods: The coccinellids collection were made by net sweeping and hand picking 

method during active seasons of ladybug. 10 collection localities were selected from Malshiras tehsil 
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for collection and diversity study. The samplings were focused in cucurbitaceous and solanacious 

vegetable fields and other vegetation also traced. 

Sampling was done by visiting each locality by one-month interval. Collected specimen 

picked and killed in killing bottles with the help of ethyl acetate. After killing the specimen were 

pinned with entomological pins. The small sized beetles were preserved by cardning method. After 

proper drying specimen properly stored in collection box. Identification done with the help of Kapur 

(1958) and Rafi et al. (2005) 

During present study the lady beetle diversity of Malshiras tehsil represented by 7 species 

distributed over 7 different genera.  

1. Coccinella transversalis (Fabricius) (Image: 1) 

Material Examined: 6♂, 10. 11. 2016. Yashwantnagar. coll. A. M. Hegade. 

Distribution: India: Maharashtra, Karnataka, Kerala, Haryana, Tamilnadu, Haryana, Goa and Andhra 

Pradesh (Bielawski 1961, Poorani 2002).  

Worlwide : Myanmar, Chagos, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Indonesia, Pakistan, Archipelago, Madagascar, 

South-East  Asia, China, East Africa, Ghana, Togo, Seychelles, Tanzania, Mauritius, Reunion, Kenya 

(Kapur 1962, Booth and Pope1989). 

Remark: Colour variation observed in this species, brick red, pale yellow, dark yellow and creamy 

orange. Blackish head having yellow spot, mouth part also shows color variation black to darkbrown ; 

antennae, eyes and scutellum are darkbrown and black respectively. Elytra hving color varition with 

black markings and ventral side and legs entierly black (Abhishek et al .2014). Body shape oval and 

dorsally dome shape with 5.86mm long and 4.54 mm width. This species habitats in bushes, hide 

underside leaves and stem and observed feeding on aphids. Distribution occurs through out India but 

more abundant in penisular region of India. 

2. Cheilomenes (Menochilus) sexmaculata (Fabricius) 

 Material examined: 25♂, 10. 11. 2016. Khudus. coll. A. M. Hegade. 

 Distribution: It is widely distributed in orient specially Afghanistan, Indonesia and Bangladesh 

(Manippan, 2012). 

India- Kerala, Uttar Pradesh, Assam and Kashmir (Khan et al. 2012). 

Remark: Body shape is rounded and convex at some proportion. Wide range of colour morphs were 

observed viz. orange, faint red, yellow or pinkish. Anterior pronotum having T- shaped band at 

medium line and attached to brought black on posterirarly. Elytra having six markings having two zig 

zag black line with black spot posteriorly. This species identified by having three specific shapes on 

each elytron i.e. inverted V shaped, complete w shaped and roundish. At the junction of elytra having 

brownish black strip. It is highly predacious on aphid found on maize, Rui and Sugarcane. 

3. Brumoid suturalis (Fabricius) 

Material examined: 1♂, 06. 02. 2018. Malinagar. coll. A. M. Hegade. 

Distribution: Worldwide: Nepal, Myanmar, Malaysia, Kenya, East Africa, South Africa, Sri Lanka, 

Indonesia, Pakistan, Tanzania, Seychelles, Nepal, Reunion, Madagascar, Togo (Camways et al. 1999). 

India: Highly distributed in Uttar Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Panjab, Orissa, Maharashtra, Kerala, Goa, 

Assam, Andhra Pradesh, and Karnataka (Bielawski 1961). 

Remark: Oval body shape having 2.8to 3.8 mm length and 2.2 to 2.4 mm width. On elytra 3 brownish 

black bonds found longitudinally. One on each elytron and one on mid dorsal line on elytron. 

Brownish head & eyes with nine segmental antennae. At terminal tarsal joint, a pair of simple claws is 

present on the legs. It is found in natural and agro ecosystem. Predacious on mealy bug and pyrills 

(Chakraborty et al. 2013). Psyllids and Aphid ( Ullah et al. 2012). Collected from okra plants. 

4. Propylea japonica (Thunberg) 
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Material examined:1♂, 20. 12. 2016. Falwani. coll. A. M. Hegade 

Distribution: Worldwide: North America, Southeast Asia, Tanzania, Kenya, Togo, Indonesia, 

Reunion, Pakistan, Nepal, Malaysia, South Africa, Brazil, North Africa, Chagos, East Africa and 

China. 

 India: Uttar Pradesh, Kerala, Maharashtra, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, 

Andaman and Nicobar Island, Bihar, Punjab, Delhi, Rajasthan, North East and West Bengal 

(Bielawski 1961, Poorani 2002). 

Remark: Oval shaped body having reddish yellow antennae and head. Mouth parts are yellowish 

brown, with black scutellum and shining black elytra with reddish yellow apices. Ventral side ranges 

from yellowish brown to dark brown in color with pale tarsi. 

5. Micraspis discolor (Fabricius)  

Material examined: 2♂, 23. 11. 2015. Malkhambi. coll. A. M. Hegade 

Distribution: Worldwide: Tanzania, Sri Lanka, Brazil, South East Asia, China, Myanmar, 

Madagascar, Pakistan, Malaysia, Brazil, Togo, Archipelago, Reunion, North America, North Africa, 

Tanzania, South Africa, Seychelles. 

India: West Bengal, North east, Rajasthan, Andaman and Nicobar Island, Bihar, Kerala, Maharashtra, 

Uttar Pradesh, Delhi, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh and Karnataka. (Bielawski  1961, Poorani 2002). 

Remark: Adult species length is 4.5 to 3.00 mm elytra is yellowish red with small, rounded black 

spots on each elytron. One at proximal end and another at distal end. forelegs and hind legs are 

brownish yellow and dark brown respectively. Body shape is oval with pair of compound eyes and it 

segmented antennae. It is found on maize crop. 

6. Illieis cincta (Fabricius) 

Material examined: 6♂, 05. 11. 2016. Malkhambi. coll. A. M. Hegade 

Distribution: Worldwide: South Africa, Brazil, Myanmar, Nepal, Archipelago, North America, North 

Africa, Chagos, South East Asia, China, Chagos.( Kapur 1962, Booth and Pope 1989, Canepari 2003) 

India: Maharashtra, Karnataka, Kerala, Haryana, Rajasthan, West Bengal, North East Himachal 

Pradesh, Delhi, Bihar, Punjab, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Tamilnadu, Uttar Pradesh, Andaman and 

Nicobar Island. 

Remark: Yellowish head having a pair of black eyes .Shiny yellowish coloured elytra and thorax. 

Body length and width is 5.2 mm and 4.00 mm respectively. At the posterior margin of the thorax two 

spots were situated.        

7. Epilachna vigintioctopunctata (Fabricius) 

Material examined: 6♂, 05. 11. 2016. Malkhambi. coll. A. M. Hegade 

Distribution: Worldwide: South Africa, Brazil, Myanmar, Nepal, Archipelago, North America, North 

Africa, Chagos, South East Asia, China, Chagos.( Kapur 1962, Booth and Pope 1989, Canepari 2003) 

Remark: Larvae are stout with spiny dorsal and lateral processes and their feeding causes the 

characteristic skeletonized pattern on leaves resulting in drying and dropping of leaves. 
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Abstract 

This paper discusses advent of the Screen less display which is an developing new technology , has become a 

good vision in the near future for a wide range of applications. This paper includes a review about the 

Screenless Display technology. It describes the system that enables the transmission of video data without using 

display screen with/without light display.As the name implies it deals with the display of several things without 

the use of screens using projector. It involves three different working principles. First is The Visual image, 

second is Virtual retinal display and third is Synaptic interface. This paper mainly illustrates and demonstrates 

how the screen less displays works and its uses in various fields of science. 

Introduction  

Screenless video describes systems for transmitting visual information from a video source without 

the use of a screen. Screen -less computing systems can be divided into three groups: Visual Image, 

Retinal Direct, and Synaptic Interface.  

Visual Image screenless display includes any image that the eye can perceive. The most common 

example of Visual Image screenless display is a hologram. Holograms were used mostly in 

telecommunications as an another to screens. Holograms could be transferred directly, or they could 

be stored in various storage devices (such as holodiscs) the storage device can be hooked up with a 

holo projector in order for the stored image to be accessed Virtual retinal display systems are a class 

of screen less displays in which images are projected directly onto the retina.They are distinguished 

from visual image systems because light is not reflected fromsome intermediate object onto the retina; 

it is instead projected directly onto the retina.  

Retinal Direct systems, once marketed, hold out the promise of extreme privacy when computing 

work is done in public places because most inquiring relies on viewing the same light as the person 

who is legitimately viewing the screen, and retinal direct systems send light only into the pupils of 

their intended viewer 

 Synaptic Interface screenless video does not use light at all. Visual information completely bypasses 

the eye and is transmitted directly to the brain. While such systems have only been applied in humans 

in rudimentary form - for example, displaying single Braille characters to blind people - success has 

been achieved in sampling usable video signals from the biological. 

Working principle 

There are several new emerging ways for the technological development of the working principle of 

the screen less displays. Several software‟s are merging for the GEN-X wonder view. Any computer  

system that can run the mudoc software can present text that has been set in interactive movable type. 

Most of the mudocs that are consumed in the next few years will be consumed with conservative 

personal computers, e-book readers, and other kinds of display and projection devices that are now in 

use. Very soon it appears to be a new kind of input/output system will facilitate communication and 

interaction between the computer and the computer user. This new human/computer interface is the 

telereader terminal. Visual Image is a bitmap manipulation and composition product. Bitmaps can be 

manipulated independently, in the Image Mode or multiple bitmaps can be composited Together in 
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the Object Mode to create a "collage". Visual Image can create and Manipulate images of any size: 

the only limitation is the amount of memory resources your system has. 

Applications of the Screenless display 

The main use of the screen less displays are used for the development of the mobile phones which are 

mainly used by the old and blind people . This type of the invention of the screen less displays was 

first done on the mobile phone named OWASYS 2CC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

useful for the old, blind, and even for the people with less vision power.  

Application applied to mobile Technology Screen less displays technology is also implemented for 

the development of the screen less laptops. A laptop without an LCD can be a very useful portable 

solution when connected to CRT or fixed LCD monitors.  

Laptops without screens would also be a green solution, giving value to donated CRT monitors that 

would otherwise be heading for landfills. Portability means that volunteers, who don‟t always have 

the time to travel to people‟s homes, can more easily maintain this computer. Screenless displays are 

also widely applicable in the field of the holograms projection.  

Hologram projection is a result of a technological innovation that truly helps in touch less holographic 

interfaces. In fact, hologram projection projects 3D images of so high quality that it feels as if one can 

touch them. However, holographic projection is still to achieve mass acceptance as until now, 

conventional holograms, which offer 3D images.  

Latest laser technology are also implementing the special technique of the  

screen less display through the presence of the several 3D scope animation or the screen provides the 

advantage of being combined with the Laser Valve Video Projector that helps in projecting video 

images by the use of the laser light instead of the Xenon Arc lamps as depicted in figure 8. Laser 

technologies have given an edge over the other technologies as the LVP gives the projector an 

excellent depth in the focus.  

Advantages of Screenless Display.  

 It Displays the information directly into the retina of eye rather than displaying through screen    

like LCD monitor, touch screen display etc.  

 It is one of the top 10 emerging technologies in IT field.  

 We will be using screenless display technology during 2020s.  

 3D images are possible.  

 Ability to present far point images.  

 High quality and large angle of view are the other vital  

 Light weight and hence greater portability.  

 Lower power requirement.  
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Disadvantages of Screenless Display  

 VRD is not yet available in the significant number.  

 Prototypes  and special experimental models are now being built, but their cost per unit is high.  

 The VRD technology is still under progress and development.  

Conclusion : The paper has elaborately discussed screenless displays which is one of the most 

emerging computer technologies and has become a new exciting rage for the up coming generations 

as a field of the futuristic technology. Due to the ability of having several advantages which are 

involved in the making, designing, coding of the screenless , this needs plenty of knowledge and 

process for the development is still under the improvement. May be in the future the world may be 

dominated with the screen less display technologies and this enriches the world of technological 

empowerment in the field of the computer technology. Screenless displays promises the cost effective 

aspect and also brighter future in the computer technology 
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Abstract 

Biomethane is a green house gas on one side but very useful fuel on other side. So for commercial exploitation 

have been trying by many scientists and energy associations. Mostly they are using separation of impurities and 

use refined methane gas. This will increase the cost of purification as well as transportation. Therefore we are 

trying to explore biomethane by liquefaction of biomethane using pressure switch reactions. This aims towards 

easy liquefaction using differential pressure condition and easy transportation for commercial exploitation. 

Key words: biomethane, pressure switch   
Introduction: The most needed but rapidly reducing resource is energy. Though endeavors are being 

made to trap energy in different forms such solar, tidal, wind energy, but are not meeting the present 

ever increasing need. Others sources of energy such as fossil fuels are also rapidly decreasing due to 

its exorbitant exploitation. So there is always need to search new renewable sources. Renewable gases 

such as biogas and biomethane are considered as key energy carrier when the society is replacing 

fossil fuels with renewable alternatives. On other hand methane is more potential green house gas 

than CO2, which are increasing global warming. Upgraded biomethane can cover a great number of 

applications as well as it reduces global warming. Nowadays biomethane is already used in public 

transportation and in power generation, while different projects are being run around the world to 

expand its use even in private sector as main fuel in boilers or biomethane powered cars. The 

economic analysis demonstrates that biomethane can be produced at a cost which is competitive with 

liquid biofuels and fossil fuels. The main hurdle is in the use of biomethane on large scale for 

commercial purpose is transportation from site of its formation to the site of its actual application. 

The raw biogas produced consists primarily of CH4 (55-70%) and CO2 (25-40%) but trace 

components are often present (H2O, H2S (3-5%), Siloxanes, Hydrocarbons, NH3, O2, CO and 

N2). It‟s pH value ranges from 6.5 to 7.5 and due point is < -800C. Biogas consumption for 

household, power generation can be done at its site of production without purification. Upgrading 

processes are required to fit the heating value into the standard specifications. The main parameter 

used for the assessment of energy efficiency of biogas production processes is the Primary Energy 

Input to Output (PEIO). The results obtained show that PEIO value range from 10.5 to 64.0 %. But 

this use does not lead to commercial application specially at distant place. So as to explore it‟s 

commercial scale application at distant place, it should be transported through grid or bottles in 

pure form (upgraded biomethane). But it has seen that both the purification and its transport 

remained a challenge for it‟s commercial application. India‟s human population is 120 crores. 

Majority lives in villages and this rural population – directly or indirectly - is associated with 

agriculture. In 1961 the population of live stock was 335.4 million of which 51 million were 

buffaloes. The numbers went up to 510.2 million in 2007 of which 102.4 million were buffaloes. 

There is a 100% increase in the number of buffaloes in 46 years. The milk production went up by 

100% from 51.4 million tons in 1989-90 to 112.5 million tons in 2009-10. [1] Taking this 

challenge into consideration, many techniques and studies have been reported.  Usually these 

techniques are physical modification of biogas. To improve the quality of biogas, some used 

scrubbing CO2 and drying for further transport of enriched biomethane [2]. Partial oxidation of 
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methane to form carbon monoxide and hydrogen, followed by Fischer–Tropsch chemistry, the 

direct oxidation of methane to methanol and formaldehyde, oxidative coupling of methane to 

ethylene have been studied.[3] [4] Ionic liquids (ILs) have emerged in the last few years as 

promising new acid gas absorbents, and thus, this remarkable interest, in both industry and 

academia, has led to a large collection of experimental and theoretical studies in which the most 

important aspects of the absorption process are analyzed. The viability of ILs as an alternative to 

the available amine based absorption processes, and showing the possible future directions of 

research.[5] A known host-guest assembly, organized only by means of relatively weak dispersive 

forces, exhibits hitherto unappreciated thermal stability. The hexagonal close-packed arrangement 

of calix-[4]-arene contains lattice voids that can occlude small, highly volatile molecules. This 

host-guest system can be exploited to retain a range of freons, as well as methane, not only well 

above their normal boiling points, but also at relatively high temperatures and low pressures. The 

usually overlooked van der Waals interactions in organic crystals can indeed be used in a highly 

stable supramolecular system for gas storage. [6] An experiments using Ni2(dhtp) and gas mixtures 

of CO2–N2 and CO2– CH4 demonstrate the ability of the material to separate these gases. It is 

shown that CO2 is preferentially adsorbed over methane or nitrogen. In the case of CO2–N2, the 

retention is quantitative within the precision of the detection system. The performance in respect to 

CO2–N2 separation was better than for CO2–CH4 separation. Biogas upgrading is beneficial but 

its market is still relatively very small. In European region there are at present around 200 

biomethane plants that employ five main technologies: water scrubbing (WATS), pressure swing 

adsorption (PSA), chemical scrubbing (CHEMS), physical scrubbing (PHYS) and membrane 

separation (MEMS). The most preferable technology is WATS with almost 40 % share, followed 

by PSA and CHEMS (both around 25 % share). The lowest share has MEMS with around 4 %. All 

five technologies are able to produce biomethane with required purity.[7] Dual nitrogen expander 

liquefaction process can be boosted using power from a nitrogen expander, with all power input via 

the main cycle compressor, improving efficiency and increasing LNG production. [8] Solubility of 

methane in various solvents such as hexane, cyclohexane, acetone, benzene, ethanol, methanol and 

water have been studied. It is concluded using Bunsen absorption coefficient that solubility 

decreases from hexane to water with decreasing polarity. But this solubility is not sufficient to use 

this concept for commercial transportation. [9] All ethylene glycol ethers (including the mixture 

PEGDME 250, NMP, and sulfolane) were liquid at ambient temperature. These liquids are used for 

studying solubility of methane and ethane using Henry‟s constant at ambient temperature [10]. 

 
Experiments, result and discussion: From all above techniques are mostly dedicated to purification 

of biogas to biomethane up to standard specification. This has also been done using physical 

techniques only. So need is to improve purification of biogas using chemical methods and using 

certain chemical methods to bring cost effective transportation of upgraded biomethane for 

commercial application. Our aim is to explore chemical methods to make transportation of 

biomethane a cost effective mean for commercial scale up. The techniques we are proposing are 

using chemical reactions of methane which are pressure driven. This study is based on physical and 

chemical properties of methane. Methane is the first hydrocarbon. A one-carbon compound in 

which the carbon is attached by single bonds to four hydrogen atoms. It is a colourless, odourless, 

non-toxic but flammable gas (b.p. −161°C). It is comparatively lesser reactive than impurities 

present in biogas. So we are aiming to develop a system in which increase pressure will make 
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methane soluble in suitable solvent. This liquid solution of methane will have volume almost same 

as that of the solvent. This makes transportation of the methane very easy. Array of different 

solvents such as nonpolar, polar and room temperature ionic liquids (RTIL) will be used to assess 

the reversible solubility of methane at different temperatures. This will provide data which solvent 

is more suitable for transportation of methane at different temperature.  

Conclusion: Very few studies are done of solubility of methane especially for transportation of 

methane. Therefore this study will open a new avenue in solubility of methane, transportation and 

commercial application of methane. This also will reduce global warming and boost the rural 

economy in India.  
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Abstract 
Data is any type of stored digital information. Security is about the protection of assets. Data security refers to 

protective digital privacy measures that are applied to prevent unauthorized access to computers, personal 

databases and websites. Cryptography is evergreen and developments. Cryptography protects users by 

providing functionality for the encryption of data and authentication of other users. Compression is the process 

of reducing the number of bits or bytes needed to represent a given set of data. It allows saving more data. 

Cryptography is a popular ways of sending vital information in a secret way. There are many cryptographic 

techniques available and among them AES is one of the most powerful techniques. The scenario of present day 

of information security system includes confidentiality, authenticity, integrity, non-repudiation. The security of 

communication is a crucial issue on World Wide Web. It is about confidentiality, integrity, authentication 

during access or editing of confidential internal documents 
Introduction: To secure the data, compression is used because it use less disk space (saves money), 

more data can be transfer via internet. It increase speed of data transfer from disk to memory. Security 

goals for data security are Confidential, Authentication, Integrity, and Non-repudiation. Data security 

delivers data protection across enterprise. Information security is a growing issue among IT 

organizations of all sizes. To tackle this growing concern, more and more IT firms are moving 

towards cryptography to protect their valuable information. In addition to above concerns over 

securing stored data, IT organizations are also facing challenges with everincreasing costs of storage 

required to make sure that there is enough storage capacity to meet the organization‟s current and 

future demands. Data compression is known for reducing storage and communication costs. It 

involves transforming data of a given format, called source message to data of a smaller sized format 

called code word. Data encryption is known for protecting information from eavesdropping. It 

transforms data of a given format, called plaintext, to another format, called cipher text, using an 

encryption key. Currently compression and encryption methods are done separately. Cryptography 

prior to the modern age was effectively synonymous with encryption, the conversion of information 

from a readable state to apparent nonsense. Modern cryptography is heavily based on mathematical 

theory and computer science practice; cryptographic algorithms are designed around computational 

hardnessassumptions, making such algorithms hard to break in practice by any adversary. It is 

theoretically possible to break such a system, but it is infeasible to do so by any known practical 

means. The growth of cryptographic technology has raised a number of legal issues in the information 

age. Cryptography's potential for use as a tool for espionage and sedition has led many governments 

to classify it as a weapon and to limit or even prohibit its use and export 

CRYPTOGRAPHY: The art of cryptography is considered to be born along with the art of writing. 

As civilizations evolved, human beings got organized in tribes, groups, and kingdoms. This led to the 

emergence of ideas such as power, battles, supremacy, and politics. These ideas further fueled the 

natural need of people to communicate secretly with selective recipient which in turn ensured the 

continuous evolution of cryptography as well. The roots of cryptography are found in Roman and 

Egyptian civilizations. 

The importance of information and communication systems for society and the global economy is 

intensifying with the increasing value and quantity of data that is transmitted and stored on those 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Encryption
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonsense
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_hardness_assumption
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_hardness_assumption
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_hardness_assumption
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_hardness_assumption
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Espionage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sedition
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systems. At the same time those systems and data are also increasingly vulnerable to a variety of 

threats, such as unauthorized access and use, misappropriation, alteration, and destruction. 

The hiding of information is called encryption, and when the information is unhidden, it is called 

decryption. A cipher is used to accomplish the encryption and decryption. Merriam-Webster‟s 

Collegiate Dictionary defines cipher as ―a method of transforming a text in order to conceal its 

meaning.‖ The information that is being hidden is called plaintext; once it has been encrypted, it is 

called ciphertext 

To hide any data two techniques are mainly used one is Cryptography other is Steganography. In this 

paper we use Cryptography. Cryptography is the science of protecting data, which provides methods 

of converting data into unreadable form, so that Valid User can access Information at the Destination. 

Cryptography is the science of using mathematics to encrypt and decrypt data 

Basic Terminology of Cryptography: Computers are used by millions of people for many purposes. 

such as banking, shopping, military, student records, etc.. Privacy is a critical issue in many of these 

applications, how are we need to make sure that an unauthorized parties cannot read or modify 

messages 

Cryptography is the transformation of readable and understandable data into a form which cannot be 

understood inorder to secure data. cryptography refers exactly to the methodology of concealing the 

content of messages, the word cryptography comes from the Greek word "Kryptos", that means 

hidden, and "graphikos" which means writing. 

The information that we need to hide, is called plaintext , It‟s the original text, It could be in a form of 

characters, numerical data, executable programs, pictures, or any other kind of information, The 

plaintext for example is the sending of a message in the sender before encryption, or it is the text at 

the receiver after decryption 

The data that will be transmitted is called cipher text , it's a term refers to the string of "meaningless" 

data, or unclear text that nobody must understand, except the recipients. it is the data that will be 

transmitted Exactly through network, Many algorithms are used to transform plaintext into cipher text 

Cipher is the algorithm that is used to transform plaintext to cipher text, This method is called 

encryption, in otherwords, it's a mechanism of converting readable and understandable data into 

"meaningless" data. 

The Key is an input to the encryption algorithm, and this value must be independent of the plaintext, 

This input is used to transform the plaintext into cipher text, so different keys will yield different 

cipher text, In the decipher side, the inverse of the key will be used inside the algorithm instead of the 

key. 

Computer security it's a generic term for a collection of tools designed to protect any data from 

hackers, theft,corruption, or natural disaster while allowing these data to be available to the users at 

the same time. The example of these tools is the antivirus program. 

Network security refers to any activity designed to protect the usability, integrity, reliability, and 

safety of dataduring their transmission on a network, Network security deals with hardware and 

software. The activity can be one of the following anti-virus and anti-spyware, firewall, Intrusion 

prevention systems, and Virtual Private Networks. 

Cryptography Goals 

By using cryptography many goals can be achieved, These goals can be either all achieved at the 

same time in one application, or only one of them. 

These goals are: 

1. Confidentiality: it is the most important goal, that ensures that nobody can understand the received 

message exceptthe one who has the decipher key. 
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2. Authentication: it is the process of proving the identity, that assures the communicating entity is 

the one that itclaimed to be. This means that the user or the system can prove their own identities to 

other parties who don‟t have personal knowledge of their identities. 

3. Data Integrity: its ensures that the received message has not been changed in any way from its 

original form. Thedata may get modified by an unauthorized entity intentionally or accidently. 

Integrity service confirms that whether data is intact or not since it was last created, transmitted, or 

stored by an authorized user. This can be achieved by using hashing at both sides the sender and the 

recipient in order to create a unique message digest and compare it with the one that received. 

4. Non-Repudiation: it is mechanism used to prove that the sender really sent this message, and the 

message wasreceived by the specified party, so the recipient cannot claim that the message was not 

sent. For example, once an order is placed electronically, a purchaser cannot deny the purchase order, 

if non-repudiation service was enabled in this transaction. 

5. Access Control: it is the process of preventing an unauthorized use of resources. This goal 

controls who can haveaccess to the resources, If one can access, under which restrictions and 

conditions the access can be occurred, and what is the permission level of a given access. 

Data Encryption: A data encryption is a random string of bits created explicitly for scrambling and 

unscrambling data. Data encryption is designed with algorithms intended to ensure that every key is 

unpredictable and unique. Cryptography uses two types of keys: symmetric and asymmetric. 

Symmetric keys have been around the longest; they utilize a single key for both the encryption and 

decryption of the ciphertext. This type of key is called a secret key. Secret-key ciphers generally fall 

into one of two categories: stream ciphers or block ciphers. A block cipher applies a private key and 

algorithm to a block of data simultaneously, whereas a stream cipher applies the key and algorithm 

one bit at a time. 

Most cryptographic processes use symmetric encryption to encrypt data transmissions but use 

asymmetric encryption to encrypt and exchange the secret key. Symmetric encryption, also known as 

private key encryption, uses the same private key for both encryption and decryption. The risk in this 

system is that if either party loses the key or the key is intercepted, the system is broken and messages 

cannot be exchanged securely. 

Data Decryption 

One of the foremost reasons for implementing an encryption-decryption system is privacy. As 

information travels over the World Wide Web, it becomes subject to access from unauthorized 

individuals or organizations. Decryption is the process of taking encoded or encrypted text or other 

data and converting it back into text that you or the computer can read and understand. This term 

could be used to describe a method of un-encrypting the data manually or with un-encrypting the data 

using the proper codes or keys. Encryption is the process of translating plain text data (plaintext) into 

something that appears to be random and meaningless (ciphertext). Decryption is the process of 

converting ciphertext back to plaintext 

Symmetric Key Cryptography 

In symmetric key cryptography is also known as private-key cryptography, a secret key may be held 

by one person or exchanged between the sender and the receiver of a message. If private key 

cryptography is used to send secret messages between two parties, both the sender and receiver must 

have a copy of the secret key. 

 

 

 

 

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/stream-cipher
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/block-cipher
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/secret-key-algorithm
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ms721603(v=vs.85).aspx#_security_plaintext_gly
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ms721572(v=vs.85).aspx#_security_ciphertext_gly
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Plain text Cipher text Plain text 

 

Encryption   Decryption 

 

Symmetric Cryptosystem 

Asymmetric Key Cryptography: In the two-key system is also known as the public key system, one 

key encrypts the information and another, mathematically related key decrypts it. The computer 

sending an encrypted message uses a chosen private key that is never shared and so is known only to 

the sender. If a sending computer first encrypts the message with the intended receiver‟s public key 

and again with the sender‟s secret, private key, then the receiving computer may decrypt the message, 

first using its secret key and then the sender‟s public key. 

Using this public-key cryptographic method, the sender and receiver are able to authenticate one 

another as well as protect the secrecy of the message 

Encryption Key  Decryption Key 

   

 

 

Plain text Cipher text Plain text 

 

Encryption   Decryption 

 

 

Asymmetric Cryptosystem 

COMPRESSION: Data compression offers an attractive approach for reducing communication costs 

by using available bandwidth effectively. Compression algorithms reduce the redundancy in data 

representation to decrease the storage required for that data. Over the last decade there has been an 

unprecedented explosion in the amount of digital data transmitted via the Internet, representing text, 

images, video, sound, computer programs etc 

Data compression implies sending or storing a smaller number of bits. Compression is the reduction 

in size of data in order to save space or transmission time. Many methods are used for this purpose, in 

general these methods can be divided into two broad categories: Lossy and Lossless methods. Lossy 

Compression generally used for compress an images. In this original data is not identical to 

compressed data that means there is some loss e.g. Block Truncation Coding, Transform Coding, etc... 

Lossless Compression used for compress any textual data 

CONCLUSION: Cryptography is used to ensure that the contents of a message are confidentiality 

transmitted and would not be altered. this paper describes compression techniques. Confidentiality 

means nobody can understand the received message except the one that has the decipher key, and 

"data cannot be changed" means the original information would not be changed or modified 
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uVlezkV ,d ukVd vkdyu & fo-ok- fSajokMdj 

 

Izkk- MkW- HkSjxaqMs ,l-,l~-, ¼ejkBh foHkkx½ olarjko ukbZd dkWyst] eq:M & taftjk] ft- jk;xM- 

 

vkIik ¼x.kir csyoydj½ & ejkBh lkfgR;kyk KkuihB ikfjrksf"kdkpk cgqeku feGowu ns.kkÚ;k fo- 

ok- f’kjokMdj ;k egku izfrHkkoar dykoarkph uVlezkV gh frrdhp Js"B laqnj ukV; dykdr̀h vkgs- 

uVlezkV gs ukVd x.kirjko csyoydj ;k vkIik Eg.ktsp x.kirjko csyoydj vkf.k  x.kirjko 

csyoydj Eg.ktsp uVlezkV Eg.kqu uVlezkV gs vIikaps ukVd vkgs- ^^uVlezkV lfe{kk** xzaFkkr Lor% 

ukVddkj f’kjokMdjp Eg.krkr- ^^gs ukVd ewyr% x.kirjko csyoydjkaps vlY;keqGs ckdhph ik=s 

R;kP;k’kh vlysY;k laca/kkiwjrh e;kZfnr egRokph vkgsr-** Eg.ktsp vIik gh ;k ukVdkrhy e/;orhZ 

O;fDrjs[kk vkgs- vkf.k ;k dsanzLFkkukHkksorh ukVdkrhy brj ik=s /k:u mHks vkgsr- 

1½ nksu fHkUu txkpk jfgoklh & uVlezkV e/khy vIik gk ukV;dyspk thou eku.kkjk ,d egku 

dykoar ;’k fdrhZph f’k[kjs lj djhr djhr  v[ksj uVlezkV ;k xkSjo f’k[kjkoj iksgkspyk- 

ukV;dysps tx gsp R;kps okLro tx gksrs vkf.k okLro tx gsp R;kps vokLro tx gksrs R;kph 

laiw.kZ thou fu"Bk] J/nk vkf.k izse jaxHkwfeyk cka/kysyh gksrh- uVlezkV i"̀B dzekad 20 i.k [kÚ;k 

i`Fohoj eh jkfgyksp ukgh ek>h i`Foh osxGh gksrh----- FksVj e/khy varjkG;ku rksywu /kjysyh panz lw;Z 

uOgs rj jaxeapkojhy fnO;kus izdkf’kr dsysys :Ik;k vk.;kps tek [kpZ ;k ekÖ;k txkr Qkjls 

iksgkspysp ukghr gs vkIikaps mn~xkj R;kaP;k ukVdkyk okfgysY;k thoukps n’kZu ?kMforkr- ijarq 

ok/kZD; vkY;kuarj R;kauk vktoj vokLro okVysY;k ykSfdd txkr izos’k djkok ykxrks- r:.k Hkkjr 

fnokGh vad 1978 e/;s f’kjokMdj Eg.krkr] uVlezkV gk lokZf/kdkj laIiu eqdwV eLrdko:u vkIik 

mrjforkr vkf.k ofMy/kkÚ;k ek.klkph dkGh Vksih MksD;koj p<forkr- dykRed thoukps  lanHkZ 

rqVwu tkrkr ;k uO;k laljkr lxGs toGps ¼eqyxk]eqyxh]lqu]tkobZ½ vlwugh rs ijdsp Bjrkr- ^^ 

pkSdksuh [kqaVh xksy fNnzkr clr ukgh-** ;sFksp R;kaP;k okLro thoukrhy ’kksdkafrdsyk lq:okr gksrs- 

dykoarkps thou R;kyk foljrk ;sr ukgh vkf.k uO;k okLro txk’kh tqGowu ?ks.ks vo?kM gksr jgkrs- 

;sFksp la/k"kkZps cht iMrs vkf.k ’kksdkafrdsph ukanh lq: gksrs- 

2½ vkIik laLdkj laiUu uV & uVlezkV ukVdkph lqjokr vkIikaP;k izfn?kZ Lokxrkus gksrs- R;kaP;k 

dyk thoukr bfrgkl R;krwu myxMr tkrks- ;k fuosnukr tk.ko.kkjs vkIik ,d laLdkj laiUu o 

le`/n O;fDreRo vlysyk ukV; dysoj J/nk vlysyk jaxnsorspk iqtkjh vls R;kps O;fDreRo 

dykoar EgVys dh ygjh] O;luh] vgaadkjh] dyanj o`Rrhpk vlrks- vlk ,d let vkgs ijarq vkIik 

rls ukgh- ,d lk{kkRdkjh uV vls R;kaps O;fDreRo vkgs- doh eukpk rRofparu vkf.k lH; vlk gk 

ek.kwl t.kw ikjn’khZ ik.;kpk furG fueZG Mksg _"khP;k vYirsus rks txkdMs c?krks vkgs vls okVrs 

gk dks.kkP;k gh izsekr iM.kkjk ukgh R;kp osGh R;kaps gs vlkekU; O;fDreRo ikgwu vki.k ik= 

R;kaP;k izsekr iMrks- ^^ uVlezkV lfe{kk** ;k xzaFkkr rkjk & HkokGdj Eg.krkr] ^^vkIik csyoydjkauh  

mH;k vk;q";kr ukVdkf’kok; dkghgh ikghya ukgh] ukVdkf’kok; dkfggh vuqHkoys ukgh-** uksVk vkf.k 

uk.;klkBh jkst jk=h rksaMkyk jax Ql.kkjk rks iksVkFkhZ uV ukgh rks rks lokZFkkZus uVlezkV o uV 

Js"B dykoar vkgs- 

3½ thou gs [kMrj ri’p;kZ & uVlezkV gk loZJs"B cgweku feGfo.;klkBh x.kirjkokauk [kMrj 

ri’p;kZ djkoh ykxyh- o;kP;k 15 O;k o"khZ ?kjkP;k pkjh fHkarh pkj cktquk dqtwu iMY;k- MksD;koj 

vkdk’kkps NIij fnlk;yk ykxys- ljkbZ ulysY;k okGoaVkrwu okVpky djk;yk ykowu ik;kyk 
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tkGhr gksrs- tfeu vkf.k eLrdkyk tkGhr gksrs vkdk’k ifgY;k vadkrhy vkIikaP;k ;k Lokxrkr 

R;kP;k jaxHkweh iwoZ thoukrhy  nq%[k] ;krukaps izfrfcac meVys vkgs- ijarq vkIik pkyr jkfgys 

vn`’;krwu xqjk[;klkj[ks  dks.khrjh eyk gkdkjhr gksrk-;k tGR;k izdk’kkrp dsOgkrj lk{kkRdkj 

>kyk- dh vkiY;kyk txk;ps vkgs rs jaxeapkoj izos’k dsyk- thoukps nsg vkIikauk lkiMys- 

dykoarkP;k thoukps nkj m?kmys- 

4½ dyk lk/ku & uVlezkV gk cgqeku feGfo.;klkBh vkIikauk mxz ri’p;kZ djkoh ykxyh- 

ukVdkP;k txkr R;kus loZLo viZ.k dsys- ukVddkj vfHkuo dyk vkf.k izs{kd ;krp nsork ekuwu 

J/nk Hkkokus R;kph iwtk dsyh  ;k eqGsp vkIik e/kyk dykoar ?kMr xsyk- vkIik lkaxrkr iq.;krhy 

izs{kdkaleksj dkapu xMph eksfguk  ukVdkph izrkijkokaph Hkwfedk eh tho vksrwu dsyh vkf.k dykoar 

;k inohyk ik= >kyks iq<s osxosxG;k ukVdkrwu 40 o"ksZ lrr jkst jk=h izk.k i.kkyk ykowu R;kph 

fofo/k Hkwfedk thoari.ks lkdkj dsY;k- ukV; jlhdkph eus ftadyh x.kirjko tks’kh lkj[;k uV 

lezkVkps Js"BRo o ’kkckldh feGkyh- yksdekU;kaps vkf’kokZn feGfoys- d`-ik- [kfMydj jke x.ks’k 

xMdjh ;k nSorkaus ikBhoj gkr Bsoyk- vkIikaps dykoar Eg.kwu thou vls d̀rkFkZ >kys- ;k lkjs ;’k 

oSHkokps xed vkgs- vkIikaPkh jaxHkwehojph furkar fu"Bk vkf.k vySfdd vfHku;- frlÚ;k vadkr ,d 

izs{kd nqlÚ;k izs{kdkyk Eg.krks- vWFkksYyksph Hkwfedk x.kirjko csyoydjkauh dsysyh rq ikfgyh ukghl! 

R;kp LVstoj ikmy Vkdysa dh] vkfQzdsps ?ku?kksj taxy euke/;s f’kjr vls rks larki mlGyk dh] 

okVk;pa LVstoj isVªksyph okjaokj /kMkMwu isVyh vkgs- dk; rh rhUgh lIdkrwu fpR;klkj[;k 

/kko.kkjk Loj vkgs- vls izs{kdkauk okVk;pa mxkp ukgh- egkjk"Vªkua uVlezkV Eg.kwu R;kauk MksD;koj 

?ksrya dksBs rs xkSjh ’kadj vkf.k dqBs rs ok:G!¼vktps uV½  i"̀B dzekad 80 & ;k izs{kdkaP;k 

laoknkrwu vkIikaP;k vlkekU; vfHku;kps vkf.k Hkwfed s’kh rUe; gks.;kps gs nksUgh xq.k O;Dr gksrkr- 

Eg.kwup vkIikaP;k Hkwfedk vkf.k R;kaPkk vfHku; egkjk"Vªkrhy ukV; jfldkauh  ân;kr dk;epk tiwu 

Bsoyk- iq<s jaxHkwfeyP;k iMR;k dkGkr vkIik vkiY;k xkoh xsys- i.k ukVdkps tx rs foljys 

ukghr- iqUgk jaxHkqehyk pkaxys fnol vkys vkf.k ukV; jfldkauh ;k uVJs"Bkpk uVlezkV Eg.kwu 

xkSjo dsyk- R;kaph thou;k=k d`rkFkZ lQy vkf.k iw.kZr% >kyh- Hkkoh J/nkGw vkf.k jfld uVlezkV 

ukVdkrhy izlaxhP;k vkIikaP;k laoknkps fufj{k.k djrkauk dkgh xks"Vh pVdu /;kukr ;srkr- 

ueLdkj] rkbZr] naMs] nksjs] iwtk] vpkZ b- deZ dkaMkoj foÜokl Bso.kkjs vkIik Hkkfod okVrkr- rj 

^^dkapuxMph eksfguk** ;k ukVdkP;k iz;ksxkiwohZ ?kkcjysY;k vkIikauh dkdklkgsc  [kkMhydjkaP;k 

ik;kyk feBh ekjyh o R;kauh vksBkrY;k vksBkr vkf’kokZn fnyk- R;kr vkIikauk Hkkl vlk >kyk- 

fn’kkfn’kkarwu lnkf’kokP;k Me:lkj[k rks vkokt eyk ,sdw vkyk- lxG;k fHkrhpk fupjk >kyk-  

varjckg; izdk’kkus fuFkGwu xsyks- gs vkIikaps mn~xkj R;kaP;k eukpk J/nkGwi.kk nk[korkr rj 

ckyxa/koZ fo"k; cksyrkr vkIik Eg.krkr] ^^ ckyxa/koZ Eg.kts QqVykbZVP;k izdk’kkr mxoysys 

banz/kuq";k** gs vkIikaps mn~xkj R;kaP;k jfld d̀rhph lk{k nsrs- fouksnh o`Rrhpk oRly firk vkIik 

ukVkdkaP;k txkr HkkX;oku Bjys- uV Eg.kwu mnaM ;’k] eku] lUeku] fdrhZ] xkSjo jfldkaps vQkV 

izse lkjs lkjs feGkys- i.k vkIikaP;k okLro txkr dqVaqc lalkjkr vkIikapk iq.kZr% ijkHko >kys oRly 

dr̀hpk firk uVJs"Bkpk jkteqdqV mrjoqu dqVawc fdrhZph dkGh Vksih p<forks vkf.k ifgY;kp vadkr 

vkiY;k toG gksrs uOgrs rs lxGs eqyxk vkf.k eqyxh ;kauk nsowu Vkdys- uanw vkf.k uyw ;k 

vkiR;kaoj vkIikaps thokikM izse vkgs Eg.kwu lRdkj izlaxh feGkysyh FkSyh rs eqykauk nsowu Vkdrkr- 

vkiY;k eqykpk vkf.k eqyhpk vkIik ifjpj d:u nsrkr rsOgk R;kaP;k ’kCnkae/;s dkSrqd f’kxksf’kx 

Hkjysys vlrs- usgehP;k cksy.;kr lq/nk vkIik c++Ú;kp osG fouksnh mDrhps fnlrkr- mnk- uywdMs 
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xsY;koj LVs’kuoj uksdj m’khjkus ;srks rsOgk vkIik Eg.krkr] ^^vkEgkyk rkVdGr Bsowu ukokyk 

tkxykl ckck!^^  

5½ xksy fNnzzkr u clysyh pkSdksuh [kqaVh & dqVawc drkZ Eg.kwu vkIikaP;k ftoukl lqjokr gksrs- dqVwac 

fo"k;kps dkSrqdkus izse O;Dr djrkr- eqykyk IYkWkV ?;k;yk iSlsgh nsrkr- ;k iq<hy Egkrkji.k lq[kkr 

tk.kj vls Hkfo";kps lqanj LoIu vkIik  ikgrkr- ^^ Egkrkji.k Eg.kts xqykcdkoyhps Qqy** ;k 

R;kaP;k mn~xkjkr R;kaph Hkfo";kdkykfo"k;kph vis{kk Li"V gksrs- uanqP;k IYkkWVoj jgk;yk tkrkr- 

gGwgGw R;kaP;k LoIukauk rMs tkow ykxrkr- IykWV laLd`rh’kh tqGrs ?ks.;kpk [kqi iz;Ru  vkIik 

djrkr- ijarq R;kauk rs ter ukgh- gGqagGq ykpkjh ] vieku]vuknj]frjLdkj R;kauk lgu djkok 

ykxrks- dkj.k jaxHkwfeojhy txkps vkf.k O;ogkjh txkps dk;ns fujkGs vlrkr-O;ogkjh txkps dk;ns 

vIikauk ukMhr vlrkr- vk;q";kyk dMoVi.k ;sr tkrks- jaxHkwfeojpk gk lezkV ewykP;k ?kjkr 

vMxG gksrks- ^^ egkcGsÜojh e/kkph cqnyh** vlk vkIikauh thpk xkSjo dsyk rhp lwu vlk eqykus 

viekudkjd rkMrkM cksyw ykxrs- tj map vkoktkr pgk ekfxryk rj rs vksjM.ks gksrs- Behyk 

<kyxt Hkokuh vls lacks/k.kkjs vkIik- vkIikaP;k eukrhy Beh fo"k;kps izse dks.kkykp dGys ukgh- 

Behf’kok; ijarw R;k IykWV laLdr̀hr <kyxt Hkokuh gs vlaLd`ri.kkps xzkE;rsps y{k.k letys xsys- 

,o<sp uOgs izseG ukrhyk lwu vkIikaiklwu vks<wu ?ksrs- uksdjkdMwu lq/nk vieku lgu dj.;kph 

ikGh ;k jaxHkwehP;k jktoj ;srs- eukyk Hksxkp Hksxk iMrkr vkf.k v[ksj eqyxk Li"V ’kCnkr lkaxrks- 

^^eh ekÖ;k iRuhpk vkf.k lalkjkpk cGh rqeP;k ik;koj ns.kj ukgh-** brdk dMoV vieku vk?kkr 

lgu djkok ykxrks- ijarw uoÚ;kpk vieku dkosjh lgu d: ’kdr ukgh- vkIik eqykps ?kj lksMrkr 

vkf.k eqyhdMs tkrkr- vkrk lRrjh vksykaMysyh vlrs uOgs FkksMk Hkzeh"Vi.kk vkysyk vlrks- 

vkIikaP;k HkkofoÜokr [kGcG mMkysyh vlrs- Behyk rs fol: ’kdr ukghr- Eg.kqu rj jsYos 

LVs’kuoj xkMhP;k f[kMdh’kh mHkh vlysyh eqyxh ikgwu vkIik rhyk Beh letrkr- xkMh lq: gksrs- 

vkIik R;k Hkzekr xkMhdMs /kkor jkgrkr- vkIikaP;k Hkfo";krhy gs [kGcGtud dkO;k okpdkps 

var%dj.k gkyors- T;kP;k iklwu isze feGk;ps R;kp ek.klkauh ikB fQjoyh- vis{kk Hkaxkpk tcjnLr 

rMk[kk vkIikaP;k eukyk gkn:u Vkdrks- eqyhdMsgh ;kis{kk osxG okV;kyk ;sr ukgh- fu;rhp dqj 

>kysyh vlrs dh dk;\ dGo.kdjkaP;k HksVhpk izlax ?kMrks- vkf.k vkIikaps nSor vlysY;k x.kirjko 

tks’khph dGo.kdj VokGh djrkr- vkIik lkjs dkgh lkslrhy ijarq R;akP;k J/nkLFkkukoj >kysyk 

vk?kkr rs dnkih lgu dj.kkj ukgh- dkj.k x.kirjko tks’kh] [kkMhydj]xMdjh ;k nSorkaP;k 

vkf’kokZnkusp vkIikauk uVlezkV gk cgqeku feGkyk- banzkps HkkX; ykHkrs- Eg.kwu larkiysys vkJ;kyk 

vki.k jgkr vkgksr R;k vkJ;nkR;kpk dGo.kdj gl ofj"B vf/kdkjh- vkIik nhu gksrkr- ykpkj 

gksrkr- Ik’pkRrkikus iksGwu fu?krkr- ifj.ker% vkIikaph [ktxh vkmV gkÅl e/;s [kktxh gksrs- ek;sps 

o Lusgkps laca/k nqjkorkr- gk nq%[kkpk na’k vkIikauk lgu dj.;kph ikGh ;srs- i.k dky dqVkpk 

tgjhi.kk iq<sp vlrks- vkIikaoj R;kaP; izk.kfiz; eqyhdMwu pksjhpk vkG ?ksryk tkrks- vkf.k vkIik 

iqjrs m/oLr gksrkr- dkosjh gk vk?kkr lgu d: ’kdr ukgh- ;k izlaxhgh ftoukrhy eksBs lR; 

vkIikaP;k y{kkr ;srs- ^^dks.kh  dq.kpa ulra ,o<sp [kjs ** varjkGkrhy vkIrs vkeP;k oklusP;k 

th.;krwu [kkyh ;srkr- vkf.k vkEgh cki >kyks i.k dks.khp dq.kkpa ulra gs lR; y{kkr ;srs vkf.k 

;kp osGh nqnSokpk ngk vorkjgh iw.kZ gksrks- vkIikauk letwu ?ks.kkjh vkf.k lrr lkoj.kkjh R;kaP;k 

thoukrhy rqG’kh òankou vl.kkjh dkosjh e`R;qeq[kh iMrs- vkIikaP;k okV;kyk ek= jkeklkj[kk 

ouoklp vkyk- i.k gk ouokl jkekis{kk gh Hk;kud gksrk- jkekyk ouokl Hkksxkok ykxyk rks r:.k 

i.kh] ouoklkr lkFk feGkyh rh y{e.kkph vu lhrsph- vkIikauk ek= dkosjh f’kok; dks.kkphp lkFk 

feGkyh ukgh- vu ouokl vkyk rks o`/ni.kh lkjh ’kDrh laiY;kuarj jke ouokl laiY;kuarj ijr 
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?kjh ;srks- i.k vkIikapk ouokl R;kaP;k e`R;quarjp lairks- vlk fonkjd ouokl T;kP;k okV;kyk 

vkyk R;k vkIikaph ekx.kh rj dk; gksrh\ R;kaP;kp Hkk"ksr lkaxk;pa Eg.kts- 

lqj Eg.krks lkFk ns 

fnok Eg.krks okr ns 

mUgke/kY;k EgkrkÚ;kyk 

QDr rq>k gkr ns 

 ;sFkwu iq<P;k vk;q";kpk fopkj Eg.kts vkIikaP;k fpa/kM;k >kysY;k vk;q";kpk ri’khy ,d 

izpaM ek.kwl m/oLr >kyk vkf.k gs x.kirjko ukokps rqQku ?kjkckgsj mlGys- [kÚ;k ?kjkP;k ’kks/kkr 

^^dq.kh ?kj nsrk dk ?kj-** Eg.khr v[ksj vk;q";kph cjhp QjiV gksrs vkf.k vkIik eqacbZr ;srkr- frFks 

R;kauk HksVrks jktk [kjk ek.kwl dkGtkP;k djkjku s vkIika’kh tksMysyk ^^ ek.kls rxfoyh 

ikghtsr**brdh ek.kwldh fo"k;kps fu"Bk ti.kkjk- ’ksoVh eqyxk] eqyxh] tkobZ vkIikauk ’kks/kwu 

dk<rkr- vkEgkyk {kek djk Eg.kwu vktZo djrkr- ijarq jLR;koj cjs okbZV gksow u;s gh ;k izfrf"Br 

ek.klkyk ekghr vkgs fHkrh okVrs- vFkkZr v[ksj vkIik vkiY;kp ’kjhjkrhy egk iq:"kkauk vkokgu 

djrkr- vls vkIikaps ukVd vkf.k tx.;kps gh ukVd lairs- 

vkHkkG Eg.kra lkoyh ns 

tehu Eg.krs ik.kh ns 

ekGkojP;k EgkrkÚ;kyk 

QDr rq>h xk.kh ns 

dkoGk Eg.krks ia[k ns 

fpe.kh Eg.krs [kksik ns 

ekÖ;klkj[;k vktksckyk 

QDr rq>k ikik ns 

i.k vkIikauk ;krya d/khp dkgh feGkya ukgh- T;k ,dk ukrhpa FkksMs cgwr ns.;kpk iz;Ru 

dsyk frpsgh ia[k NkVwu Vkdys tkrkr- dkoGs] fpe.;k lq/nk ?kjVs cka/krkr- vkiY;k fiYykalghr 

lq[kk lek/kkukaus R;kr jkgrkr- i.k vkIikauk gs lk/k lq[k lq/nk feGr ukgh- iksjkP;k thokoj fjVk;j 

>kysY;k vkIikauk ’ksoVh iksjkauhp fjVk;j dsya-------- ikj ;k txkrwu uk R;kauk dq.kh gkr fnyk------ uk 

dq.kh R;kauk ik.kh fnya------ ex lkoyh rj [kqipa nwj jkghyh- Eg.kwup uVlezkV gh t’kh ,d uVkph 

’kksdkarhdk vkgs r’kh rh ,d o`/nkph ’kksdkarhdk vkgs-  vlk gk ukVlezkV x.kirjko csyoydj 

Eg.kts ’kksdkarhdsps izk.krRo vkgs- MkW- o- nh- dqGd.khZ Eg.krkr- vkIik Eg.kts ts ’kq/n lqanj vkgs 

R;klkBh vkReleiZ.k dj.kkÚ;k uk;dkpk vkRek ?ksowu mHkk jkfgysyk ek.kwl rs dq.kkpsp ulrkr rs 

vlrkr QDr ,d Living Sprit ¼tkx̀r vkRek½ iz[kj vkf.k y[ky[khr vlsy ts R;kP;k eqyk 

eqyhP;k fFkV;k vkdyuk iyhdMP;k vlrkr- Eg.kqup vkIikaph ’kksdkafrdk gksrs- 

lanFkZ %&  

1. ukVd ,d fparu & olar dkusVdj 

2. ’ksDlfivjph ’kksdukV;s & ij’kwjke ns’kikaMs 

3. uVlezkV ,d vH;kl & izk- eks-n- czEgks 

4. ’kksddkj.k ejkBhr ’kksdkafrdk & euksgj ek/ko vGrsdj 
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Abstract 

As wireless sensor technology improves; an increasing number of organizations are using it for a wide range of 

purposes. Zig Bee technology is a new standard in wireless personal area after Bluetooth. After an introduction 

to this technology, a new wireless meter-reading system based on Zig Bee protocol has evolved. This system, 

which is comprised of Zig Bee network and database management system, has many important advantages such 

as low cost, low power consumption, and low date rate. Wireless Sensor Network based on Zig Bee technology 

is a wireless network which is composed of many nodes of Zig Bee RF chip, sensor and MCU, especially 

suitable for application of the remote monitoring system in flammable and explosive environment.Fusion of 

RFID and Zig bee is also possible which turn out to be boon for wireless sensor network technology. A complete 

overview of wireless sensor network technology is given in this paper. Wireless sensor network technology has 

become one of technological basic needs of us. 

INTRODUCTION: With the development of network and communication technology, the 

inconvenience of wiring is solved with WSN into people‟s life; especially it has wide perspective and 

practicability in the area of remote sensing, industrial automation control, and domestic appliance and 

so on.WSN has good functions of data collection, transmission ,and processing. It has many 

advantages compared to traditional wired network, for example, convenient organizing network, small 

influence to environment, low power dissipation, low cost, etc. At present, near field wireless 

communication technology has been used widely ,especially Bluetooth, wireless local area 

network(WLAN),infrared, etc. But, they have a number of disadvantages, for example, complexity, 

large power dissipation, short distance ,networking in small scale. In order to satisfy the demand of 

low power dissipation and low speed among wireless communication devices, a new type of wireless 

net technology-Zig bee emerges as the times require. In this paper, we will introduce the networking 

technology and application of Zig bee. How Zig bee & RFID combination can be used in applications. 

In this paper first Zig bee is explained, then its advantages application and finally its fusion with 

RFID along with applications is discussed. 

ZIGBEE TECHNOLOGY: Zig Bee is new wireless communication technology with short distance, 

low complexity, low energy consumption ,slow data rate and low cost, and it is based on IEEE 

802.15.4 Standard with the capacity of coordinating mutual communication among thousands of tiny 

sensors. Through the radio waves, these sensors can transmit the data from one sensor to another with 

small energy cost and high efficiency. Compared with various existing wireless communication 

technology, Zig Bee technology has the lowest energy consumption and cost. Because of the slow 

data rate and the small range of communication, Zig Bee technology is extremely suitable for 

agricultural field which has small amount of data flows. The technical features of this technology also 

make it the best choice for wireless sensor networks. 

     Zig Bee has the following features. Zig Bee uses a variety of power-saving modes to guarantee that 

it could be used for at least six months to two years powered by two AA batteries. Zig Bee uses the 

avoidance collision mechanism in CSMACA and pre-set a prior particular time slot for a fixed 

bandwidth communications service in order to avoid competition and conflict when sending data. 

     Zig bee has self-organizing features that one node can sense other ones without any human 

interventions, and connect with each other automatically to create a completed network. It also 
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obtains self-recovery function that the network can repair itself when a node is added or deleted, the 

position of a node is changed, or a breakdown occurred. It also can adjust the topology structure to 

ensure that the whole system can work normally without any human interventions. 

III. BASIC NETWORK STRUCTURES: Zig bee supports multiple network structures, which 

mainly include star, tree, and mesh network, shown in Fig .They are composed of the Coordinator, the 

uter, and trend device.The Coordinator and the router need full function (FFD), but the end device 

could select either   full    function device (FFD) or reduced function device (RFD).RFD is only used 

to acquire data information and transmit the information to its parent node; it is not used to finish the 

work such as data transmission, route discovery, and route maintenance. The responsibility of RFD is 

used for building a new network, transmitting network beacon managing nodes in the network, and 

storing network information, etc. Star network is composed of a Coordinator and an end device or 

multiple end devices, the end device could only communicate with Coordinator, it cannot 

communicate with end device, so star network is called single-hop network. The tree network and 

mesh network have routing function, so they are called multi-hop network. Following Fig. The 

architecture  of  Zig  bee network. 

 
Fig.1.The architecture of zigbee network 

THE FUSION OF  RFID AND ZIGBEE 

RFID is a non-contact automatic identification technology that uses radio frequency signals automatic 

recognizes target and access to relevant data. The identification work does not require human 

interference and can work in variety of harsh environments. But if there is no network to transmit 

data, it will be difficult to play its advantage. Under the influence of environmental conditions, the 

traditional wired network may not be a better way to achieve. The feature of wireless sensor network 

is no center and self-organize, it is a powerful complement of RFID, and 

can solve the drawback of poor anti- interference, the effective transmission distance short. Based on 

the Zig Bee technology and the RFID technology of information-fusion technology: the  former  used 

to monitor the target environment conditions, the latter used to identify target objects. Complementary 

and interdependent of the technology can effectively solve the problem of RFID data transmit in the 

mine and can also better perceive the safety hazard exists in coal mine Fig. 2 The fusion technology of 

wsn and RFID Base on the Integration of WSN and RFID Technology  to Solve the Problem of Mine 

Safe The combination of Zig Bee wireless sensor networks and RFID technology, make up for the 

drawback of short transmission distance of the RFID which can also solve some of the following 

problems. 
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APPLICATIONS   OF   WSN 

Zig bee wireless communication technology has wide perspective, Zig bee will be used in a couple of 

years in the area of industry control, industrial wireless location, home network, building automation, 

medical equipment control, mine safety, etc, especially home automation and industry control will be 

the main application fields. Zig bee wireless communication is applied in families. With the 

development of people‟s life, the concept of smart home and home automation is well known, but it 

must relate to the transmission of information and signal if it comes true, so it is troublesome to wire 

cables. Zig bee is a new short-range technology for wireless communication, it is specially designed 

for applications of wireless communication of low speed and low power dissipation, and it is ideally 

suited for establishing family wireless net. It is effortless to realize home temperature regulation, 

remote control of interior lighting systems,and automatic adjustment of certain. Zig bee wireless 

communication technology is applied in meter reading system in the monitoring center just needs to 

analyze and calculate data acquired from users and obtain electricity consumption of users. After that, 

electric charge of the month is deducted from electricity account of users, the workers who is obliged 

to read the meter in user‟s home,the thing that users are not at home when workers are to read the 

meter is avoided.Compared to working real-time human-machine interface can be provided for 

worker.  

CONCLUSION: Zig bee designed for sensor and controls network. Used for application that require 

low power consumption,low data rate and network security. It is high density nodes per network,it has 

low cost and low data rate. As a new wireless protocol in personal area, Zig Bee has its unique 

characteristics including low cost, low data rate, and low power consumption which corresponds to a 

large market. This paper provides an application in the field of building automation. 
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Abstract 

To study the seed germination of Green mong under the aqueous extract of plant and animal origin of 1%, 5%, 

10% and 20% concentration are used. The germination of seeds per day percentage of germination, average 

radical length and average plumule length in cm are parameters under study. The germination is more in 

control than treated seeds. Either plant extract or animal extract treatment is non stimulating and harmful to 

germination process in general. The effect of animal extract is very harmful than the plant extract treatment. 

Seed germination percentage is more in control than treatment. The seed germination percentage is more 

affected in aqueous extract of animal origin than plant origin. In both the treatment as the concentration 

increases, the maximum adverse effect is seen at 20% concentration of aqueous extract of animal origin average 

radical length is affected due to the treatment. The treatment of aqueous extract of prawn is more is destructive 

than the aqueous extract of spinach. There is adverse effect of aqueous extract of plant origin (spinach) and 

prawn on average plumule growth of Green mong seeds. Amongst the both treatment, aqueous extract of plant 

origin (spinach) shows less harmful 

Introduction-  Green mong belongs to family fabaceae. It is annual plant with yellow flowers and 

fuzzy brown pods. Seed are having great nutritional values. According to USDA database, Green 

moong contain high fibers, Proteins, Carbohydrates, Vitamins A, vit B6, Vit C, Vitamin k, 

Phosphorous, Magnesium, Copper, Iron and Zinc.  Importantly Mung beans are composed of about 

20%–24% protein. Globulin and Albumin are the main storage proteins found in Mung bean seeds 

and make up over 60% and 25% of the total mung bean protein, respectively[1,2].  Mung beans are a 

good source of protein for the vegetarian‟s Mung bean protein is rich in essential amino acids, such as 

total aromatic amino acids, leucine, isoleucine, and valine, [3].  Green mong seeds are having great 

medicinal values the mung bean was recorded to be beneficial in the regulation of gastrointestinal 

upset and to moisturize the skin [4] The seeds and sprouts of mung beans are also widely used as a 

fresh salad vegetable or common food in India [5]. Mung beans can also be made into products like 

soups, porridge, confections, curries, and alcoholic beverages. In western cultures, mung bean sprouts 

are popularly used as a fresh salad vegetable [6].  As a food, mung beans contain balanced nutrients, 

including protein and dietary fiber, and significant amounts of bioactive phytochemicals. High levels 

of proteins, amino acids, oligosaccharides, and polyphenols in mung beans are thought to be the main 

contributors to the antioxidant, antimicrobial, anti-inflammatory, and antitumor activities of this food 

and are involved in the regulation of lipid metabolism [7, 8, 9, and 10]  Germination is thought to 

improve the nutritional and medicinal qualities of mung beans [11].  Mung beans are a diabetic 

friendly food as they have a low GI. The energy offered by mung beans and sprouts is lower than that 

of other cereals, which is beneficial for individuals with obesity and diabetes [12,26].    Extracts of 

Moong beans improve glucose tolerance and increased insulin immunoreactive levels [13]. Trypsin 

inhibitors, hemagglutinin, tannins, and phytic acid found in the mung bean have also been reported to 

have biological functions, promoting digestion and eliminating toxins [14].  Mung and other beans 
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have protease inhibitors in them. These protease inhibitors are known to prevent cancer. They block 

and prevent the formation of cancerous cells and tumor cells Mung beans have been shown to exert 

antitumor effects through several different mechanisms [15]. 

  Mung beans have zero cholesterol and are rich in soluble dietary fiber. Foods that are rich in 

soluble fibre are known to be helpful in lowering the “bad” LDL cholesterol. In order to reduce the 

amount of LDL cholesterol in the body it is advised to consume 10 to 25 g of soluble dietary fiber 

each day. Enzymes, peptides, and polyphenols extracted from mung beans have been shown to 

possess both antimicrobial and antifungal activities [16].  However, there are no scientific studies on 

the influence of aqueous extract of plant origine and animal origin of varying concentration on seed 

germination in Green mong.  Miransari and Smith(2014) said that seed germination is an important 

process affecting crop production , and is influence by range of factors, including enzymes and 

hormones[17]. Seed germination is simple and non destructive technique for measuring plant 

biochemical growth and development. Therefore seed germination, germination percentage, radical 

length and plumule length are considered for understudy. The number of seed germinates per day, 

germination percentage of seed; radical length and plumule length on 10
th
 day are the parameters 

consider to study.  The treated petri dishs (6
th
, 7

th 
, 8

th 
and 9

th
) with 10 seeds of Green mong each 

treated with adequate amount of aqueous extract of prawn of 1% , 5% ,10%  and 20% for 10 days to 

study the seed germination of Green mong the germinate per day, germination percentage of seed and 

plumule length on 10
th
 day of treatment are parameters consider for study. The entire process repeated 

for next 10 days. The observation are taken as an average of both the replicas. 

MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Green Mong are collected, placed ten each set of 9 Petri dishes. Each Petri dish is placed with 

normal blotting paper at bottom. First Petri dish is treated as control. It is poured with adequate distill 

water daily. Next four petri dish are treated with adequate amount of aqueous extract of plant (spinach 

leaves) remaining four petri dish are poured and treated with adequate amount of aqueous extract of 

animal origin (dried prawn). The control and treated petri dishes with 10 each Gram seed are under 10 

day‟s observation. It was to study the seed germination of Green mong under the aqueous extract of 

plant and animal origin. 

 For aqueous extract of plant origin preparation weight to volume ratio is consider for 1% 

aqueous extract of plant origin , 1 gm fresh spinach leaves homogenized with 100 ml distill water. 

The content is filter through the normal filter paper. The filtrate is used as 1% aqueous extract of plant 

origin, similarly 5% , 10%  and 20% aqueous extract of plant origin is prepared daily freshly . Thus 

1%, 5%, 10% and (w/v) concentrated aqueous extract of plant origin is prepared. 

  For aqueous extract of animal origin preparation, weight to volume ratio is considered for 

1% aqueous extract of animal origin, 1 gm of dried prawn homogenized with 100 ml distill water. The 

content is filter through normal filter paper. The filtrate is used as 1% aqueous extract of animal 

origin. Similarly 5%, 10% and 20% aqueous extract of animal origin prepared daily freshly. Thus 1%, 

5%, 10% and 20% (w/v) concentrated aqueous extract of plant origin is prepared.  

        The treated petri dish of Green mong treaed with aqueous extract of plant origin and animal 

origin of 1%, 5%, 10% and 20% for 10 days to observe seed germination of Green mong. 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION:- 

 

Table 1. Number of seed germination 1 day of Green mong due to treatment of aqueous extract 

of plant and animal origin. 
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Petri 

dish 

Number 

 Treatment  Number of seed germination/ day. 

    Day 

  1 

Da

y 2 

Da

y 3 

Da

y 4 

Da

y 5 

Da

y 6 

Da

y 7 

Da

y 8 

Da

y 9 

Da

y 

10 

1 Control 1 0 5 7 7 8 10 8 6 6 6 

2.  

Spinach 

Extract 

1% 0 0 8 10 10 10 9 9 8 8 

3. 5% 0 0 8 8 8 9 9 9 7 7 

4. 10% 0 0 9 9 9 10 10 10 9 9 

5 20% 0 0 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 

6.  Control 2 0 5 9 10 10 10 7 7 6 6 

7.   

Prawn  

Extract 

1% 0 0 10 10 10 10 8 8 5 5 

8. 5% 0 0 9 9 9 8 8 8 5 5 

9. 10% 0 0 9 9 8 8 6 6 6 6 

10. 20% 0 0 0 1 3 3 3 3 2 2 

From Table-1, it is clear that the germination of seeds of Green mong starts on second day in control. 

There is no germination in 1% of plant extract and there is germination on animal extract. 

Germination of seed increases on day to 10
th
 day. Maximum germination of nine seeds on 10

th
 day in 

control as well as 1%, 5% and 10% respectively the 20% animal extract (prawn extract) treated seeds  

shows less germination even on 10
th
 day. In 5%, 10%, 20% plant extract treated seed germination is 

more as compare to the control after fifth day. In 5%, 10% prawn extract treated seeds the 

germination of seeds is less. It is almost non-significance. 

 From Table-1 it is clear that the number of seeds germination third to nine days in control and 

1% plant extract treated seeds that 1% plant extract shows more germination than control seed. It may 

conclude that 1% plant extract stimulates the germination in Green mong. 

  The overall conclusion from discussion is to draw as the germination of seed of Green mong 

is somewhat more or less in control than treated seed. It means either plant extract treatment or animal 

extract treatment is non stimulating and harmful to germination process, except the 1%, 5%, 10% 

plant extract. The effect of animal extract is harmful than the plant extract treatment. 

Table-2. Seed germination percentage of Green mong after treatment of 

Petri dish 

Number 

 Treatment  Number of seed germination/ day. 

    Day 

  1 

Da

y 2 

Da

y 3 

Da

y 4 

Da

y 5 

Da

y 6 

Da

y 7 

Da

y 8 

Da

y 9 

Da

y 

10 

1 Control 1 00 50 70 70 80 10

0 

80 60 60 60 

2.  

Spinach 

Extract 

1% 00 00 80 10

0 

10

0 

10

0 

90 90 80 80 

3. 5% 00 00 80 80 80 90 90 90 70 70 

4. 10% 00 00 90 90 90 10

0 

10

0 

10

0 

90 90 

5 20% 00 00 20 20 30 30 30 30 20 20 

6.  Control 2 00 50 90 10

0 

10

0 

10

0 

70 70 60 60 

7.   

Prawn  

Extract 

1% 00 00 10

0 

10

0 

10

0 

10

0 

80 80 50 50 

8. 5% 00 00 90 90 90 80 80 80 50 50 

9. 10% 00 00 90 90 80 80 60 60 60 60 

10. 20% 00 00 00 10 30 30 30 30 20 20 

Seed germination percentage of Green mong after treatment of aqueous extract of plant and animal 

source origin is seen in Table 2.It shows the seed germination percentage per day up to ten days of 
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experiment for control and treated conditions from the table. It is clear that seed germination 

percentage maximum on 10
th
 day of treatment in control aqueous plant extract treated as well as 

animal extract treated seed in control. The seed germination percentage is 50 on 2
nd

 day in control. 

However it is interested to note that it is zero percentage in both treatment .It 70% in control while 

80% and 80% in 1% and 5% plant extract treatment seeds. It seems to stimulating effect of plant 

extract on germination percentage. The seed germination percentage is 90% and 20% each on 10
th
 day 

in 10% and 20% respectively plant extract treatment. In aqueous extract of plant origin it is hardly 

100, 90%, 90% and 0% in 1%, 5%, 10% and 20% treatment respectively. It is to conclude that seed 

germination percentage is somewhat more or less control than treatment amongst the treatment 

unclear study; the seed germination percentage is more effect in aqueous extract of animal origin than 

plant origin. In both the treatments the concentration increases somewhat or less the adverse effect on 

seed germination increases. The maximum adverse effect is seen at 20% concentration of aq extract of 

animal origin. 

 

Table- 3. Average radical length on 10
th

 day of treatment in Green mong, after treatment of 

aqueous extract of plant and animal origin. 

 

Treatment  Concentration Average radical length on 

10
th

 day of treatment 

Control  - 0.3 

Aqueous extract of plant 

Origin 

(spinach extract control) 

1% 

5% 

10% 

20% 

0.2 

0.2 

0.1 

00 

Control - 0.3 

Aqueous extract of 

Prawn 

1% 

5% 

10% 

20% 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.0 

 

From Table 3, it is clear that control seeds of green mong shows average radical length which is 

maximum (0.3 cm) than 0.2, 0.1, 0.1, 0 cm of aqueous extract of plant origin treated seeds with 1%, 

5%, 10% and 20% concentration respectively. It means the average radical length is more in plant 

extracts treated seeds. It is decreasing as the concentration of spinach extract goes on increasing 

similarly from the table. It is also seen that the average radical length 0.1 cm at 1% aqueous extract of 

animal origin (prawn) treated seeds. It is 0.1 cm for 5% and 10%, and it is 0cm for 20% treated seeds. 

Above observation are arrived at conclusion that the average radical length is affected due to the 

treatment with aqueous extract of spinach and prawn. The treatment of aqueous extract of animal 

origin is more destructive than aqueous extract of spinach. 
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Table-4- Average plumule length on 10
th

 day of treatment of aqueous extract of spinach and                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

prawn. 

Treatment  Concentration Average plumule length 

on 10
th

 day of 

treatment(cm) 

Control  - 0.2 

Aqueous extract of 

spinach 

1% 

5% 

10% 

20% 

0.1 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

Control - 0.2 

Aqueous extract of 

Prawn 

1% 

5% 

10% 

20% 

0.1 

0.1 

0.0 

0.0 

 

Table-4. Depicts the average plumule length on 10
th
 day of treatment in control and treated seeds of 

Green mong. It is noted that 0.2 cm is maximum average plumule length seen in control seed . 0.1 

cm,0 cm, 0 cm,0 cm is average growth of plumule in aqueous extract of spinach treated seeds at 1 %, 

5%, 10%  and  20% concentration respectively. The aqueous extract of prawn treated seeds of Green 

mong are showing the average plumule length as 0.1cm, 0.1cm, 0cm and 0cm for 1%, 5%, 10% and 

20%. Means no plumule growth at all for 10% and 20% concentration of aqueous extract of prawn. 

This discussion conclude that there is adverse effect of aqueous extract of animal (prawn) on plumule 

growth of Green mong seeds. Amongst the both treatment, aqueous extract of plant origin shows less 

harmful than prawn extract [17,18,19] 

C. Beasse (2000) studied effect of epidemics of mycophaerella pinocles on crop growth radiation 

interception efficiency (PIE) and radiation use efficiency by dispersion on ground of pea. Which 

decrease the photosynthesis in leaves [20]. 

Dry seeds do not germinate. Water is an essential factor to trigger off the process of seed 

germination. Shortage of water at any stage of plant growth usually results in a reduction in vegetative 

growth but many annual crop plants are sensitive changes in soil moisture condition during the period 

from flower initiation to the development of full flower [21-23]. 

          Heat cultivation and micronutrient coupling are two relatively unknown methods that 

are used to increase the yield and size of the seed. Recent research has indicated that a combination of 

heat treatment along with the two vital micronutrients, phosphorus and nitrogen, are the most critical 

components to increasing the overall yield of Cicer arietinum[21]. Unlike other food crops, the 

perennial seed shows a remarkable capacity to change its nutritional content in response to heat 

cultivation. Treating the seed with a constant heat source increases its protein content almost threefold 

[21]. Consequently, the impact of heat cultivation not only affects the protein content of the seed 

itself, but the ecosystem that it supports as well. Increasing the height and size of seed plants involves 

using micronutrient fertilization with varying doses of inorganic phosphorus and nitrogen [22].  

        Temperature affects cellular metabolic and growth rates. Seeds from different species 

and even seeds from the same plant germinate over a wide range of temperatures. Seeds often have a 

temperature range within which they will germinate, and they will not do so above or below this 

range. Baskin, Carol C and Jerry M (2014) shows that variation in Seed Dormancy and Germination 

within and between Individuals and Populations of a Species [23]. 
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                   Light or darkness can be an environmental trigger for germination and is a type of 

physiological dormancy. Most seeds are not affected by light or darkness, but many seeds, including 

species found in forest settings, will not germinate until an opening in the canopy allows sufficient 

light for growth of the seedling. 

       When the seed imbibes water, hydrolytic enzymes are activated which break down these 

stored food resources into metabolically useful chemicals.[24]. Oxygen is required by the germinating 

seed for metabolism.[25]. Oxygen is used in aerobic respiration, the main source of the seedling's 

energy until it grows leaves [24]. Oxygen is an atmospheric gas that is found in soil pore spaces, if a 

seed is buried too deeply within the soil or the soil is waterlogged, the seed can be oxygen starved. 

CONCLUSION: To study the seed germination of Green mong under the aqueous extract of plant 

and animal origin of 1%, 5%, 10% 20% Concentration are used. The germination of seeds per day 

percentage of germination, average radical length and average plumule length in cm are parameters 

under study. The germination is more in control than treated seeds. Either plant extract or animal 

extract treatment is non stimulating and harmful to germination process in general. The effect of 

animal extract is very harmful than the plant extract treatment. Seed germination percentage is more 

in control than treatment. The seed germination percentage is more affected in aqueous extract of 

animal origin than plant origin. In both the treatment as the concentration increases the maximum 

adverse effect is seen at 20% concentration of aqueous extract of animal origin average radical length 

is affected due to the treatment. The treatment of aqueous extract of prawn is more is destructive than 

the aqueous extract of spinach. There is adverse effect of aqueous extract of plant origin (spinach) and 

prawn on average plumule growth of Green mong seeds. Amongst the both treatment, aqueous extract 

of plant origin (spinach) shows less harmful. 
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Introduction: - India has adopted the policy of liberalization, privatization, & globalization (LPG)  in 

1990‟s and transferred the traditional market mechanism to the threshold of a free market philosophy.  

Naturally, the Insurance sector is also not a exception to this change. Insurance sector in India was 

liberalized in March 2000 with the passage of the Insurance Regulations & Development Authority 

(IRDA). This has lifted the entry restrictions for private players and allowing foreign players to enter 

the market with some limits on direct foreign ownership. The potentials for growth of insurance 

industry in India is immense as nearly 80% Indian population is without life insurance cover while 

health insurance and non-life insurance continues to be well below international standard.  

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

          The person Research study is carried out with the following objectives in  view 

1) To study the Indian Life Insurance Industry   Overview & It‟s Social Responsibility 2) To study the 

spread Life Insurance widely and in particular to the rural areas and to  the socially and      

economically backward classes. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

 Secondary data also collected from various websites are as follows.    

The said Research study is based on the secondary data. For this propose the researcher studied the 

various reference books on commerce, Economics, management & Insurance. The researcher also 

studied the various reports published by the LIC as well as other financial institutions 

Reform of Insurance Sector:- The first step towards insurance sector reforms was taken in 1993 

with the formation of Malhotra Committee, under the Chairmanship of former Finance Secretary & 

RBI Governor Mr. R.N.Malhotra. The Committee was formed with an object to evaluate the Indian 

insurance industry & recommend its future direction in the free market economy. This committee has 

made the important recommendations on Structure, Competition, Regulation Investments, Customers 

Services, etc. Some of the very important recommendations have focused below:- 

1) An Insurance regulatory body should be set up. 

2) Controller of insurance should be made independent. 

3) Govt. stake in the insurance companies to be brought down to 50%. 

4) All the insurance companies should be given greater freedom to operate. 

5) Private Companies with minimum paid up capital of Rs. 1 billion should be allowed to enter 

the industry. 

6) Foreign company may be allowed to enter the industry in collaboration with the domestic 

companies. 

7) No Company should deal in both life & General Insurance through single entity. 

8) Mandatory Investments of LIC Life Fund in Govt. securities to be reduced from 75% to 

50%. 

9) Insurance Company must be encouraged to set up Unit Linked Pension Plans. 

10) Computerization of operation & updating of technology to be carried out.  

  Opening up of Insurance Sector to Private  & Foreign Players:-  
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 LIC had a monopoly from 1956 to 200; that is for 44 years. The Insurance industry has been 

thrown open to competition. A number of big companies of the world have entered the Indian 

insurance market in joint venture with one or other domestic business group as shown below:- 

Life Insurers in Private Sector 

1. SBI Life Insurance 

2. Metlife India Life Insurance 

3. ICICI Prudential Life Insurance 

4. Bajaj Allianz Life 

5. Max Life Insurance 

6. Sahara Life Insurance 

7. Tata AIG Life 

8. HDFC Standard Life 

9. Birla Sunlife 

10. Kotak Life Insurance 

11. Aviva Life Insurance 

12. Reliance Life Insurance Company Limited - Formerly known as AMP Sanmar LIC 

13. ING Vysya Life Insurance 

14. Shriram Life Insurance 

15. Bharti AXA Life Insurance Co Ltd 

16. Future Generali Life Insurance Co Ltd 

17. IDBI Fedaral Life Insurance 

18. AEGON Religare Life Insurance 

19. DLF Pramerica Life Insurance 

20. CANARA HSBC Oriental Bank of Commerce LIFE INSURANCE 

21. IndiaFirst Life Insurance Company 

22. Star Union Dia-ichi Life Insurance Co. Ltd 

Present Scenario in Insurance Sector:- 

 The Indian economy has been growing rapidly and the growth is continued during 2005-06. 

There has been sustained manufacturing activity and impressive performance of the service sector. 

The industrial sector increased by 7.6 percent and the service sector maintained a higher growth of 

10.3 percent. The agricultural and allied activities registered a growth of 3.9 percent. Thus, the growth 

in real GDP was 8.4n percent during 2005-06 as against 7.5 percent in 2004-05. Within service sector, 

finance, insurance real estate has shown improved performance. The opening up of the insurance 

sector has contributed favorably to industrial growth.  GDP from insurance sector is increased to 19.3 

percent in 2004-05 from 12 perce3nt in 200-01.  

  The premiums underwritten in India & abroad by life insurers in 2005 - 06 increased 

by 27.78 percent which was higher than the growth in 2004-05 i.e. 24 .31  percent. It has shown an 

increase in the non-life insurance also from 11.57 percent to 15.61 percent for corresponding period. 

First year premiums including single premiums recorded a growth of 47.94 percent because of 

significant performance in the unit- linked business.  

Social Responsibility of Life Insurance Corporation of India(LIC)  

The present study covers in depth approach towards behavior of stakeholders regarding Social 

Responsibility policies adopted and implemented by Life Insurance Corporation of India  It is a case 

study of Life Insurance Corporation of India‟s Social Responsibility approach. The current 

governance in Life Insurance Corporation of India is the result of privatization of the sector. 

Therefore, there is a need to have the complete analysis of the corporation from social point of view.     

http://sbilife.co.in/
http://www.metlife.co.in/
http://www.iciciprulife.com/public/default.htm
http://www.bajajallianzlife.co.in/
http://www.maxlifeinsurance.com/
http://www.saharalife.com/
http://www.tata-aig-life.com/
http://www.hdfclife.com/
http://www.birlasunlife.com/
http://www.kotaklifeinsurance.com/
http://www.avivaindia.com/
http://www.reliancelife.com/
http://www.inglife.co.in/
http://www.shriramlife.com/
http://www.bharti-axalife.com/
http://www.futuregenerali.in/
http://www.idbifederal.com/
http://www.aegonreligare.com/
http://www.dlfpramericalife.com/
http://www.canarahsbclife.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IndiaFirst_Life_Insurance_Company
https://www.sudlife.in/
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As a country we face several problems and complexities. Several villages lack primary education, 

health care, drinking water and transport facility. Corers of people live below poverty line. In such a 

scenario it is necessary for our corporate to act responsibility and contribute towards social upliftment 

and well-being. 

Conclusion:-There is a need of greater efforts in extending the benefits of insurance to the rural areas 

in the coming years. The public sector insurer has to take a lead in this regard because of their market 

share and geographically spread up net work. The private companies also requires  to intensify their 

efforts in extending the benefits of insurance in rural areas. IRDA has notified Micro Insurance 

regulation facilitating insurer to tap the potentials of rural markets. As per these regulations, Non-

Government Organizations (NGO) Micro Finance Institutions (MFI) and Self Help Group (SGP) have 

been recognized as micro insurance agents. It would facilitate penetration of insurance to rural & 

remote areas.  In nutshell, Insurance sector in India has tremendous potentials for expansion. It is 

found that, in India out of every 100 peoples only 22 to 23 have been insured, which means that at 

least 77 people are not insured. With a large population & untapped market, insurance happens to be a 

big opportunity in India. Though, the premiums volume is increasing, the insurance penetration in the 

country is low. Insurance penetration or premium volume as a share of country‟s GDP for the year 

2005 stood at 2.53percent for life insurance and 0.62 percent for non-life insurance. Rising middle 

class households is a potential for insurance industry in India. The penetration ratios of health and 

other non-life insurance in India is also very low as compared to international standards. These facts 

indicate immense growth potentials of the insurance sector. In brief, the opening up of the insurance 

sector has led to rapid growth of the sector. The potentials for growth of insurance industry in India is 

very high because of large population & untapped market along with increasing per capita income and 

saving habits of the people.  
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Abstract 

Mannich reaction has found to have wide range of applications in synthetic and pharmaceutical fields. The 

efficiency of a chemical synthesis can be nowadays measured, not only by parameters like selectivity and overall 

yield, but also by its raw material, time, human resources and energy requirements, as well as the toxicity and 

hazard of the chemicals and the protocols involved. The use of Ionic liquids as a medium for organic reactions 

instead hazardous chemicals contribute to the development of environmentally friendly processes.In the present 

study, amine exchange reactions of Mannich bases with aromatic amines in room temperature ionic liquids 

were carried out to form aromatic amine Mannich bases with high yields. 

KeywordsːMannichBase, Ionic liquids, Amine Exchange 

INTRODUCTION: The condensation of compound containing active hydrogen and ammonia or 

primary or secondary amines usually as their hydrochlorides (HCl being used as catalyst) to form 

amino methyl or substituted amino methyl derivatives is known as Mannich reaction. The base called 

Mannichbase, is usually isolated as its hydrochloride. Aryl amines do not normally respond to this 

reaction. 

 
Many important natural products, especially alkaloids have been synthesized by this reaction. A 

classical example is Robinson‟s synthesis of tropinone by a double Mannich condensation and 

subsequent synthesis of atropine. Tuctacaine, a commercially useful anesthetic is prepared by this 

reaction.The amino acid, tryptophan is synthesized from the quaternary salt of gramine and 

acetamidomalonic ester. 

Besides the common alkyl amines employed ever since the early work of Carl Mannich, more recent 

research in the synthesis of Mannich bases has proved that less common alkyl amines (mainly used 

with a view to creating pharmacologically active products), amino acids or phthalimide can be 

successfully used as amine components in direct amino methylation reactions. The amine exchange 

reaction between an alkyl amine Mannich bases and aryl amines also offers easy access to aryl amine 

Mannich bases in high yield under mild reaction conditions. This method, firstly introduced by Singh 

and later improved by Cymerman- Craig still is in spite of recent progress, a valuable preparative way 

for obtaining aryl amine Mannich bases. 

Despite the impressive progress achieved in the amine exchange reactions there is still room for 

improvement, especially towards developing a novel green procedure with the rapid development in 

the field of synthetic chemistry, the researchers have started to pay more attention to detrimental 

effect on non-green processes to the environment. Carrying out organic reactions in green solvents has 

become highly desirable due to detrimental effect of toxic solvents to the environment. 

The use of Ionic liquids as a medium for organic reactions would greatly contribute to the 

development of environmentally friendly processes.    

mailto:sdpatil72@gmail.com
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Ionic liquids are basically liquids at room temperature; they composed entirely of ions and can be 

represented as [Cation]
 +

 [Anion]
-
. Various cations can be tetraalkylammonium, 

tetraalkylphosphonium, trialkylsulfonium, N-alkylpyridinium, 1-3-dialkylimidazolium cations. 

N
+

R3

R2

R1

R4

P
+

R2

R3
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Various anions can be NO3

-
, Cl

-
 Br

-
, I

-
 AlCl4

-
, BF4

-
, PF6

-
, CHCOO

-
, F3CCOO

-
, CF3SO3

-
 and 

(CFSO)2N
-
. The ionic liquids are organic salts with melting points under 100

0
C, often even below 

room temperature. The common ionic liquids are imidazolium pyridinium derivatives. 

They have very good dissolution properties for most organic and inorganic compounds, high thermal 

stability, non -flammable. Ionic liquids can be used as a solvent for synthetic and catalytic purposes, 

as biphasic system in combination with an organic solvent or water in extraction and separation 

technologies, as electrolytes in electrochemistry. Ionic liquids has advantages like optimization of 

compound characteristics through a broad choice of anion and cation combination, reaction rate 

enhancement, higher selectivity as well as higher yields and can be used as replacement for volatile 

organic compounds in chemical processes or extraction procedures. 

Mannich reaction of 2-(1-cyclopentyl)-2-alkylcyclopentanone and amine exchange of aryl amines for 

the Mannich bases. In the discovery for new anti-inflammatory agents, a series of 2-(E)-(4-hydroxy- 3 

- methoxybenzilidine) - 5 - (N-Substituted aminomethyl) cyclopentanones was synthesized via stock 

reaction, Mannich reaction and amine exchange reaction by Dong J. et al. A series of fifteen 

compounds were synthesized and all these compounds were characterized by spectral and elemental 

analysis. Mannich bases of o-hydroxyacetophenones gives amine exchange reaction with pyrazole 

and methyl or halogen substituted pyrazoles.  

Roman G. et. al. (2003) derived Mannich bases from o-hydroxyacetophenones with N,N- 

dialkyldithiocarbamic acid salts result in the formation of the corresponding dithiocarbamic acid 

esters via an amine moiety replacement. They conducted this process in cold water; the synthesis was 

carried out in refluxing ethanol-water mixture led to the insertion of Carbon sulphide at the C-N bond 

of Mannich base. 

A series of seven Mannich bases were derived by Roman G. et. al. (2004) from cis trance 2-5-

dimethyl piperazine and (Hetero) aryl methyl ketones were prepared both through direct 

aminomethylation and via amine exchange reaction. Roman G. et. al. (2002) derived Mannich bases 

from ortho-hydroxyacetophenone in amine exchange reactions with pyrazole and one or methyl 

substituted pyrazoles.  

Dong J. et. al. (1998) synthesized nineteen kinds of 2-(E)-bezelidine-5-(N-substituted amino methyl) 

cyclopentanones via Mannich reaction or Amine exchange reaction and identified spectrometrically. 

J. Cyperman Craig et. al. (1963) has performed variety of amine exchange reactions between Mannich 

bases and primary alkyl amines. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

In the present work, we have carried Amine exchange reactions of Mannich bases with aromatic 

amines in room temperature ionic liquids. The Mannich base (β-dimethyl amino propiophenone) 

derived by reaction of Acetophenone with Dimethyl amine HCl and Paraformaldehyde was taken as 

key compound and treated with a series of aromatic amines in the presence of room temperature ionic 

liquid [Bmim]
+
[PF6]

-
 . 
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Mannich base                    Aryl amine                           Aryl amine Mannich base 

 

Experimental work involves following stepsː 

Scheme 1ː   Synthesis of Ionic liquid 

Scheme 2ː   Synthesis of β-amino propiophenone 

Scheme 3ːThe β -amino propiophenone treated with various aromatic amines such asAniline, m-

Aminotoluene, p-Aminotoluene, p-Chloroaniline, p-Anisidine, 2-Amino pyridine, 2-Amino thiozole, 

Naphthylamine, p-Aminoazobenzene, p-Aminobenzoic acid to form various aromatic amine Mannich 

bases. 

Scheme 1ːSynthesis of Ionic liquid [1-butyl-3methyl immidazoliumhexaflurophosphate] 

NN PF
6
-+

 
10 ml N-methyl immidazole, 22 ml butyl bromide and Toluene 12.5 ml were placed in 100 ml round 

bottom flask attached with reflux condenser with guard tube and mixture was  refluxed on oil bath for 

48 hours at 80
0
C.  

After reflux the mixture was kept in refrigerator for two days for getting solid then the solvent 

(Toluene) was thrown away. Solid was washed with ether and tried to break in it. Then 100 ml 

Distilled water was added and the whole solution was transferred in 250 ml round bottom flask. 

Mixture was cooled in ice bath for 1 hour and 5ml HPF6 + 5ml Distilled water was added 5 times in 

solution which was prepared in plastic measuring cylinder. Then whole solution was stirred for 2 

hours. [Bmim]
+
PF6

-
separated then 80 ml Dichloromethane added in the solution and stirred two layers 

of Dichloromethane and water were obtained, water layer was thrown away and Dichloromethane was 

washed with 100 ml distilled water till the water showed neutral Ph. Then Dichloromethane layer was 

passed through Cotton + silica gel + Na2SO4 bed in funnel and Dichloromethane was evaporated 

under vaccum to get Ionic liquid. 

Scheme 2ːSynthesis of 3-N-N Dimethyl Amino Propiophenone Salt 

5.3 gm (0.326 mol) Dimethylamine hydrochloride, 2 gm (0.33 mol) of paraformaldehyde and 6 gm 

(0.25 mol) of acetophenone were placed in 250 ml round botton flask attached with reflux condenser.  

8 ml of ethanol and 0.5 ml concentrated HCl were introduced in reaction mixture and mixture was 

refluxed on water bath for 3 hours.  The reaction mixture was almost clear and homogeneous.  While 

still warm 50 ml of acetone was added and cooled at room temperature and was left in refrigerator 

overnight.  The crystals were filtered at pump and dried for 6 hours at 40-50
0
C. 

 
Theoretical yield = 10.5 gm 

Practical yield = 7.2 gm 

Practical % yield = 68.57% 
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Melting Point of Dimethylamine propiophenone Hydrochloride =156
0
C 

Preparation of free base from 3-N,N Dimethyl Amino Propiophenone Salt 

 
Whole quantity of Mannich salt was dissolved in minimum amount of water and the solution was kept 

in ice bath for 30 min, 50% NaOH was added in the solution till pH of the solution comes at 11 and 

then whole solution was extracted by using ether in separating funnel. Ether layer was collected and 

evaporated to get Mannich free base. 

Scheme 3ː 

The β-amino propiophinone treated with various aromatic amines to form Aromatic amine Mannich 

bases by following procedure. 

N

O
CH

3

CH
3

Ar NH
2

N

O
H

ArNH(CH
3
)
2

+
Ionic liquid

 
 

1 mili mole of Mannich free base (0.177gm), 1 mili mole of Ar amine and 2 ml of ionic liquid was 

taken in 5 ml round bottom flask and the mixture was stirred on magnetic stirrer. The reaction was 

monitored by using thin layer chromatography and reaction mixture was extracted by ether extraction 

to get product. The obtained compounds were then purified by column chromatography and analyzed 

by IR spectra. 

The reaction of B-amino propiophenone (Mannich free base) with Aromatic amines leads to 

elimination of Dimethyl amine to give B-phenyl amino propiophenone in presence of ionic liquid. 

There is a exchange of dimethyl amine by aryl amine in presence of ionic liquid. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The replacement of the dimethylamine moiety in the Mannich free bases derived from acetophenone 

by arylamineMannich bases is illustrated in the figure.  

 

N

O
CH

3

CH
3

Ar NH
2

N

O
H

ArNH(CH
3
)
2

+
Ionic liquid

 
 1                                                                               2 

 

2a: Ar= Benzene  2b: Ar= 3-methyl phenyl   2c: Ar= 4-methyl phenyl 

2d: Ar- 4-chlorophenyl  2e: Ar- 4-methoxy phenyl   2f: Ar- pyridine 

2g: Ar- Thiozole  2h: Ar- Naphthalene   2i: Ar- Azobenzene 

2j: Ar- benzoic acid 

As a trial case 1 mili mole of Mannich base, 1 mili mole of Aniline and 2 ml of Ionic liquid were 

added in 5 ml round bottom flask and stirred at room temperature. The reaction proceeds smoother. 

Besides favoring the elimination of the easily leaving dimethylamino group, the mixture assures the 
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complete dissolution of both reactants and the comfortable separation of the resulting 

arylamineMannich bases. 

Inspired by these results, the reactions were carried out using different arylamines. In all cases 

reaction precedes smoothly giving moderate good yields. The results obtained are summarized in the 

Table no. 1. 

The amine exchange products separated from the reaction mixture by ether extraction. The 

arylamineMannich bases are purified by using coloumn chromatography, that are soluble in acetone, 

chloroform, diethyl ether and insoluble in water. 

In the products IR spectra, the carbonyl group in the arylamine Mannich bases gave an intense sharp 

absorption band at about 1650 cm
- 
, the formation of a hydrogen bonding between this group and the 

adjacent phenolic one being responsible for the low absorption frequency. A single medium to intense 

sharp absorption band, attributed to N-H band vibration, was identified in the 3350-3450 cm
-1

. 

Table: 1Data of the products obtained 

Sr. 

No. 
Reactant Aryl amine Product 

Yield 

% 

Melting 

Point 
o
C 

Melting 

Point 

(lit.) 

IR 

range. 

cm
-1 

(N-H 

strech) 

1 N

O
CH

3

CH
3

 

NH
2

 

NH

O

 

36 

 
110 113-114 

3450 

cm
-1

 

2 N

O
CH

3

CH
3

 

NH
2

CH
3  

NH

O

CH
3

 

63 105 - 
3441 

cm
-1

 

3 N

O
CH

3

CH
3

 

NH
2

CH
3  

NH

O

CH
3  

42 112 114-115 
3450 

cm
-1

 

4 N

O
CH

3

CH
3

 

NH
2

Cl  

NH

O

Cl  

50.94 130 134-135 
3450 

cm
-1

 

5 N

O
CH

3

CH
3

 

NH
2

OMe  

NH

O

OMe  

39.60 105 111-112 
3450 

cm
-1

 

6 N

O
CH

3

CH
3

 

N

NH
2

 

NH

O

N
 

50 85 88-89 
3436 

cm
-1

 

7 N

O
CH

3

CH
3

 

NH
2

S N

 

NH

O

S

N

 

38.40 

 
78 - 

3410 

cm
-1

 

8 N

O
CH

3

CH
3

 

NH
2

 

NH

O

 

46.20 147 150-151 
3400 

cm
-1
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9 N

O
CH

3

CH
3

 

NH
2

N
2  

NH

O

N
2  

39 135 - 
3400 

cm
-1

 

10 N

O
CH

3

CH
3

 

NH
2

COOH  

NH

O

COOH 

35.50 208 210-212 
3400 

cm
-1

 

CONCLUSION 

The method for synthesis of B-aryl amino propiophenones using room temperature ionic liquids has 

found to have following advantages- 

1. It is ecofriendly.  

2. High yields of product.  

3. No side reactions.  

4. Ionic liquids can be used repeatedly.  
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